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Abstract

Smart Material Systems

for Robotics and Sensing

in Healthcare

The research field of robotics and sensing in healthcare has been advancing towards
more enhanced and integrated systems. This involves a focus on technology moving
towards smaller size, higher performance, increasing functionality, and reduced energy
demand, all concurrently. The growing importance of smaller and lighter systems for
minimally invasive procedures and for wearable assistive exoskeletons is becoming evi-
dent. All these applications rely on both structural and functional integrity to adhere to
stringent safety standards for deployment inside and outside the body, while simultane-
ously minimizing spatial and weight requirements. Thereby, compliance and flexibility
are considered important aspects for the development of surgical equipment and wear-
ables in the domain of healthcare technology. This consequently holds also true for the
fundamental components that provide actuation and sensing.

Smart materials, often referred to as such due to their ability to undergo deterministic
property changes in response to external stimuli, hold significant promise for augment-
ing conventional system designs in healthcare technology. These materials offer the most
compact actuation and/or sensing capabilities alongside their structural integrity, as the
materials themselves become functional, making additional actuation and sensing com-
ponents obsolete. This makes them well-suited to meet the demanding requirements of
this field. Confronted with the vast variety of different smart materials, a critical inves-
tigation must be undertaken to determine the potential of these materials for addressing
significant technical challenges in the field.

This dissertation advances the forefront of healthcare technology by exploring smart
material systems based on shape memory alloys, ferromagnetic materials, and piezore-
sistive polymers for robotic and sensing applications in the realms of minimally invasive
surgery and assistive exoskeletons. By leveraging the availability, scalability, and eco-
nomic potential of these selected smart materials, this research aims to enhance key tech-
nical aspects of robotic and sensor systems in healthcare, such as compliance, flexibility,
miniaturization, and practicability. This is compared to conventional actuators, sensors,
and materials. The findings are intended to be easily transferable and adaptable by other
researchers and professionals, facilitating broader adoption and implementation without
requiring specialized technical infrastructure. As a method, multiple smart material sys-
tems were designed based on each of the mentioned materials. This involved the use of
material-inherent actuation, material-based sensing, or a combination of both.

As the main contribution of this dissertation, five smart material systems are presented
comprising three robotic systems incorporating shape memory alloys and two sensor sys-
tems, deploying ferromagnetic and piezoresistive materials. The contribution comprises
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a novel self-assembling continuum robotic system measuring 15.4mm in diameter, fea-
turing a superelastic shape memory alloy backbone, enabling omnidirectional bending
motion and extending up to 240mm, e.g., for gastroendoscopy. Leveraging the superelas-
ticity enhances the robots’ flexibility, dexterity, and workspace range while minimizing
size and weight [1].
Furthermore, an even more compact flexible instrument in comparison to continuum
robots was developed for laparoscopy, utilizing the immediate shape memory effect, and
enabling complex shape changes with miniaturized actuation setups and a frame package
size of less than 1 cm3 [2,3]. This shape memory alloy also features inherent self-sensing
abilities, with its electric resistance correlating to shape and load. A data-driven model
allows then for shape prediction without imaging support. It accurately estimates the in-
strument’s bending deflection, resulting in mean errors of less than 3.6mm [4].
In addition to self-sensing shape memory alloys, surgical instruments, such as for en-
dovascular interventions, can be further improved by integrating ferromagnetic materials.
These enhanced instruments can then be tracked with Euclidean distance errors of below
1.31mm by a novel, compliant wearable array of Hall sensors, estimating its own bending
shape with absolute errors of below 8.33◦ prior to the medical procedure. Hence, despite
the added effort for shape estimation, overall tracking can be improved, minimizing spa-
tial footprint compared to conventional imaging methods [5].
Beyond the augmentation of surgical instruments, smart materials such as piezoresistive
polymers can also be utilized to improve surgical training platforms as cost-effective force
sensors. These sensors can be integrated into additively manufactured training phan-
toms of the human vascular system, offering patient and patholgyspecific training sce-
narios [6, 7].
Physical rehabilitation and daily assistance, which are essential and growing fields of
healthcare, are further prime fields of application for smart materials. The physical in-
terface of a robotic exoskeleton was successfully enhanced through the use of compliant
actuator-sensor units featuring a shape memory alloy. Demonstrating a controllable actu-
ation up to 62N with effective force offsets of 13.7N using less than 10W, these smart
material units are able to replace conventional bulky cuff actuation methods of assistive
robotic exoskeletons [8].

Based on these demonstrations of integrating smart material hardware, valuable prac-
tical advice was gleaned regarding system design, material selection, material processing,
and material integration. This encompasses a thorough discussion of both the enhance-
ments and limitations encountered when deploying smart materials.

In summary, this dissertation demonstrates that material systems from the three stud-
ied material groups – shape memory alloys, ferromagnetic materials, and piezoresis-
tive polymers – can surpass traditional methods of actuation and sensing, particularly in
terms of compliance, flexibility, and space requirements. The presented material systems
and their components can thus serve as useful building blocks for future applications in
robotics and sensing in medical technology. While technical feasibility and experimental
evaluations have been demonstrated, the complex and resource-intensive development to-
wards fully operational medical devices remains a challenging task for future research in
the field of robotics and sensing in healthcare.

Keywords: Medical robotics, continuum robotics, flexible instruments, exoskeletons,

shape memory alloys, piezoresistive polymers, ferromagetic sensing, smart phantoms
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Zusammenfassung

Intelligente Materialsysteme

für Robotik und Sensorik in der Medizintechnik

Das Forschungsfeld der Robotik und Sensorik in der Medizintechnik richtet den Blick
zunehmend auf fortschrittliche, integrierte Systeme. Hierbei steht vor allem die Entwick-
lung hin zu leistungsfähigeren und hochfunktionalen Systemkomponenten im Vorder-
grund, welche gleichzeitig einen geringen Platz- und Energiebedarf aufweisen. Insbe-
sondere wird die Bedeutung kleinerer und leichterer Systeme für minimalinvasive, chir-
urgisch Eingriffe und bei mobilen Exoskeletten deutlich. Die konkreten Anwendungen
sind sowohl auf strukturelle als auch auf funktionelle Integrität angewiesen, um strenge
Sicherheitsstandards für den Einsatz innerhalb und außerhalb des menschlichen Körpers
einzuhalten, während gleichzeitig Raum- und Gewichtsanforderungen minimiert werden
sollen. Daher gelten Nachgiebigkeit und Flexibilität als wichtige Aspekte für die Entwick-
lung von chirurgischen und tragbaren Geräten im Bereich der Medizintechnik. Dies gilt
auch für die grundlegenden Komponenten der Aktuierung und Sensorik.

Sogenannte Intelligente Materialien reagieren auf externe Stimuli mit deterministi-
schen Eigenschaftsveränderungen. Ausgewählte Intelligente Materialien verfügen daher
neben ihrer strukturgebenden Funktionalität auch über die Fähigkeit, auf einen bestimm-
ten Stimulus mit einer Formveränderung (Aktuierung) oder der Variation einer physikali-
schen Eigenschaft, wie z. B. dem elektrischen Widerstand (Sensorik), zu reagieren. Durch
diese kompakte Kombination und Integration der Funktionen direkt in das Material selbst
bieten Intelligente Materialien ein erhebliches Potenzial, um herkömmliche Systemdesi-
gns in der Medizintechnik zu verbessern. Angesichts der großen Vielfalt verschiedener
Intelligenter Materialien ist es jedoch erforderlich, kritisch zu untersuchen, in welchem
Ausmaß ausgewählte Intelligente Materialien dazu beitragen können, die genannten tech-
nischen Herausforderungen in der Medizintechnik anzugehen.

Die vorliegende Dissertation untersucht daher Intelligente Materialsysteme auf Basis
von Formgedächtnislegierungen, ferromagnetischen Materialien und piezoresistive Po-
lymere für robotische und sensorische Anwendungen im Bereich der minimalinvasiven
Chirurgie und der assistiven Exoskelette. Die Arbeit leistet damit einen grundlegenden
Beitrag zur Erforschung der Nützlichkeit, Skalierbarkeit und des wirtschaftlichen Po-
tenzials dieser ausgewählten Intelligenten Materialien. Dabei werden konkrete Ansätze
vorgestellt, wie die technischen Eigenschaften der Nachgiebigkeit, Flexibilität, Miniatu-
risierung und Praktikabilität, im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Aktuatoren, Sensoren und
Materialien in Roboter- und Sensorsystemen verbessert werden können. Die Forschungs-
ergebnisse sollen für Dritte ohne eine besondere technische Infrastruktur leicht übertrag-
bar und anpassbar sein, um eine niedrigschwellige Implementierung zu ermöglichen.

Als Methode wurden mehrere Intelligente Materialsysteme auf Basis von jeweils ei-
nem der genannten Materialien konzipiert. Dabei wurden die materialinhärente Aktuier-
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barkeit, die materialgebundene Sensorik, oder eine Kombination von beiden angewendet.
Die Systeme wurden anschließend aufgebaut und ihre technischen Eigenschaften im Ver-
such experimentell evaluiert, um ihren Nutzen für den Einsatz in der Medizintechnik zu
eruieren.

Als Beitrag dieser Dissertation zur medizintechnischen Forschung werden fünf Intel-
ligente Materialsysteme vorgestellt, darunter drei Robotersysteme mit Formgedächtnis-
legierungen und zwei Sensorsysteme, welche ferromagnetische und piezoresistive Ma-
terialien einsetzen. Der Beitrag umfasst ein neuartiges, sich-selbst-zusammensetzendes
System eines Kontinuumroboters mit einem Durchmesser von 15,4mm. Wegen seines
superelastischen Rückgrats aus Formgedächtnislegierung ermöglicht es eine omnidirek-
tionale Biegebewegung bei einer Ausfahrlänge von bis zu 240mm, z. B. für den Einsatz
in der Gastroendoskopie. Die Nutzung der Superelastizität erhöht die Flexibilität, Beweg-
lichkeit und den maximalen Arbeitsbereich des Roboters und minimiert gleichzeitig die
Größe und das Gewicht [1].
Darüber hinaus wurde im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Kontinuumsrobotern ein noch
kompakteres, flexibles Instrument für die Laparoskopie entwickelt, das den Formgedächt-
niseffekt unmittelbar einsetzt. Dadurch konnten mit einem miniaturisierten Aktuierungs-
aufbau von weniger als 1 cm3 komplexe Formänderungen erzeugt werden [2, 3]. Die ver-
wendete Formgedächtnislegierung verfügt auch über eine materialinhärente Sensoreigen-
schaft, wobei ihr elektrischer Widerstand mit der Formveränderung und Belastung kor-
reliert. So konnte ein datengetriebenes Modell generiert werden, das die Schätzung der
Form ohne weitere Unterstützung einer Bildgebung mit durchschnittlichen Fehlern von
weniger als 3,6mm ermöglichte [4].
Neben dem Einsatz der materialinhärenten Sensoreigenschaft von Formgedächtnislegie-
rungen können chirurgische Instrumente, z. B. für endovaskuläre Eingriffe, auch mithilfe
integrierter ferromagnetischer Materialien weiterentwickelt werden. Diese ferromagne-
tisch modifizierten Instrumente und ihre Bewegung im Körper können dann von einem
neuartigen, tragbaren Hall-Sensorfeld erfasst werden, das seine eigene Biegeform mit
absoluten Fehlern von unter 8,33◦ vor dem medizinischen Eingriff schätzen kann. Das
Sensorfeld ermöglicht anschließend während des Eingriffs eine Instrumentenverfolgung
mit euklidischen Distanzfehlern von unter 1,31mm. Es kann für die Instrumentenver-
folgung trotz des zusätzlichen Aufwands für die Formschätzung insgesamt eine höhere
Genauigkeit erreicht werden, wobei der Platzbedarf für das Sensorsystem im Vergleich
zu herkömmlichen Bildgebungsmethoden minimiert wird [5].
Über die Anwendung in chirurgischen Instrumenten hinaus können Intelligente Materiali-
en wie piezoresistive Polymere auch als flexible und kostengünstige Kraftsensoren in ad-
ditiv hergestellten, chirurgischen Trainingsphantomen eingesetzt werden. Die Trainings-
phantome, z. B. des menschlichen Gefäßsystems, können durch die integrierte Sensorik
nützliche patienten- und pathologiespezifische Trainingsszenarien abbilden [6, 7].
Ein weiteres Anwendungsfeld für Intelligente Materialien in der Medizin ist die physische
Rehabilitation und die Bewegungsunterstützung der Patienten nach einer Operation. Es
war möglich, die physische Schnittstelle eines robotischen Exoskeletts mit nachgiebigen
Aktuator-Sensor-Einheiten auszustatten, die auch eine Formgedächtnislegierung einset-
zen. Diese Materialsysteme zeigen eine kontrollierbare Aktuierung von bis zu 62N mit
effektiven Kraftdifferenzen von 13,7N bei einem Verbrauch von weniger als 10W. Sie
können damit zukünftig größere und schwerere konventionelle Aktuationsmethoden von
physischen Schnittstellen von assistiven robotischen Exoskeletten ersetzen [8].
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Durch die verschiedenen gezeigten Arten der Hardwareintegration konnten fundierte,
praxisrelevante Empfehlungen zu Systemdesigns, sowie der Auswahl, der Verarbeitung
und der Implementierung von Intelligenten Materialien formuliert werden. Diese Disser-
tation umfasst dabei auch eine umfangreiche Diskussion sowohl der Verbesserungen als
auch der Limitationen, die bei der Verwendung der ausgewählten Intelligenter Materialien
beobachtet werden konnten.

Zusammenfassend zeigt diese Dissertation, dass Materialsysteme aus den drei unter-
suchten Materialgruppen der Formgedächtnislegierungen, ferromagnetischen Materialien
und piezoresistiven Polymeren konventionelle Methoden der Aktuierung und Sensorik
übertreffen können. Dies gilt insbesondere in Bezug auf Nachgiebigkeit, Flexibilität und
Platzanforderung. Die vorgestellten Materialsysteme und ihre Komponenten können da-
mit als nützliche Bausteine für zukünftige Anwendungen in der Robotik und Sensorik
in der Medizintechnik dienen. Während die technische Machbarkeit und eine experimen-
telle Evaluation demonstriert wurden, bleibt die komplexe und ressourcenintensive Ent-
wicklung hin zu real einsetzbaren medizinischen Geräten eine herausfordernde Aufgabe
zukünftiger Forschung im Feld der Medizintechnik.

Stichwörter: Medizinrobotik, Kontinuumsrobotik, flexible Instrumente, Exoskelette,

Formgedächtnislegierungen, piezoresistive Polymere, ferromagnetische Sensorik, intelli-

gente Phantome
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Part I.

Introduction
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1. Motivation

In the ever-evolving landscape of global healthcare, the imperative for a patient-
centered approach has become increasingly pronounced. The confluence of demographic
shifts, technological advancements and geopolitical complexities has accentuated the need
for healthcare solutions that transcend traditional boundaries. A critical challenge lies
in the simultaneous surge in global population, compounded by the inevitable aging of
societies [9, 10], leading to an increased amount of absolute cases of age-associated co-
morbidities such as cardiovascular diseases [11] and cancer [12, 13], that require surgical
treatment. This burgeoning demand for healthcare is further exacerbated by disparities
in access, particularly in remote rural regions, less developed or disadvantaged areas [14]
and even in conflict-ridden war zones.

1.1. Problem Statement

Amidst this growing demand, the number of clinicians [15] and caregivers [16] has
not witnessed a proportionate increase. Paradoxically, the field of medicine is experienc-
ing a trend towards deeper specialization, with an expanding array of medical disciplines
and sub-specialties. This specialization, while contributing to advancements in diagnosis
and treatment, may be one reason for a persistent shortage of medical professionals across
all specialties. The perpetual challenge lies in delivering patient-centered care when re-
sources are strained and medical expertise is spread thin.

Recognizing this multifaceted dilemma, a possible solution lies in harnessing tech-
nical innovation to bolster the efficiency, efficacy, and safety of healthcare delivery. As
a potential panacea, imaging modalities such as computed axial tomography (CAT)1 and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as well as robotics in healthcare emerge as a promis-
ing avenue to alleviate the strain on clinicians, empowering them to navigate the complex
web of challenges with dexterity. By integrating robotic technologies into healthcare
workflows, the augmentation of medical professionals’ capabilities is aimed for, offer-
ing a scalable and adaptable solution to the global healthcare crisis. This shift towards a
technologically supported healthcare paradigm holds the potential to enhance the patient
experience while addressing the perpetual shortage of medical expertise across diverse
settings, from the far reaches of remote regions to the uncharted frontiers of space.

The research field of healthcare robotics has been advancing towards more enhanced
and integrated systems. This involves a focus on actuation and sensor technology moving
towards smaller size, higher performance, increasing functionality, and reduced energy
demand, all concurrently.

1CAT and computed tomography (CT) are often used as interchangeable terms.
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Technological Advancements in Minimally Invasive Surgery

In particular, the growing importance of smaller and lighter robotic systems becomes
evident for minimally invasive procedures. A notable benefit of minimally invasive surgery
(MIS) lies in its reduced invasiveness, resulting in smaller incisions and subsequently
lowering the risk of complications such as infections and bleeding. This translates to di-
minished pain and discomfort for patients, ultimately contributing to a swifter recovery
and minimizing the extent of scarring [17]. Surgical robotic systems depend on structural
and functional integrity to meet their high safety standards for incorporeal deployment.
Thus, compliance and flexibility are regarded as pivotal aspects in the development of
adaptable and pliable systems. This principle also holds true for the fundamental robotic
components of actuation and sensing. However, traditional components such as electric
motors and rigid force sensors can only partially meet these requirements, imposing limi-
tations on scalability and miniaturization, particularly in the context of densely populated
operating rooms filled with essential equipment.

Assistive Exoskeletons in Rehabilitating Mobility

In the realm of healthcare, the journey towards recovery extends far beyond the
confines of the operating room. From surgical interventions to post-operative care, pa-
tients often require comprehensive measures to facilitate rehabilitation and restore inde-
pendence. Traditionally, rehabilitation following surgery or injury has relied heavily on
conventional approaches such as physiotherapy. These interventions are designed to fa-
cilitate recovery, improve mobility and restore functionality. However, for individuals
facing significant challenges such as partial paraplegia or other mobility impairments,
conventional methods may not always suffice. Furthermore, there is a constant shortage
of trained (medical) workers that are required for the labor-intensive tasks of rehabilita-
tion and daily assistance [18, 19]. Many individuals depend on devices of assistance such
as simple crutches, walkers, or wheelchairs to navigate daily life and manage tasks in-
dependently. Despite their utility, these devices typically come with limitations and can
hinder full participation in various activities. Assistive exoskeletons are robotic devices
designed to augment human motion capabilities and provide assistance to individuals with
mobility impairments. They offer a novel approach to rehabilitation. These wearable de-
vices cater to a diverse range of users, including individuals recovering from surgery (e.g.,
spinal cord injury rehabilitation [20], stroke rehabilitation [21]), those with permanent dis-
abilities [22, 23], the elderly [24, 25] and even healthy individuals working in physically
demanding environments [26]. By bridging the gap between conventional rehabilitation
methods and assistive devices, exoskeletons empower individuals to regain independence,
improve quality of life and participate more fully in society.

Similar to the realm of MIS, exoskeletons and their mechanical components also rely
on structural and functional integrity to adhere to high safety standards for on-body de-
ployment. Therefore, compliance and flexibility are considered crucial aspects in the
development of adaptable and wearable exoskeletons. This principle extends to the fun-
damental robotic components of actuation and sensing. As with MIS, traditional compo-
nents like electric motors and rigid force sensors can only partially fulfill these require-
ments, imposing limitations on scalability and miniaturization, especially in contexts with
limited available space and load-bearing constraints.
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1.2. Research Question and Thesis

Various so-called smart materials appear promising to provide actuation and sensing
capabilities to address multiple of the aforementioned challenges for both MIS and assis-
tive exoskeletons. Confronted with the vast potential of smart materials, it must be criti-
cally assessed, to what extent smart materials can contribute to the technical challenges in
healthcare technology. This may include use cases, in which smart materials enhance or
even replace conventional actuation and sensing systems. While in other cases, smart ma-
terials must be discarded as alternatives due to fabrication and implementation challenges
(e.g., material handling, stimuli powering, and control), as well as critical limitations (e.g.,
load, workspace, hazardous heat transfer, and biocompatibility). Crucial aspects of smart
material deployment thus comprise the matching of material (-combinations) and suitable
medical applications, where the advantages of a material outweigh the disadvantages, the
efforts, and risks associated with their implementation. Therefore, this dissertation ad-
dresses the following research question:

How can smart materials be applied for robotic and sensing applications in

healthcare?

This generalized research question however requires further specifications regarding
the selection of smart material groups, the targeted application in the realm of healthcare
robotics, as well as the technical improvement aspects in focus.

Research Focus

For this dissertation, the emphasis is placed on utilizing smart materials, including
shape memory alloys (SMAs), ferromagnetic materials, and piezoresistive polymers. This
material selection is based on their availability, scalability, and potential for economic
integration. This ensures that the findings and insights of this research endeavor can be
easily transferred and adapted by other researchers and professionals without requiring
specialized technical infrastructure.

Furthermore, this dissertation is centered on robotic and sensing applications in
healthcare. This particularly includes the domain of MIS, with a specific focus on la-
paroscopy, gastroendoscopy, and endovascular interventions. The scope is extended fur-
ther to the physical recovery of patients, more specifically, the deployment of smart ma-
terials within assistive exoskeletons.

Thereby, this research focuses on leveraging the aforementioned smart materials to
enhance specific technical aspects of robotic and sensor systems in healthcare. Key ar-
eas of focus include improving compliance, flexibility, miniaturization, and practicability
compared to conventional actuators, -sensors, and -materials.

This leads to the thesis of this dissertation:

Shape memory alloys, ferromagnetic materials, and piezoresistive polymers can be ap-

plied in the realms of minimally invasive surgery and exoskeletons to improve compliance,

flexibility, miniaturization, and practicability of robotic and sensing systems in health-

care.
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1.3. Scientific Contribution

This dissertation delves into smart material systems, comprising three robotic sys-
tems utilizing shape memory alloys, alongside one sensor system each for ferromagnetic
and piezoresistive materials (Figure 1.1). The presented smart material systems and their
pre-work have been published in various, internationally renowned scientific journals, in-
cluding:

• IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters,

• IEEE Sensors Letters,

• International Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery,

• Current Directions in Biomedical Engineering,

• at-Automatisierungstechnik,

and presented at conferences such as:

• IEEE-RAS International Conference on Humanoid Robots (Humanoids),

• Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery (CARS) Congress,

• German Society for Computer and Robot-Assisted Surgery (CURAC) Congress.

Method of Exploration

Employing a methodical approach, all systems were meticulously crafted around the
actuation and sensing capabilities of the designated materials. Through rigorous exper-
imentation, their performance was evaluated to ascertain their applicability within the
realm of healthcare robotics. A detailed description of each specific applied method is
given in the respective Chapters 4–8 of this dissertation.

Contributions for the Research Community

The essential findings of this explorative dissertation shall provide the following con-
tributions for the research community:

• Proof-of-concept: Feasibility examples of smart material hardware integration.

• Practical advice on system design, material selection, -processing, and -integration.

• Enhancements and limitation of deploying the selected smart materials.

• Building blocks of smart material actuator and sensor systems.

These contributions can offer tangible insights into the integration of smart materials,
presenting a foundation for further advancements in the field of robotics and sensing in
healthcare, and paving the way for future innovation and applications.
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Figure 1.1.: Visual abstract of this dissertation, delineating the organizational structure of this document by
the sequential order of chapters through numerical labels. The contributions include three robotic systems
deploying SMA-based actuation (top row), as well as three material-based sensor systems utilizing ferro-
magnetic materials, shape memory alloys, and piezoresistive materials (bottom row). Adapted from [1–8],
cb 4.0. and © IEEE 2023.

Organizational Structure of this Dissertation

This dissertation illuminates various application possibilities for smart materials, with
a horizontal emphasis. After the motivation in Part I, the basic concepts of healthcare
robotics and smart materials are introduced, including required fundamentals of smart ma-
terials in general and the material groups of SMAs, ferromagnetic materials and piezore-
sistive polymers, which are particularly relevant to this work. In Part II, the scientific
contributions of smart material systems in the field of MIS are presented. This includes
a self-assembling continuum robotic system with a superelastic SMA backbone (Chap-
ter 4, [1]) In contrast, a more simplified and miniaturized design has been developed for
hand-held applications: a flexible, SMA-driven surgical instrument (Chapter 5), capable
of changing its shape [2, 3] and to inherently sense deformation through self-sensing [4].
Beyond the self-sensing of SMAs, surgical instruments can be further enhanced with fer-
romagnetic materials. By means of self-sensing magnetic sensor arrays, these instruments
can then be intraoperatively tracked inside the human body (Chapter 6, [5]). In addition to
enhancing surgical instruments, the integration of smart materials, such as in piezoresis-
tive polymer sensors, can also augment clinical training platforms to detect force impacts
(Chapter 7, [6, 7]). In healthcare, the path to recovery extends beyond surgical proce-
dures. Many patients can benefit from exoskeleton technology during their physical re-
covery and for daily assistance. Hence, Part III addresses the on-body utilization of SMA
actuation within the compliant physical interfaces of assistive lightweight exoskeletons
(Chapter 8, [8]). This dissertation closes with Part IV and a critical discussion of the
presented smart materials in the context of healthcare robotics, followed by an overall
conclusion.
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2. Healthcare Robotics

Healthcare can be broadly defined as the entity of services and systems that aims for
maintaining, promoting and restoring people’s health in a preventive, acute, or permanent
manner. Thereby, medical professionals rely on a large variety of instruments and tech-
nical devices for both, diagnosis and therapeutic purposes. Robotic systems, formerly
designed to improve efficiency and precision in industrial production lines, were soon to
be found useful tools also in the context of healthcare1. In particular in MIS, where com-
plex operating scenarios afford manual dexterity by the clinicians, these qualities show an
interesting potential if carefully deployed.

This chapter introduces basic surgical concepts and the benefits of utilizing special-
ized robotic systems alongside conventional medical instruments.

2.1. Medical Background

In the operating room, non-invasive techniques and MIS emerge as promising alter-
natives to conventional open surgery, offering reduced infection risks and shorter post-
operative recovery times in medical facilities [27]. Moreover, an improved cosmetic out-
come is expected due to smaller scars. These benefits are realized through the utilization
of specialized instruments during surgery, which can be inserted into the patient’s body
via natural orifices [28] (e.g., mouth, anus) or a limited number of small incisions.

In the following, the minimally invasive approaches are briefly introduced for the
medical use cases addressed in this dissertation.

2.1.1. Abdominal Surgery: Laparoscopy

Laparoscopy, is a medical procedure that allows the exploration, manipulation, or
repair of organs within the abdominal cavity by means of long rigid instruments which
introduced through trocars into the human body. It offers a minimally invasive alterna-
tive to laparotomy, a traditional open surgical procedure involving a larger incision in
the abdominal wall. This intricate surgical discipline spans a broad spectrum of proce-
dures, encompassing gastrointestinal surgeries, liver and pancreas interventions, as well
as abdominal wall reconstructions, among others. Through a meticulously performed in-
cision, surgeons achieve entry into the abdominal cavity, enabling precise visualization
and treatment of internal organs. Abdominal surgery may be necessitated by various
conditions such as tumors, infections, trauma, or functional abnormalities. Further proce-
dures include biopsies, tissue removal, organ repair, and even complex surgeries such as
hysterectomy or gastric bypass. [17, 29]

1The term “medical robotics” typically refers to a surgical context. In order to extend this context towards
assistive exoskeletons, the more general term “healthcare robotics” is used throughout this dissertation.
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2.1.2. Gastroendoscopy

Gastroendoscopy is a minimally invasive diagnostic and therapeutic procedure within
the realm of gastroenterology, primarily employed for the examination and treatment of
the upper gastrointestinal (GI) tract. This technique usually requires the insertion of a flex-
ible endoscope, a slender and illuminated tube equipped with a camera and light source,
through natural body openings, typically the mouth. The endoscope is advanced through
the esophagus, stomach, and duodenum, allowing real-time visualization of the mucosal
lining. Gastroendoscopy serves various purposes, including the detection and biopsy of
abnormalities such as ulcers, tumors, or inflammation, as well as the removal of polyps.
Additionally, therapeutic interventions, such as dilation of strictures or control of bleed-
ing, can be performed during the procedure. [30]

2.1.3. Endovascular Surgery

Endovascular surgery, a minimally invasive therapeutic technique in vascular surgery,
employs catheters, guidewires, and imaging modalities to diagnose and manage vascular
conditions. This technique is typically applied to pathologies affecting blood vessels,
particularly arteries and veins. Unlike traditional open surgical procedures, endovascular
interventions are conducted through small incisions or percutaneous access points, often
in the groin or wrist, to introduce catheters into the vascular system. The catheters are
then advanced under fluoroscopic guidance to the target site, where various endovascular
devices, such as stents, balloons, or coils, may be deployed to address conditions such as
aneurysms, stenoses, or thrombotic occlusions. [31]

2.1.4. Limitations of Minimally Invasive Procedures

Besides aforementioned benefits, MIS is not without drawbacks. For both, rigid
and flexible instrumentation, the general difficulties of impaired vision [32] (e.g., lim-
ited depth perception) and the instrument handling from a remote position remain. More
specifically, they include the loss of wrist articulation, diminished tactile sensation [33],
and suboptimal tool ergonomics, challenging the clinicians’ dexterity. Especially for la-
paroscopy (i.e., keyhole surgery), increased tremors and reduced accuracy may be ob-
served, particularly during the initial stages of the learning curve of novice clinicians [34].
In this context, the so-called fulcrum effect plays a crucial role. In laparoscopic surgery,
a trocar is typically placed into small incisions within the abdominal wall, creating a safe
and stable access point for the instrument to be inserted into the body cavity. The fulcrum
effect refers to the mechanical phenomenon where the surgical instruments are inserted
through those small incisions while the abdominal wall serves as a pivot point (fulcrum).
This effect creates a challenging situation for clinicians, where movements of the instru-
ment handles outside the body result in reinforced opposite movements at the instrument
tips inside the body, complicating the surgeon’s manipulation and coordination [35, 36].

Despite these drawbacks, continuous advancements strive to overcome limitations
and elevate the overall effectiveness of minimally invasive surgical techniques across di-
verse surgical fields. Particularly, the promising potential of robotic innovation stands out
as a key contributor to such progress [37].
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2.2. Robotic Types for Healthcare

A robot is an electromechanical device designed to perform tasks autonomously or
semi-autonomously, typically characterized by a capacity for programmed or teleoperated
operation. Rooted in the interdisciplinary field of robotics, these machines are equipped
with sensors, actuators, and a computational system, enabling them to perceive their en-
vironment, process information, and execute predefined actions. The design and func-
tionality of robots vary widely, ranging from industrial robots employed in manufacturing
processes to advanced robots engineered for intricate interactions in research, medical,
or service applications. Advances in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and sensor
technologies have propelled the evolution of robots, allowing for increased adaptability,
learning capabilities, and enhanced human-robot collaboration. For further comprehen-
sive insights beyond this brief introduction, refer also to [38].

Robotic technology in surgery offers a myriad of advantages that significantly en-
hance the overall surgical experience for clinicians. One compelling aspect is the potential
for remote control, allowing surgeons to operate non-sterile and maintain an ergonomi-
cally ideal posture during extended hours in the operating room. This alleviates physical
strain and enhances comfort, contributing to improved focus and performance. Addition-
ally, robotic systems address the challenging issue of instrument handling by eliminating
the need for clinicians to compensate for the fulcrum effect, as the robot assumes control
of translation and rotation transmission. This not only makes the process more ergonomic
for the clinician but also reduces cognitive demands. [39]

Moreover, the accuracy of robotic systems is noteworthy, as they can precisely hold
and move end-effectors (i.e., instruments) to specific locations with exceptional preci-
sion. Tremor compensation further refines the precision, ensuring stable and controlled
movements. The system’s ability to automatically limit the safe handling area adds an
extra layer of safety, preventing unintended movements and enhancing overall procedural
safety. Furthermore, robots can take over assistive tasks, such as holding and manipulat-
ing the endoscope to allow for an optimized vision, or providing instruments and other
equipment on demand. [40]

For this dissertation, robot types with special utility for healthcare applications are
relevant. Therefore, the following section presents a selection of most relevant concepts,
namely articulated robots, continuum robots, and assistive exoskeletons in further detail
(Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1.: Schematic of selected robotic types for healthcare: articulated robots (left), continuum robots
(middle), and exoskeletons (right).
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2.2.1. Articulated Robots

An articulated robot is a type of robotic manipulator designed with a series of inter-
connected segments (links) joined by rotary joints, resembling the structure of a human
arm. The multiple joints provide the robot with a wide range of motion and flexibil-
ity, allowing it to articulate and move in various directions. The quantity of joints sets
the degrees-of-freedom (DOF), which impacts the robot’s range of motion and manipu-
lability. At the end of the articulated robot’s arm is the end-effector, a tool, or device
specialized for specific applications.

These robots originally derive from industrial automation. Thus, they are widely used
in industries like manufacturing (e.g., welding), assembly, and material handling due to
their adaptability and ability to perform precise and complex tasks. Programming an ar-
ticulated robot involves specifying the desired positions and movements of each joint to
achieve the desired end-effector motion. This makes them suitable for tasks that demand
high dexterity and adaptability, particularly in environments where reaching around obsta-
cles or working in confined spaces is required. For further comprehensive insights beyond
this brief introduction, refer also to [38].

Those characteristics of dexterous manipulation within confined spaces can be highly
useful in the surgical context, forming the realm of surgical robotics. Relevant robotic
end-effectors in the operating room can be for example surgical (e.g., grasper, retractor,
electrocautery device), diagnostic (e.g., biopsy needles, swabs), and imaging related (e.g.,
endoscopic cameras).

Multiple articulated robotic arms can create a surgical robotic system, manipulating
multiple surgical instruments and endoscopes within the body cavity for a robotic-assisted
surgery. The most prevalent procedures through robotic surgery are primarily conducted
in general surgery (e.g., cholecystectomy), urology (e.g., prostatectomy), and gynecol-
ogy (e.g., hysterectomy) [41–43]. Yet, robotic surgery is increasingly being used in fur-
ther specialties. Examples are found in orthopedics (e.g., knee-, hip replacements [44];
joint reconstruction, spine surgery [45]), otorhinolaryngology (e.g., transoral tumor resec-
tion [46, 47]), and even neurosurgery [48] (e.g., intracranial biopsies [49]).

Commercial robotic systems, deploying articulated robots for surgical interventions,
include Da Vinci Robotic Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, USA), VERSIUS Surgi-
cal System (CMR Surgical, UK), Hugo Surgical System (Medtronic, UK), and Bitrack
Robotic Platform (ROB Surgical Systems, Spain).

Aforementioned systems offer a leader-follower control approach. The clinician (i.e.,
leader) can comfortably utilize a non-sterile, ergonomically optimized, and remote user
interface (UI), featuring input modalities such as handles and pedals, while monitoring
the site of operation in high-resolution stereo vision. Those inputs are then used to gen-
erate manipulation tasks of the end-effector of the surgical robotic system (i.e., follower),
preventing the cognitive load of coping with the fulcrum effect. Remote in this context de-
scribes the spatial separation of the clinician from the operating table and the patient. The
UI is often located within the operating room. Yet, it can be located elsewhere to perform
or assist on a remote surgery through teleoperation. This possibility makes these systems
appealing for deployment in far remote clinics, combat zones (military) [50], or even on
space stations (aerospace) [51], where no clinician is on-site, but a surgical intervention
is urgently required.
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However, most of these robotic systems are not able to perform surgical tasks au-
tonomously [52]. Yet, robotic-assisted surgery improves the patient outcome compared to
conventional or open surgery [53, 54], including a reduced morbidity and mortality [55].
Furthermore, they are limited by the lack of haptic feedback. The haptic sensation of a
clinician’s hand when working with the various types of human tissue gives useful infor-
mation, which is omitted by the robotic system in between patient and clinician. This
information includes texture, density, elasticity, temperature, and any abnormalities or ir-
regularities in the tissue. Clinicians rely on these tactile cues to make assessments during
procedures, such as determining the presence of tumors, identifying healthy tissue mar-
gins, and assessing the overall condition of organs or structures being manipulated. This
tactile information enhances the clinician’s ability to make precise and informed decisions
during surgery or other medical interventions [56]. While there are concepts of creating
an artificial haptic feedback experience for the clinician using sensor on the instruments
and actuators on the UI, the development of a realistic perception that can be effectively
integrated into commercially available surgical robotic systems remains an ongoing chal-
lenge [57]. In addition, the end-effector instruments of articulated robots are usually long
and rigid, and thus comparable to conventional laparoscopic instruments. Yet, the tip of
the end-effector can feature the same DOF as the clinician’s hand (e.g., Da Vinci Robotic
Surgical System), allowing for a smooth translation of dexterous motions from the clini-
cian’s hands to the surgical tool tip. Still, the effective workspace within the body cavity
remains restricted due to the rigid tools. Obstacles or delicate anatomical structures (e.g.,
in neurosurgery) often cannot be bypassed in straight trajectories, which makes more in-
cisions necessary, weakening the advantages of the minimally invasive approach.

2.2.2. Continuum Robots

In order to overcome the drawbacks of rigid kinematic chains and tools, continuum
structures and flexible instruments are becoming more popular in the field of surgical
robotics. Continuum robots are snake-like, deformable manipulators with an infinite num-
ber of joints, enabling smooth bending and twisting motions [38]. However, their design
and control pose challenges due to their hyper-redundant nature, where the number of
DOF exceeds the count of individually controllable actuators [58]. Continuum robots
contribute to expanding the user’s scope and operational space, especially in challenging-
to-access operation sites. This includes navigation within the human body, such as wind-
ing organs in the gastrointestinal tract, as well as in neurosurgery, where intricate paths
must be taken to avoid critical structures [59].

More specifically, a flexible instrument can be characterized as a simplified continuum
robot featuring a pliable or bendable component and less DOF (1–2 bending axes) than
a continuum robot, frequently employed in medical procedures to navigate through con-
fined spaces while minimizing tissue trauma. Although the flexibility of such an instru-
ment does not necessarily imply continuous deformation, it caters to specialized applica-
tions like endoscopy and minimally invasive surgical tools. Notably, within the context of
this dissertation, the concept of a flexible instrument leans towards a handheld device [60]
rather than a remotely controlled robotic component. Handheld devices allow for direct
haptic experience of the clinician. Therefore, such devices must be very compact and
low-weight to be a real benefit to the user.

Commercially available continuum robot systems for surgery include the Monarch
(Johnson & Johnson MedTech, USA) for bronchoscopy, and the Niobe Robotic Magnetic
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Navigation System (Stereotaxis, USA) for endocardial catheter ablation and gastrointesti-
nal capsule endoscopy.

Flexibility and Compliance

In the robotic field, both terms “flexible” and “compliant” refer to the mechanical
characteristic of a robotic component or an entire robotic structure which can adapt their
shape, e.g., when traversing within the human body. Thus, the risk of damaging anatom-
ical structures is highly reduced by flexibility and compliance in comparison with rigid
robotic components when interacting with human tissue [61]. To be precise in their dis-
tinction, flexible structures can be deformed and retain a new shape. In contrast, com-
pliant structures elastically deform under external force and pressure. Upon removal of
these external factors, compliant structures revert to their original shape. Both traits rep-
resent coveted attributes of smart material systems in the context of robotics and sensing
in healthcare. Consequently, they serve as focal points throughout this dissertation.

Targeted Limitations of Continuum Robotic Systems

Common actuation methods for continuum robot devices encompass pneumatic, hy-
draulic, electromagnetic, and tendon drives [62]. Hence, they typically necessitate sub-
stantial actuation setups, such as fluid pumps and valves for pneumatic and hydraulic sys-
tems, or multiple electric motors for tendon manipulation. Consequently, achieving the
desired downsizing of the robotic structure towards smaller diameters, greater lengths,
and larger bending angles is constrained. Thus, for usage of controllable and flexible con-
tinuum robotic devices for MIS, these aspects of design and performance remain key [2].
Smart materials can play a major role in enhancing continuum robotic devices and op-
timizing their spatial footprint by introducing novel actuation strategies, deploying the
robotic structures themselves, as presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

2.2.3. Assistive Exoskeletons

Exoskeletons are assistive wearable robotic systems. They are utilized to augment
the performance of individuals with varying needs, including the injured, impaired, or
those seeking to enhance their physical abilities. Exoskeletons can be categorized into
two primary types: passive and active.

Passive exoskeletons provide mechanical assistance without the need for active, exter-
nal power sources, relying on springs, dampers, or other mechanisms to support specific
body parts. They store energy temporarily in order to reduce load and effort for the user.
For the lower limbs, passive foot-leg exoskeletons assist the user, e.g., during normal gait
cycles [63] and can help to avoid foot drops, keep the user from falling [64]. In contrast,
for the upper limb, passive exoskeletons can support during over-head work [65]. Active
exoskeletons, on the other hand, integrate powered actuators and sensors to dynamically
enhance human performance, offering adjustable assistance tailored to the user’s move-
ments and requirements. Many systems for rehabilitation of the lower-limbs are wired and
therefore stationary, as they require a power source [66]. However, batteries are becoming
increasingly powerful, enabling exoskeletons to be further developed for mobile applica-
tions, regardless of a cable. This improvement is in particular important for gait-assistive
exoskeletons [67, 68].
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Assistive exoskeletons can support various extents of the human body parts, ranging
from hand exoskeletons, which assist in tasks requiring precise dexterity [69–71], up to
full-body lightweight exoskeletons designed to support a range of wide motions while
minimizing additional weight [72, 73]. Additionally, there are heavyweight exoskeletons
capable of carrying the entire body, providing support for individuals with severe impair-
ment (e.g., paraplegia) or for workers facing heavy-duty tasks [74, 75].

Targeted Limitations of Exoskeletons

The development of exoskeletons faces challenges, notably in securing sufficient mo-
bile power supplies for extended wear and safely handling heavier loads. These hurdles
often lead to increased weight and bulkiness, reducing practicability, especially for el-
derly or impaired users. Ensuring proper fit and alignment with the wearer’s body is vital
to prevent misalignment issues that may harm joints [76]. Addressing these challenges
with smart materials promises to improve mobility and enhance quality of life for individ-
uals with varied needs (Chapter 8).

Chapter Summary

In this Chapter 2, the fundamental principles of MIS were introduced, accompanied
by a brief overview of the pertinent medical specialties covered in this dissertation: la-
paroscopy, gastroendoscopy, and endovascular surgery. Furthermore, the chapter outlined
the key elements of healthcare robotics, including major robotic types such as articulated
robots, continuum robots, and assistive exoskeletons. This discussion laid the necessary
groundwork for comprehending the subsequent scientific contributions.
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3. Smart Materials

Smart materials form a group of novel materials, which show deterministic and re-
peatable material responses (i.e., property changes) due to external stimuli. These mate-
rials are also referred to as stimuli-responsive, intelligent materials, active materials, and
(multi-) functional materials [77].

Example stimuli include electric current, electric voltage, light, or heat that provoke
significant material responses such as a macroscopic deformation and acting forces that
can be deployed for robotic actuation. Unlike conventional actuation methods (e.g., elec-
tric motors, combustion engines, fluid pumps), the material itself becomes the actuator
besides its purpose of structural-mechanical integrity. Conversely, one of the aforemen-
tioned external stimuli can also alter internal properties, such as the electric resistance.
Smart materials with such a behavior could then be suitable for a multitude of sensor ap-
plications. Such extraordinary behavior allows potentially for further compliance, flexibil-
ity, miniaturization, and practicability beyond the known limits of conventional actuator
and sensor components.

Important smart materials are found in various material groups such as metals, poly-
mers, ceramics, biomaterials, and composites. Piezoelectric ceramics are some of the
most popular and widely used smart materials. When their crystal lattice is mechani-
cally deformed, an electronic potential is measured on its surface. Those ceramics are
already fairly understood and thus widely commercially used as rigid actuators [78] or
sensors [79]. Piezoelectric polymers demonstrate similar effects and potentials while pro-
viding a mechanically more flexible form [80]. Piezoresistive polymers, on the other hand,
sense mechanical deformation in soft robotic applications as their electric resistance de-
pends on the strain [81]. Further compliant materials are electroactive polymers that show
mechanical bending deformation when electric voltage is applied [82], thus they are gen-
erally suitable for compact intrinsic actuation. Shape memory polymers exceed those
capabilities by being able to memorize a specific, pre-set shape when heated after almost
arbitrary mechanical deformation [83]. A similar temperature-induced behavior is known
from SMAs where a phase change in the crystal lattice of the metal alloy leads to the
phenomena of the shape memory effect and superelasticity [77]. Although already widely
in use (and being deployed in some types of electric motors), magnetic materials can also
be considered smart materials in a broader sense. Exposed to an external magnetic field
as stimulus, magnetic materials will respond with some sort of realignment.

This overview has offered a concise and comprehensive overview of smart materials
within the context of this dissertation. In the following sections, the fundamentals of
SMAs, piezoresistive polymers, and magnetic materials are elaborated upon, as these
materials are particularly pertinent to the applications discussed in this dissertation.
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3.1. Shape Memory Alloys

SMAs are a class of thermo-responsive metallic materials that can exhibit a unique
ability to return to a predetermined, original shape or form. This is referred to as the shape
memory effect. This effect can be utilized in order to create superelastic medical devices,
miniaturized structural machine elements, and material-driven actuators. Furthermore,
some of these alloys exhibit a self-sensing capability alongside their shape memory.

This dissertation presents three different smart material systems based on SMAs
which exploit the property of superelasticity (Chapter 4), shape memory actuation (Sec-
tion 5.1, Chapter 8), and self-sensing (Section 5.2.1). Hence, this following Section 3.1
provides the required theoretical background for the reader, to fully understand the tech-
nical details of these presented smart material systems.

Crystal Structures of Metals and Alloys

The thermo-mechanical characteristics of metals and alloys depend on their crys-
talline structure. Different phases are created during the processing of the material that
influence the material behavior. Two primary phases, high-temperature austenite (A) and
low-temperature martensite (M), play a crucial role in the structural transformations of
materials and thus for the shape memory effect. The parent austenite phase is charac-
terized by a cubic structure. When martensite forms from austenite, its crystallographic
structures vary based on composition or the addition of alloying elements (Figure 3.1). For
instance, the introduction of alloying elements like copper (Cu) or lead (Pb) can induce a
transformation in the martensite structure, changing it from monolithic to orthorhombic.
Alternatively, it may lead to the formation of an intermediate R-phase with a rhombohe-
dral structure, playing an important role for the self-sensing ability of the material [77].

This brief general introduction of the crystal structures of metals and alloys shall be
sufficient to understand the following sections, where the major smart material properties
of SMAs are introduced. For further comprehensive insights, refer also to [84].

3.1.1. Shape Memory Effect

The shape memory effect of SMAs occurs as the one-way shape memory effect, the
two-way shape memory effect, and the phenomenon of superelasticity (i.e., pseudoelas-
ticity).

One-Way Shape Memory Effect

Kumar and Lagoudas present a comprehensive introduction to the shape memory ef-
fect in [77]. Following the authors, the shape memory effect in a SMA manifests when
the alloy undergoes deformation in the twinned martensite phase and is subsequently un-
loaded at a temperature below the austenite start temperature (�s). Upon heating above
the austenite finish temperature (�f), the SMA reverts to its original shape by transform-
ing back into the austenite phase. A thermo-mechanical loading scenario in a combined
stress-strain-temperature space is depicted in Figure 3.1. The uniaxial stress f due to
an applied load is presented over the strain Y which corresponds to the change in length,
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3.1. Shape Memory Alloys

normalized by the original length. The cycle begins with the austenite phase at an ele-
vated temperature (A), followed by stress-free cooling (blue) below the martensite start
temperature "s and martensite finish temperature "f, leading to the formation of twinned
martensite (B). When the twinned martensite experiences an applied stress surpassing the
start stress level fs, the reorientation process begins, causing certain favorably oriented
martensite variants to grow at the expense of less favorable ones. �s, �f, "s, and "f are
also referred to as transition temperature levels. The detwinning process concludes at a
stress level ff, identified by the end of the plateau in the f − Y diagram. The material
is then elastically unloaded (C to D), preserving the detwinned martensite state. Upon
heating (red) without stress, the reverse transformation begins at temperature �s (E) and
completes at temperature �f (F), where only the austenite phase exists. In detwinning
without permanent plastic strain, the SMA returns to its original shape (A). The recovered
strain from detwinned martensite to austenite, termed transformation strain Ytrans, enables
the reinitation of self-accommodated twinned martensite variants during cooling. This cy-
cle repeats the complete shape memory effect process. This is referred to as the one-way
shape memory effect. The shape recovery occurs only during heating after the material
has been detwinned due to an applied mechanical load (i.e., cold-formed). It is notewor-
thy, that SMAs exhibit a hysteresis [85] in their material response over temperature rise
and fall (Figure 3.2). This nonlinear behavior is typical for SMAs and makes modeling
and control challenging.
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Figure 3.1.: A typical stress-strain-temperature behavior illustrating the shape memory effect for a typical
SMA. The different crystalline structures of austenite and martensite are schematically indicated. Adapted
from [77].
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Figure 3.2.: Typical hysteresis response of SMA. The crystalline composition exhibits nonlinear changes
with temperature.
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Two-Way Shape Memory Effect

In addition to the one-way shape memory effect, also a two-way shape memory effect
can be observed. This effect becomes apparent in an SMA material that has undergone
repeated thermo-mechanical cycling along a loading path, also referred to as material
training. In such a training, repeating cycles along a path over numerous cycles can in-
duce changes in the microstructure, leading to macroscopically observable permanent al-
terations in the material’s behavior. The changes are due to defects in the microstructure,
which result in residual internal stress. This state facilitates the formation of preferred
martensite variants when the SMA is cooled without external loads. As a consequence, it
can be observed that the material will remember its austenite shape when heated and find
back to the trained martensite shape autonomously and without applying external stress,
i.e., cold forming [77]. It should be noted that any modification to the internal stress state,
such as aging at high temperature or mechanical overload, can alter and compromise the
two-way shape memory effect [86].

Figure 3.3 depicts a typical transformation cycle of a simple SMA wire with an origi-
nal bent shape in the austenite, hot temperature phase (left). When cooling down, a phase
change is observed from austenite towards twinned martensite but without a change of the
bent shape (top). In the cold state, the SMA wire is plastically straightened by an exter-
nal stress, leading to the creation of detwinned martensite (right). From there, increasing
the temperature triggers the one-way shape memory effect, changing the phase back to
austenite and bending the SMA wire back into its original shape. In contrast, after many
thermo-mechanical training cycles, the two-way shape memory effect will perform the
phase change without any external stress, cold-forming the bent shape into the straight
shape by itself (pink).

For this dissertation, the two-way shape memory effect was not explicitly investi-
gated or intentionally exploited. Yet, unintentional training effects were observed and are
discussed in Chapter 5.

Austenite

Twinned

martensite

Detwinned

martensite

SMA wire

(bent)

SME (one-way)

Twinned
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SME (two-way) SMA wire

(straight)

Figure 3.3.: Schematic of a typical transformation cycle of a simple SMA wire with an original bent shape
in the austenite, hot temperature phase (left), and a targeted straight shape for the martensite phase (right).
The one-way shape memory effect (SME) is indicated with black arrows, while the two-way shape memory
effect is shown in pink. The two-way shape memory effect does not require external cold-forming.
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3.1. Shape Memory Alloys

Superelasticity

For load-induced deformations above the austenite finish temperature �f, the effect of
shape restoration is observed immediately after the load is taken away (Figure 3.4). For
SMAs with austenite finish temperatures �f below room temperature, this behavior might
appear permanent and temperature-independent for the observer, since it does not require
an additional heat stimulus that would increase the material temperature in addition to the
object being exposed to an environment at standard room temperature (≈ 20 ◦C). For the
observer, this phenomenon may appear like an elastic behavior. Yet, the material response
originates in the aforementioned crystalline phase shifts. Thus, this effect is also referred
to as “pseudoelasticity” [87, 88]. Another common term is “superelasticity”, since the
extent of apparently elastic deformation exceeds the one of conventional metal or alloys.
Consequently, this effect can be useful, where the mechanical characteristics of a metal
are desired (e.g., hardness, durability) while the object should remain pseudoelastically
deformable.
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Figure 3.4.: Typical pseudoelastic behavior of a SMA when deformed under external stress above austenite
finish temperature �f. The material undergoes stress-induced phase changes at a constant temperature.
Adapted from [77].

3.1.2. Self-Sensing of Shape Memory Alloys

In addition to shape memory actuation, SMAs also show potential to be used as sen-
sors, either as sensor-actuator switches or as inherent strain sensors.

Sensor-Actuator Switch

In this sensor application, the SMA component is used as a temperature sensor for a
preset temperature threshold (i.e., austenite finish temperature �f). Once the outer tem-
perature exceeds this threshold, the SMA component is actuated and deforms due to the
shape memory effect (Section 3.1.1). Thus, the component acts like a switch, e.g., open-
ing or closing valves in order to cool the medium down again. [89]

Inherent Strain and Shape Sensing

For certain SMAs, such as alloys based on nickel (Ni) and titanium (Ti), there exists
a correlation between electric resistance ', temperature ) , and strain Y in a conductive
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material where the voltage* is applied and the current � flows

' =
*

�
. (3.1)

Following Lynch et al. in [90], the resistance is also dependent on the conducting material
as in

' =
d;

�
(3.2)

with the cross-sectional area �, and the length ;. The correlation of dimensional change
and resistance change can be written as in [91] as

Δ'

'0
= (1 + 2h)Y +

Δd

d0
(3.3)

with the reference resistance '0, the Poisson’s ratio h, the (thermo-responsive) strain
Y()), the resistivity change Δd in relation to a reference resistivity d0. The variables can
be written as resistance change

Δ' = ' − '0 (3.4)

and the resistivity change, respectively,

Δd = d − d0. (3.5)

Furthermore, the resistivity is temperature-dependent, stated in

d()) = d0
(
1 + U) () − )0)

)
(3.6)

where the temperature coefficient U) , the temperature reference )0 and the resistivity at
the temperature reference d0.

Due to the thermo-responsive nature of the shape memory effect, the strain Y (Equa-
tion 3.3), and the resistivity d (Equation 3.6) will both be influenced by a change in
temperature ) . However, this only holds true for an SMA object in one single crystalline
phase. Yet, to describe an object undergoing phase changes in an actuation cycle, the
shares of the different phases must be considered using

d = dA(1 − bM − bR) + dMbM + dRbR (3.7)

with the crystalline fractions of martensite bM, of the R-phase bR and the resistivities of
austenite phase dA, martensite dM, and the R-phase dR , respectively. Lynch et al. further
underline the influence of the applied stress f to the material since it affects both the
resulting strain (Equation 3.2), and the phase transformation temperatures and thus the
distribution of crystalline fractions (Equation 3.7). As a consequence, the relationship
between strain Y and electric resistance ' is nonlinear, in contrast to the linearity of the
single-phase material behavior [92].

Despite the nonlinearity of the self-sensing effect, SMAs have significant potential for
simplified, integrated, scalable, and customized actuation and sensing in various robotic
applications.
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3.1.3. Shape Memory Alloy Compositions in Medicine

Various alloys exhibit a shape memory and are thus able to “recover large inelastic
strains under relatively high stress levels” [93]. The characteristics of the shape memory
(e.g., transition temperatures, hysteresis) are thereby influenced by the alloy components
and their quantity, alongside with parameters of the fabrication process. For example, iron
based alloys (e.g., FeNiCoTi, FeMnSi) are inexpensive and allow for relatively simple
processing (i.e., formability, machinability). Copper-based alloys (e.g., Cu-Zn, Cu-Al)
add high conductivity to the set of characteristics, making it more suitable for applica-
tions where the material is meant to conduct electric current or heat more efficiently, in
comparison with iron materials. [77]

Superelastic Implants and Devices from NiTi

The integration of SMAs across diverse medical specialties has made significant ad-
vancements since the 1980s [94]. This progress is particularly notable in the field of
endovascular surgery. This innovation primarily stemmed from the unique properties of
SMAs, notably their superelasticity, which presents a significant advantage over tradi-
tional stainless steel alloy implants [95]. The superelasticity enables easier collapse and
insertion of implants into a catheter, subsequently deployed in vascular branches as ex-
pandable implants (e.g., stents). Moreover, compared to polymer-based implants [96],
SMAs exhibit improved mechanical properties, offering enhanced strength and durabil-
ity. These attributes have led to their widespread acceptance in clinical practices.

Nickel-titanium-based alloys, specifically nickel-titanium (NiTi), stand out as the pre-
ferred shape memory material for (superelastic) medical applications due to their excep-
tional combination of properties. In comparison to aforementioned material groups in
and outside the shape memory domain, NiTi demonstrates remarkable biocompatibility
and corrosion resistance [97], making it well-suited for implantable medical devices (e.g.,
endovascular stents). Furthermore, it comes with a superelastic strain of up to 13% [98],
useful for e.g., endovascular guide wires and retrieval devices. Besides, NiTi has been
utilized in orthodontics to move and hold teeth in targeted positions [99].

Shape Memory Actuation of NiTi

The addition of copper to NiTi alloys has been explored for its advantageous effects,
such as the reduction of pseudoelastic hysteresis and maximum strain in nickel-titanium-
copper (NiTiCu). In contrast, TiNiCu containing 5% < Cu(at1%) < 10% is being particu-
larly preferred for actuators [77].2 SMAs in the form of NiTi-wires can yield a superior
power-to-weight ratio compared to traditional electric motors. They offer a far simpler
implementation compared to other smart materials like electroactive polymers and per-
mit larger displacements than piezoceramics [100]. Within actuators, SMA wires can
serve even as quasi-elastic components or dampers [101], leveraging their superelastic
strain. Additionally, they facilitate linear motion and can generate repeatable strains of
over 5% [77, 102] when heated through conduction or Joule heating. Yet, also more en-
hanced motion modalities such as complex shape changes are feasible. Although of high
interest for the field of health care robotics, such have hardly been investigated so far.

1Abbreviation for atomic percentage (at).
2For this dissertation, ”SMA” is used synonymously for alloys containing mainly Ni and Ti.
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3.2. Magnetic Materials

Magnetism is a fundamental force of nature that manifests in various phenomena such
as attraction, repulsion, and the torque-induced reorientation of magnetic materials when
exposed to magnetic fields. Magnetic fields derive from either electric currents or mag-
netic materials. Various types of magnetic materials exhibit distinct behaviors in response
to an external magnetic field. These magnetic materials are: diamagnetic (repelling),
paramagnetic (weakly attracted), and ferromagnetic materials (strongly attracted). [103]

Ferromagnetic materials are particularly interesting for the scope of this dissertation,
since they react stronger when exposed to an external magnetic field than the aforemen-
tioned magnetic materials. Furthermore, ferromagnetic materials become permanently
magnetized in an external magnetic field. More specifically, they retain a magnetic field
even after the external field disappears and hence become the source of a magnetic field
themselves (i.e., spontaneous magnetization).

Due to these properties, ferromagnetic materials can enhance surgical instruments,
making them permanently magnetic. These instruments can then be tracked within the
human body without conventional medical imaging technology (e.g., MRI, CT). Instead,
sensor systems based on less complex, magnetically sensitive Hall sensors can detect and
track the ferromagnetically augmented surgical instrument.

A smart material sensor system to track ferromagnetic surgical instruments was devel-
oped within this dissertation, as presented in Chapter 6. Hence, this following Section 3.2
provides the required theoretical background concerning magnetism, ferromagnetic ma-
terials, and Hall sensors.

3.2.1. Electromagnetic Fundamentals: Maxwell Equations

While magnetism might initially seem like an isolated physical phenomenon, it is
intricately linked to electricity, forming what is known as electromagnetism. This re-
lationship is elucidated by Maxwell’s equations [104], which succinctly describe four
fundamental mathematical formulas governing the behavior of electromagnetic fields and
phenomena.

The Gauss’s law for electricity describes the electric field (flux) E through a closed
surface as proportional to the total electric charge, defined by the electric charge density
r and the permittivity in vacuum n0. It can be written as

∇ · E =
r

n0
. (3.8)

In contrast, the Gauss’s law for magnetism states the absence of divergence of a mag-
netic field (flux density) B, enforcing its field lines into closed loops and forbidding the
existence of magnetic monopoles. It can be written in the form of

∇ · B = 0. (3.9)
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The Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction correlates the rate of change of a
time-varying magnetic field B with a corresponding curl of an electric field E in the form
of

∇ × E = −
mB

mC
. (3.10)

Finally, the Ampère’s law with Maxwell’s addition relates the curl of the magnetic
field B to the sum of the electric current density J and the rate of change of the time-
variant electric field E. It can be written as

∇ × B = `0

(
J + n0

mE

mC

)
(3.11)

where `0 is the vacuum permeability.

The latter two Maxwell Equations 3.10 and 3.11 clearly state that electric and mag-
netic fields condition each other. This understanding is important for the development and
implementation of magnetic applications in the medical field, where other electromag-
netic devices, such as surgical equipment (e.g., electrocauterization) and imaging devices
(e.g., MRI), can cause strong electromagnetic interferences. For further comprehensive
insights, refer also to [105].

3.2.2. Magnetic Field Quantities

This section focuses on magnetostatics as presented by Coey et al. in [103], address-
ing only magnetic fields created by static distributions of magnetic moments m and with-
out time dependence.

In solid-state magnetism, the fundamental unit is the magnetic moment m (i.e., dipole
moment), which arises from electron spins and orbital motions around nuclei. Although
nuclei also possess spin, their magnetic moments are much smaller compared to electrons.
Hence, they can be neglected in many scenarios. For ferromagnetic and paramagnetic ma-
terials, the magnetic dipoles rearrange according to external magnetic fields and reinforce
them [106]. In contrast, diamagnetic materials do not exhibit permanent magnetic dipoles
on an atomic level [107].

A local, steady, and homogenous mesoscopic average magnetization Mmes can be
defined as

Mmes =
dm

d+
(3.12)

with the time-averaged magnetic moment dm and a mesoscopic volume d+ .

In order to obtain a macroscopically relevant quantity of magnetization M, the aver-
age is calculated, using the mesoscopic average magnetization over all volume domains of
a magnetic object. The magnetization M allows then the modeling of a ferromagnetic or
paramagnetic object as an entity, which can be exposed to and magnetized by an auxiliary
H-field, and which becomes the source of a B-field. Both the primary B-field and the aux-
iliary H-field are frequently referred to as “magnetic fields”. The B-field (i.e., magnetic
flux density, magnetic induction) is measured in units of tesla (T), where 1T = 1Wb m−2.
In contrast, the H-field is also referred to as the magnetic field intensity, magnetic field
strength, as well as the magnetizing and demagnetizing field, respectively. Its unit is
A m−1.
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In general, the B-field and the auxiliary H-field of a magnetic object can be correlated
in vacuum, as

B = `0H. (3.13)

Hence, both fields are almost identical in free space. When combined with a uniformly
magnetized object causing an additional magnetic M-field, the equation extends to

B = `0(H + M). (3.14)

Within the magnetic object, both the B-field and the auxiliary H-field can deviate strongly
from each other and even point in opposite directions (e.g., in permanent magnets). It
should be noted, that unlike the solenoidal B-field (∇ · B = 0), the H-field is defined as
conservative with sources and sinks (∇ × H = 0).

3.2.3. Magnetic Hysteresis

The crucial practical characteristic of any ferromagnetic material lies in its nonlinear
response of magnetization M to an external magnetic field H, as rendered in its hysteresis.
In essence, the retention of magnetization even in the absence of an external magnetic
field enables the ferromagnetic material to act as a self-sustaining magnet, rendering it
suitable for various technical applications.

Figure 3.5 presents a typical hysteresis loop starting from an initial demagnetized
state (" = 0) and in the absence of any auxiliary field (� = 0). The application of an
external magnetic field � then leads to an increase in magnetization, altering, and even-
tually eradicating the microstructure of ferromagnetic domains previously magnetized in
different orientations. This process continues until reaching a saturation magnetization of
"sat. Upon removal of the applied magnetic field, a residual magnetization "r remains
in the material, also referred to as remanence. The coercivity �c is indicated on the loop,
representing the reverse field required to nullify the magnetization. [108]

The hysteresis loop offers valuable insights into the magnetic properties of ferromag-
netic materials and their response to external fields. It allows classifying ferromagnetic
materials into hard and soft materials. Hard materials, such as the rare-earth elements
neodymium (Nd), samarium (Sm), and praseodymium (Pr), present a stronger resistance
against demagnetization when exposed to a demagnetizing external magnetic field, cor-
relating with a relatively high coercivity �c [109]. These hard magnetic materials find
applications in permanent magnets. In contrast, soft ferromagnetic materials, such as iron
(Fe), cobalt (Co), and Ni, as well as various of their alloys, exhibit relatively lower coer-
civity �c. Hence, they and are more easily magnetized and demagnetized, often used in
electromagnetic devices and transformer cores [110].
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Figure 3.5.: Typical hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material. The ferromagnetic object is exposed to an
external magnetic field H until it reaches saturation magnetization "sat. Upon removal of the external field,
the magnetization decreases but retains a residual magnetization "r. �c denotes the reverse field needed to
cancel magnetization (coercivity). Adapted from [103].

3.2.4. Modeling Magnetic Fields: Coulombian Approach

Multiple ways are known, to calculate the magnetic fields deriving from a magnetized
object. Following Coey et al. in [103], three major alternatives should be considered:

• Dipole approach for B with distribution of magnetization M.

• Ampèrian approach for B with distribution of current density jm.

• Coulombian approach for H with distribution of magnetic charge @m.

While the dipole model is the simplest of the aforementioned approaches, and thus easy
to efficiently implement, it is less accurate in proximity to and within the magnetic object
compared to alternatives [111]. In contrast, the Ampèrian approach can calculate accu-
rately the B-field in the entire observed space. Yet, the Coulombian approach provides the
same for the H-field, but in a computationally more efficient regime [103]. It is therefore
the chosen approach for this dissertation in Chapter 6, and described in the following in
further detail as derived by Coey et al.

Coulombian Approach

Magnetic charges @m are considered the magnetic analogy of electric charges. How-
ever, in contrast to their electric counterpart, magnetic charges are hypothetical monopoles,
representing sources and sinks of the magnetic fields, and which have never been observed
in nature. Hence, they are explicitly ruled out by Gauss’s Law of magnetism for the B-
field (Equation 3.9). Yet, the concept of magnetic charges can be useful to model the
H-field in its surrounding. At a point % from the origin $ and the position vector p, the
H-field of a spherical magnetic charge @m can be described with

H(p) =
@m p

4c?3
. (3.15)

When modeling a permanent magnet in a cylindrical shape, the magnetic charges are
considered in the entire magnetic material. Figure 3.6 depicts a simplified magnet model
of such a shape, utilizing the Coulombian approach. This is accounted for by utilizing the
magnetic charge density dm and integrating the term in Equation 3.15 in respect to p′ as
in

H(p) =
1

4c

∫
+

dm(p − p′)

∥p − p′∥3
d3?′. (3.16)
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The magnetic charges and their field components are further subdivided into charge den-
sities within the magnetic volume dv and on the surface ds, leading to

H(p) =
1

4c

(∫
+

dv(p − p′)

∥p − p′∥3
d3?′ +

∫
(

ds(p − p′)

∥p − p′∥3
d2?′

)
(3.17)

with
dv = −∇ · M (3.18)

and
ds = M · en (3.19)

where en is the unit normal vector defining the surface. This leads to

H(p) =
1

4c

(
−

∫
+

(∇′ · M) (p − p′)

∥p − p′∥3
d3?′ +

∫
(

M · en(p − p′)

∥p − p′∥3
d2?′

)
. (3.20)

Assuming a uniform distribution of magnetization with ∇′ · M = 0, the volume com-
ponent in Equation 3.20 diminishes, leaving only the surface components. The equation
thus simplifies to

H(p) =
1

4c

∫
(

M · en(p − p′)

∥p − p′∥3
d2?′ (3.21)

and allows calculating the H-field distribution of a permanent magnet with a homoge-
nous magnetization. This model of a permanent magnet and its magnetic field will be
utilized in Chapter 6 in order to estimate the position of the real magnetic object (i.e.,
ferromagnetically augmented surgical instrument).

P

O e
n

Figure 3.6.: Coulombian magnetic model to calculate H(p) at a point % from the origin$. The field derives
from a magnetic charge @m on the outer surface of the magnet, defined by p’ and the surface defined by the
unit normal vector en. Adapted from [103].
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3.2.5. Hall Effect

Tracking a ferromagnetic object necessitates not only a magnetic model, but also the
measurement of magnetic fields. Hall-effect sensors can be employed for this task.
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Figure 3.7.: Schematic of the Hall effect. Adapted from [112].

The Hall effect is a phenomenon observed when electric charge carriers, such as elec-
trons @e, flow with a current � through a (semi-) conductor of width F with a drifting
velocity vd under the influence of an applied magnetic field B (Figure 3.7). Within the
magnetic field, the electrons are deflected by a magnetic force component [106]

FM = @e(vd × B). (3.22)

This causes an accumulation of charges on one side of the conductor, generating an
electric field E perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the current flow, applying an
electric force FE on an electric charge carrier @e such that

FE = @eE. (3.23)

The sum of the electric and the magnetic force components is defined as the Lorentz
force

FL = FE + FM (3.24)

and can be written as
FL = @e(E + vd × B). (3.25)

An equilibrium is reached when FL = 0, i.e., the electric force balances the magnetic
force

FE = −FM (3.26)

and leading to
E = −vd × B. (3.27)

In this state, the Hall voltage (i.e., Hall potential) can be measured between the con-
ductor sides, analog to a parallel-plate capacitor with width F between its plates. This
simplification can derive

*H = FE = −F(vd × B). (3.28)

Due to *H ∝ ∥B∥, the magnitude of the B-field can be calculated based on the measured
Hall potential*H.

In summary, utilizing a Hall-sensor system, in conjunction with a magnetic field
model, effectively meets the needs for tracking a ferromagnetically enhanced surgical
instrument within the human body, as presented in Chapter 6.
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3.3. Piezoresistive Polymers

Piezoresistivity3 in (semi-) conductors describes a change of their electric resistance
due to an applied mechanical stress and deformation [91]. This effect can be used to
form compact, compliant, and flexible smart material sensor systems, as presented in [6]
and deployed in this dissertation in Chapter 7. This following Section 3.3 provides the
required theoretical background.

Piezoresistive Sensing

Besides the temperature-related resistance changes due to dimensional deformation
(Equation 3.3), and temperature-induced resistivity changes (Equation 3.6), as discussed
in Section 3.1.2, piezoresistive materials exhibit an additional variability in their resistivity
dpol based on the applied stress as in

Δdpol

dpol
= ctft + clfl (3.29)

with the piezoresistive stress in transverse direction ft and longitudinal direction fl, as
well as the piezoresistive coefficient ct and cl, respectively. Transverse stress and piezore-
sistive coefficient are characterized by the perpendicular orientation of mechanical stress
and electric field, while longitudinal stress and piezoresistive coefficient are delineated by
the parallel alignment of mechanical stress and electric field. [91]

Piezoresistive materials include silicon, diamond, silicon carbide, and carbon impreg-
nated polymers. Since most polymeric materials are non-conductive, the polymer matrix
is combined with a (semi-) conductive component as a filler (e.g., carbon black, graphene,
carbon nanofiber, carbon nanotubes) turning them into a compliant composite material for
flexible sensor application. [113]

3.3.1. Carbon-Impregnated Composite Polymers

Composite polymers with impregnated carbon are utilized to measure normal stress in
“non-stiff” materials [114]. There exist the two major underlying effects for the piezore-
sistive behavior of these piezoresistive polymers, namely perlocation and quantum tun-
neling. [115]

Perlocation

In piezoresistive polymers, conductive filler particles are dispersed within a non-
conductive polymer matrix. Percolation refers to the material transition from an insulating
state to a conductive state as the concentration of conductive filler particles in the polymer
matrix increases. At lower concentrations, the conductive particles may be isolated, and
the material thus exhibits insulating behavior. However, when mechanical stress or defor-
mation affects the particle arrangement, the concentration of these particles can increase
over a critical threshold. As a result, the particles begin to form a connected or perco-
lated network, which leads to a drastic change in the material’s electric conductivity, and
allowing for the efficient movement of charge carriers. [116]

3Greek c]nZl, meaning to press.
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Quantum Tunneling

Quantum tunneling refers to a phenomenon where charge carriers (e.g., electrons)
move through energy barriers by quantum mechanical processes. When pressure is ap-
plied to a piezoresistive polymer, it leads to a change in the distance between conductive
particles or clusters within the material. This alteration in distance influences the prob-
ability of electrons tunneling through the energy barriers between these particles. As
the distance changes due to mechanical deformation, the tunneling probability varies,
resulting in changes in electric conductivity and, consequently, measurable changes in
resistance. [116, 117]

3.3.2. Application of Piezoresistive Polymers

Piezoresistive polymers are used in many applications due to several aspects, that fa-
cilitates their utilization as pressure and deformation sensors. Those polymers are flexible
and compliant, mechanically and chemically stable, and they can be processed into sheets
and foils/films with variable thicknesses and in large dimensions at low-cost [117]. This
makes it easy to customize sensor surfaces in a wide size range of sizes and patterns. By
adding conductive electrodes (e.g., Cu, aluminum (Al)) to the piezoresistive polymer, and
a relatively simple measurement circuit, the sensor system is complete. There is even the
potential to include the measurement circuit in the fabrication process with an additive
manufacturing approach [113]. However, piezoresistive polymers exhibit noticeable non-
linear effects such as hysteresis and creeping, which require adequate compensation in
signal processing making use of nonlinear modeling [118].

A widely applied composite material is Velostat (i.e., Linqstat, 3M Company, USA)
which is a polyethylene matrix with carbon black as conductive filler material. Despite
exhibiting lower sensitivity in comparison to other piezoresistive materials designed for
sensing on flexible surfaces, such as piezoresistive ink (Voltec Electrónica, Columbia),
and ThruMode Matrix Array (Sensitronics, USA), Velostat provides the advantage of low
hysteresis [119]. Furthermore, Fatema et al. could demonstrate in [120] a long-term (210
days) reliability of Velostat as sensor material for large surfaces, confirming a “settling
effect” [116] of its nonlinear characteristics. Velostat and comparable piezoresistive poly-
mers have been applied in the sensorization of gloves for finger-gesture recognition [121],
tactile gloves [122], the creation of a foot controller for navigation in VR [123], the mea-
surement of body pressures with a wearable device [117], and the analysis of sitting pos-
tures [124]. Hopkins et al. [125] explored Velostat and its performance characteristics in
lower limb prostheses. They discovered that this affordable material is easy to integrate
into the individual stump interface, while also noting inaccuracy as a drawback.

However, the diverse range of applications and the aforementioned advantages under-
score the potential of piezoresistive polymer Velostat as a compliant and flexible sensor
material for sensing healthcare applications in this dissertation.

Chapter Summary

This Chapter 3 described the fundamentals of the three key materials used in this
dissertation: SMAs, ferromagnetic materials, and piezoresistive polymers. It laid the nec-
essary theoretical groundwork for understanding the subsequent scientific contributions.
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4. Self-Assembling Continuum Robots

with Shape Memory Alloys

The content of this Chapter 4 was published in the IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters

2023 [1] © IEEE 2023. Headlines, wording, and layout were carefully modified to fit
within this work.

4.1. Tendon-Driven Continuum Robots

Continuum robots are characterized by their flexible and deformable structures and
offer unique advantages in diverse applications. They excel in navigating confined or
irregular environments, including manufacturing and inspection tasks in aerospace and
industry, as well as in search and rescue missions [126]. Their compliant nature enhances
safety in human-robot interactions, and furthermore, improve minimally invasive medical
procedures within the human body cavity by reducing risk of tissue damage [127]. Flex-
ibility and compliance of continuum robots derive from the infinite DOF in their robotic
structures [38]. Those robots are usually steered by a limited number of actuators, lead-
ing to a hyper-redundancy of the structure [58]. When composed of multiple segments, a
continuum robot can be moved in a snake-like manner around obstacles and into hard-to-
reach spaces, while still elastically conforming to its surroundings, thus protecting delicate
adjoining compartments [62].

A tendon-driven continuum robot is a particular type, in which externally driven ten-
dons are used to bend an elastic backbone, which provides mechanical integrity and sta-
bility of the robot. Therefore, the tendons are routed through multiple backbone-mounted
spacer disks and connected to the end of the robot segments, thus allowing for segment-
wise bending [128]. The length of the segments and the distance between two spacer
disks (i.e., section length) influence the reachable workspace. Their variability allows
for multiple workspace configurations. Moreover, the configuration of tendons and their
routing path through the spacer disks are crucial for the resulting controllable DOF [129],
e.g., pure bending or even complex twining due to helical tendon routing [130]. Yet, most
tendon-driven systems come with a fixed length of segments and sections (static), and a
preset tendon routing for the robotic structure. This restricts the preoperative procedure
planning of the operators, and their options to adapt their strategy during a procedure.

Related Work

Wang et al. present a system with robotically supported insertion for turbine inspec-
tion in aerospace, featuring 10 controllable static segments (Ø 12.7mm) of a continuum
robot with 715mm length of the entire system mounted on a movable stage [131]. How-
ever, the associated space requirements and handling challenges of such systems with a
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fixed length in the operating room can jeopardize the surgical workflow, impairing move-
ment space and potentially leading to higher costs for the treatment. Instead of being
moved with their entire robotic system, tendon-driven continuum robots with robotic ex-
tendability hold the potential to both, reducing spatial footprint and improving robotic
dexterity. Dong et al. present an extendability approach, where a 1256mm long con-
tinuum robot with 12 segments is coiled on a motorized drum with an outer diameter of
only 275mm, containing all 12 motors for antagonistic tendon actuation. This way, un-
coiling the robot from the drum leads to a linear extension [132]. To increase the overall
stiffness, tendons can be replaced by bendable rods, leading to a “multi-backbone” struc-
ture. Kang et al. investigated an interlacing multi-backbone structure (Ø 30mm), able to
perform a follow-the-leader motion during extension [133]. A more complex approach by
Liu et al. uses flexible rods in a parallel configuration with connected geared pinion-racks
within the segments. Two linear drives at the proximal actuator unit are thus able to bend
the entire robotic structure (Ø 25mm) or extend it by up to 32.2%. However, the mech-
anism does not allow multidimensional snake-like shapes and has a minimal length of
176mm [134]. Kanada et al. also use gear and pinion, but claim “unlimited” extendabil-
ity. Three motorized pinon shafts create a linear motion on flexible tubes with a helical
outer groove, instead of tendons [135]. A diameter of 80mm however makes a deploy-
ment in the medical field unlikely. In addition, the flexible tubes for extension must be
provided from behind the actuation unit, leading to increased space demand. A similar
work by Matsuura et al. demonstrates that a “flexible screw as a backbone” and motorized
disks in combination with tendons allow multidimensional bending. Furthermore, their
demonstrator can continuously vary the section and segment lengths along the backbone,
leading to an extensive workspace variability. Yet, its diameter is larger than 100mm and
the aspects of a space demanding feed storage and electric wiring for the disks remain un-
solved [136]. Amanov et al. also modified a tendon-driven robot and its backbone. They
replaced the elastic backbone with three superelastic tubes from NiTi, stacked telescopi-
cally into each other. The outer diameter of the robotic structure is only 7mm, qualifying
the system as an instrument for minimally invasive surgery. When extended, magnetic
spacer disks align equidistantly over the robot’s maximum length of 165mm, of which
80mm are extendable [137].

Contribution

The aforementioned complex continuum robot systems use different approaches to
extend and retract continuum robots of different diameter size. This often makes the
actuation setups larger when compared to a conventional, non-extendable tendon-driven
continuum robot. Especially, the rare variability of section and segment lengths comes
at the cost of bulky robotic structures and actuation units. In contrast, to explore narrow
and complex spaces, both, a smaller footprint and the ability to extend and retract with
an extensive workspace variability would be beneficial. Hence, a novel system design
is presented, where the robotic structure is assembled during the extension process con-
tinuously from inside the actuation unit up to preset maximum extension with variable
segment and section lengths. This system allows combining dexterous, tendon-driven ac-
tuation of two segments with a large extendable length at a small robotic diameter. In
regard to the research objective of this dissertation, the utilization of a superelastic SMA

serves to augment conventional tendon actuation of the continuum robot. This enables
compliance and a miniaturization of the required storage capacity within the actuation
unit for the continuum structure before assembly.
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Figure 4.1.: The extendable tendon-driven continuum robot, featuring extension, retraction and omnidi-
rectional bending of two segments. The robotic structure is assembled by clamping the disks onto the
superelastic SMA backbone during the extension process and disassembled by loosening for retraction. [1]
© IEEE 2023.

4.2. Design of an Extendable Continuum Robot

The complete robotic system is presented in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2a. It features
the robotic structure and the actuation unit with storage and feeds for backbone and disks,
as well as the assembly channel. The backbone is made from a durable, kink-resistant,
and biocompatible SMA (NiTi, Ø 1mm). It plays a crucial role, enabling a compact
storage of the disassembled components within the actuation unit. Structural parts were
additively manufactured using fused deposition modelling (FDM) and stereolithography
(SLA). Figure 4.2b shows the backbone and tendon routing inside the actuation unit. The
design incorporates two fully extendable-retractable segments consisting of several disks
along a backbone. Each segment’s end disk is connected to three tendons, allowing om-
nidirectional bending of the extendable superelastic backbone. The end disk of the distal
segment is permanently attached to the backbone, whereas the proximal end disk attaches
to the backbone when required. Tendon actuation is implemented similar to [138]. The
tendons are routed from the tendon motors (JGA25-371 DC 24V, 126 rpm, 0.41Nm)
via low-friction guiding edges through the disk storage and attached to the end disks.
Dyneema Fiber (Ø 0.14mm) was chosen as tendon material due to its high stress resis-
tance [137].

4.2.1. Self-Assembly: Extension and Retraction Mechanism

The continuum robot assembles itself during extension and disassembles during re-
traction. This is enabled through automatic attachment (clamping) and detachment (re-
lease) of the spacer disk or segment-end disk, respectively, on the extending backbone.
Prior to the assembly process, the backbone is coiled and stored in the backbone storage
drum, which prevents the backbone from unfavorable bending radii below 30mm. The
backbone is fed with a motorized pulley (JGY25-371 DC 24V, 18 rpm, 1.18Nm) and
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Figure 4.2.: The proposed robotic system including the actuation in cross-section with feed and storage for
disks and backbone, (a) and a scheme of the superelastic SMA backbone and tendons routing through the
entire disk storage for a two segment continuum robot (b). [1] © IEEE 2023.

routed through the disk storage. Here, all disks are loaded against a compression spring
on one end and blocked by a motorized locking pin to the other. The assembly process
is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Each disk (Ø 11.7mm, 4mm thick) features two symmetrical
keypin extrusions for rotation-free guidance of the disk in storage and assembly channel.
The detachable bond between backbone and disk is realized with a force fit. Therefore,
each disk forms a hub-lever compound (Figure 4.3a). The lever is clipped into the disk
hub and can be rotated around the z-axis. Once rotated by 30◦ the central clamping mech-
anism is engaged. If a disk is to be attached to the backbone, it is released from the
disk storage and grasped individually (Figure 4.3b) by a motorized gripper (Micro Servo
SG90 5V) and moved on a linear guide rail (NEMA11 stepper motor 24V) from the
disk storage through the assembly channel, synchronously with the moving backbone. A
sweeping groove in the inner walls of the assembly channel leads to a rotation of the lever
when a disk is moved through the channel. Before the disk arrives at the channel outlet,
the clamping is completed (Figure 4.3c). This process is repeated for each disk. During
retraction, the process is reversed. The extension length can be selected in the continuous
range between 0mm and 240mm, in which the bending is feasible for any number of
extended sections.
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Figure 4.3.: Mechanism of the self-assembling procedure with disk hub and lever (a) without tendons. For
extending the robot, a disk is released from the disk storage and pulled forward (b). Due to the sweeping
groove in the channel wall, the lever is rotated during the forward movement, shrinking its inner diameter,
and joining the disk with the backbone (c). The procedure is reversible, allowing also for retraction.
Adapted from [1] © IEEE 2023.

4.2.2. Control and User Interface

To evaluate motions separately, two control modes are implemented of extension-
retraction and the bending of the backbone through actuation of the tendons. A microcon-
troller (Arduino Mega 2560 Rev3) is used to control via pulse-width-modulation (PWM)
the servo motors directly, while the direct current (DC) motors are controlled with L298N
and the stepper motor with DRV8825 drivers. Incremental magnetic motor encoders al-
low monitoring the position of the motor shafts. Their readings are used as inputs to six
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers in order to achieve synchronous move-
ment during extension and retraction between tendons, backbone, and disks. Deviation
from synchronization could otherwise result in friction, jerking of the disks and excessive
forces on material and actuators. The backbone position as well as the positions of the
disks on the backbone can be computed based on the motor encoders’ history. While this
is sufficient for extraction, preliminary tests revealed that retraction appears less robust.
Thus, the disks are not found at the expected position translated in encoder steps. It is
assumed that minor slippage in the backbone feed and of the disk clamping mechanism as
a reason. For compensation, an infrared proximity sensor (Joy-IT KY033LT) was added
at the assembly channel outlet to detect passing disks during extension and retraction. For
intuitive remote robot manipulation (i.e., with the human-in-the-loop) a wireless hand-
held controller was implemented. Extension and retraction of a section can be triggered
via two different push buttons. The continuum structure then extends by a preset section
length in order to move out one additional disk entirely. This process can be repeated until
the robotic structure is extended to its maximum length of 240mm. The two thumb-sticks
are used to bend the two segments individually at every extension stage (Figure 4.1).
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4.3. Experimental Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of the extendable continuum robot included the self-
assembly and the bending performance.

4.3.1. Self-Assembly Performance

To allow for multiple reliable extension and retraction cycles during a medical pro-
cedure, the disks must be repetitively positioned with high precision on the superelastic
SMA backbone and thus provide a reliable section length. Furthermore, the functionality
of the robotic bending depends on the ability to retain the clamped disks with a sufficiently
high friction force at these positions on the backbone during tendon pulling.

Repeatability of Disk Positioning

To evaluate the precision of the repetitive disk positioning, five identical extension
runs were programmed (sample size = = 5) with a preset section length of 31mm. The
distance between the disks’ centers were measured using a caliper.

Figure 4.4 shows the results, revealing mean errors 4̄disk of the disk positioning over
all runs and sections of 0.39mm ± 0.83mm. Maximum errors of 4disk of up to 1.9mm

were measured, corresponding to less than 0.8% of the maximum extension length. Yet,
the maximum error appears small enough in this first proof of concept of the assembling
mechanism to provide multiple reliable extension and retraction cycles. It is worth notic-
ing that the absolute measured section length increases from proximal to distal end. In
contrast, it remains below reference in between disk 1 − 2 and 3 − 4, and above reference
between 5 − 6. Presumably, this behavior is due to the friction between the backbone and
the disks in the disk storage. When extending the first sections, the disk storage is filled
and thus friction forces are larger compared to when the proximal sections are fed at last
through an almost empty storage.
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Figure 4.4.: Investigating the repeatability of disk positioning during the self-assembling procedure. For a
reference section length of 31mm all disks were assembled (= = 5). The measured section length revealed
that the disk positioning error 4disk remains < 1.9mm (0.8% relative to maximum extension). Adapted
from [1] © IEEE 2023.

Friction Forces of the Clamping Mechanism

The disk clamping mechanism is designed to maximize friction between disk and
backbone during attachment for a reliable form-fit and minimize it when remaining de-
tached in the disk storage for unhindered routing of the backbone. The static and sliding
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friction forces are therefore significant indicators of that bond and measured with a force
gauge (PCE-DFG-N 10, PCE Instruments UK Ltd.). Here, tendon pulling of one released
disk by bidirectional straight backbone routing (= = 15) was investigated (Figure 4.5a).
For a clamped disk, a distinction was made between symmetrical (Figure 4.5b) and asym-
metrical (Figure 4.5c) tendon forces (= = 15). A maximum (worst-case) static friction
of 1.43N (mean 0.89N) and sliding friction were measured, with a reduction of 53%

(mean 40%). Either moving direction caused similar friction amplitudes. In contrast,
the backbone feed could apply more than 14N on the backbone with a constant speed
of 2mms−1 which would be sufficient to overcome the maximum friction caused by a
disk storage filled with up to ten disks. For the case in which the tendons were (sym-
metrically) stressed while the backbone was pulled in the opposite direction, a minimum
(worst-case) static friction (i.e., resistance force) of 2.35N (mean 3.47N) was measured.
The maximum theoretical tendon force (82N) could exceed this minimum and poten-
tially move the released disk relative to the backbone. While during the experiments
the spacer disks remained unaffected, the end disk of the proximal segment occasionally
shifted when two tendons were pulled simultaneously and the combined force thus ex-
ceeded the static friction level. In addition, a considerable creeping effect of the cured
additively manufactured resin material of disks (Clear V4, Formlabs GmbH, Germany)
and levers (Durable V2, Formlabs GmbH, Germany) was observed, resulting in reduced
friction and, consequently, deterioration of the clamping mechanism over time. During
omnidirectional bending of the robot, variations in stress on the individual tendons were
observed in most scenarios, leading to an asymmetrical load on the end disk of each seg-
ment. In this study, the enhanced clamping effect of the disks was noted when subjected
to an asymmetrical load, withstanding loads exceeding 20N and causing material break-
age rather than loosening of the disk. The hypothesis is that the clamping approach can
withstand most bending loads, as asymmetrical scenarios constitute the majority of cases
for omnidirectional bending motion.

Figure 4.5.: Investigating friction forces on backbone routing through released (a) and clamped disks with
symmetrical (b) and asymmetrical (c) load. [1] © IEEE 2023.

4.3.2. Bending Performance

The experimental evaluation of the bending performance included the investigation
of the reachable workspace and the repeatability of the tip manipulation.

Workspace

Figure 4.6 shows the workspace of the extended robotic structure, with six extended
disks and bending angles of 90◦ for each of the two segments. The section length can
be varied between 15mm (Figure 4.6a) and 40mm (Figure 4.6b), resulting in maximum
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extension lengths (both segments) of 90mm and 240mm, respectively. The combina-
tion of extension and bending demonstrates a variable workspace volume, exceeding the
workspace of non-extendable tendon-driven continuum robots.

Repeatability

To assess repeatability, the evaluation setup depicted in Figure 4.7 was employed.
An electromagnetic spatial measurement system (Aurora, NDI Europe GmbH, Germany)
tracked the pose of a sensor (Aurora 5DOF FlexTube, Ø 1mm) attached to the robot’s
distal tip and suspended from above. The magnetic sensing supports a 500mm×500mm×

500mm workspace with 40Hz and an accuracy of 1.8mm at a 95% confidence interval
(CI). To avoid parasitic interference from metal components, evaluation took place on a
wooden platform and the actuation unit of the robot is removed as far as possible from the
magnetic field generator. Further control units, power supplies and computers were not
tolerated in a 3m radius of the experiment.

Figure 4.6.: Experimental workspace exploration using both segments with extended length of 90mm (a)
and 240mm (b), demonstrating the usual dexterity from conventional tendon-driven continuum robots. The
workspace volume increases with extension length. [1] © IEEE 2023.

Figure 4.7.: Evaluation setup with a magnetic field generator to measure the sensor pose at the distal tip
of the robotic structure. In order to minimize the influence of the sensor’s weight, its connection cable is
suspended from above the setup. [1] © IEEE 2023.
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To examine the repeatability of the robot, ten representative configurations were de-
fined (Figure 4.8). Configurations 1–3 required only bending of the distal segment (and its
three tendon motors), while configurations 4–6 concerned bending of the proximal seg-
ment only. Eventually, 7–10 tested the bending of both segments combined. As initial
straight configuration, an extension of 204mm (section length 34mm) without bending
was set. From the initial configuration, each configuration 1–10 was targeted (= = 10). To
reduce the influence of vibration, the robot remained in the targeted configuration for 5 s,
before =? = 100 samples of the position vector p were recorded (≈ 2.5 s) and the mean
value p̄ was saved. The repeatability error for the bending 4bend was then defined as the
Euclidean distance between this point p̄ and the reached position during one run.

The mean and maximum errors over all runs 1–10 for all ten configurations are shown
in Figure 4.9. The repeatability errors range from 0.88mm (mean) up to 7.31mm (max-
imum) and median error of 2.39mm which corresponds to 1.17% of the robot’s length.
Configurations with only distal tip manipulation (1–3) show the smallest repeatability er-
ror while exclusive proximal manipulation (4–6) caused a larger error. As expected, the
combination of both, distal and proximal bending, caused the highest mean and maximum
error, except for configuration 9. Here, presumably the isolated proximal manipulation
was outperformed, since the repeatability evaluation took only the distal tip into account.
For isolated proximal manipulation, however, the tendon motors and motor-induced er-
rors could just influence the proximal segment directly while the distal end can passively
accumulate possible negative effects.

Figure 4.8.: Investigated configurations to determine repeatability performance of distal (1–3), proximal
(4–6) and both segments combined (7–10). [1] © IEEE 2023.
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Figure 4.9.: Repeatability errors 4bend for the bending of configurations 1–10 for distal, proximal and both
segments combined (= = 10). Error bars indicate the confidence interval (CI) of the measurement system.
Adapted from [1] © IEEE 2023.
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4.4. Towards Extendable Surgical Robots

The results demonstrate the feasibility of assembling a tendon-driven continuum robot
during the extension process with sufficient precision, effectively varying the reachable
workspace volume due to adjustable section and segment lengths. In addition to provid-
ing equidistant section lengths as required for constant curvature [129], varied section
lengths could be beneficial for application scenarios, in which tight bending radii are re-
quired within the inner regions of a confined workspace. Short sections at the distal tip
and long sections at the proximal end would then allow both, a large extension length
and tight bending angles at the tip. This approach is only feasible due to the deploy-
ment of a superelastic SMA backbone and allows for a highly compact design of the
robot (240mm × 140mm × 145mm, < 1.5 kg) while the dexterity remains compara-
ble to state-of-the-art tendon-driven continuum robots without extendability. In addition,
extendable systems enhance the workspace size and variability depending on their extend-
able length. Figure 4.10 compares aforementioned extendable systems regarding extend-
able range and diameter size, in which the presented demonstrator proofs superior when
considering maximum length.

The presented self-assembling approach is scalable within certain limits. For instance,
an increased number of disks and actuated segments, allowing for an increased extendable
length and more DOF at the cost of a moderately larger actuation unit for storage and
actuators. Thus, a future iteration of the demonstrator could be able to extend even beyond
the work by Dong et al. [132]. Yet, to hold more disks in storage, friction forces of the
unlocked mechanism must be reduced without jeopardizing the clamping performance
of the locked mechanism. The intention is to optimize the tribological characteristics
by considering additional material combinations and exploring more complex locking
mechanisms, which may involve a selective modification of the backbone surface and its
associated friction. Furthermore, the aim is to undercut the robotic outer diameter size
of 7mm presented by Amanov et al. [137] by inverting the keypin extrusions on the disk
design, ultimately striving for the largest extension and smallest diameter compared to
related work.

It is noteworthy that, so far, only the extension and bending have been demonstrated
in separate runs, with simultaneous manipulation in translation and bending remaining
unconsidered, although it represents a promising control modality. It should also be noted
that only a straight tendon-routing was implemented. However, the self-assembling of a
helical tendon routing configuration as in [130] would also be feasible, if the backbone
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Figure 4.10.: Comparing extendable length and robotic outer diameter of this work to related work. High
extendable length and small diameter size are desired. Wang et al. [131] are excluded since they move their
entire actuation units instead of extending the robotic structure. Adapted from [1] © IEEE 2023.
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can be axially rotated during runtime. Yet, the pulling of helical tendons would increase
the demands on the locking mechanism additionally.

In envisioning future developments, the ultimate objective should be to establish a
workflow that accommodates the variability inherent in segment and section lengths,
along with diverse configurations of tendon routing, within the realms of task and path
planning. This envisaged framework should not only recognize the aforementioned vari-
abilities but also incorporate dynamic adjustability seamlessly during the execution phase.

Medical Application

Minimally invasive surgery can improve patients’ healing during post-operative phases
by reducing infection risk and hospitalization time compared to conventional open surgery
as stated by Imaizumi et al. [27]. Consequently, continuum robots have been thoroughly
investigated to enable sufficiently dexterous manipulation within the human body and
without tissue damage [62,127]. Thus, a critical investigation and discussion of the poten-
tial for a medical application of the presented robotic design and its compact extendability
feature are necessary.

In-Phantom-Validation

A preliminary experiment was conducted to test the dexterity (alternating extension
and bending) of the demonstrator on a medical phantom for transoral endoscopy of the
esophagus. In a conventional approach of this procedure (i.e., non-robotic), a flexible en-
doscope is inserted through the mouth, moved through the esophagus (up to 260mm in
length, 20mm×30mm [139]) to reach the stomach. On its path, it illuminates the human
tissue and delivers visual images to the operator. This example procedure is chosen since
it requires the clinician to move an instrument over a longer distance into the body cavity
where it then should provide dexterous tip manipulation to steer camera, light source and
tool to tissue areas of interest. A medical phantom was additively manufactured (Elas-
tic 50A, Formlabs GmbH, Germany) as in [7] which includes a life-size esophagus and
stomach of an adult human (Figure 4.11). In a clinical context, robotically assisted inves-
tigation of the esophagus may be performed with the human in the loop (i.e, teleoperated)
or automatically to reach the stomach quickly and with minimal damage to human tissue.
Here, the latter approach was employed to exclude the influence of a human operator and
demonstrate the pure robotic performance. In this validation, the robot was manipulated

Figure 4.11.: Testing the continuum robot demonstrator in a medical phantom, mimicking a transoral en-
doscopy of the esophagus as a proof of concept. The entire extendable length was used to traverse the
esophagus and reach the stomach (red marker). Tip additionally indicated due to partially translucent resin
material. [1] © IEEE 2023.
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iteratively along an interpolated path (consisting of six points) between the esophagus en-
try point and exit towards the stomach. Consequently, the robotic structure was properly
extended into and retracted from the phantom, without decomposing or deforming the
phantom walls.

Clinical Considerations

Towards future clinical application, the intention is to utilize one or multiple supere-
lastic hollow backbones (e.g., [Ø out, Ø in] = [1mm, 0.8mm]) to facilitate access for
small-scale surgical tools, endoscopic vision, and additional sensors. This is limited by
the inner diameters of the backbones (cf. concentric tube robots [62]). Hygiene is a cru-
cial aspect for surgical equipment to reduce the risk of infection. Future enhancements
to the proposed extendable continuum robot must therefore account for sterility without
jeopardizing the assembly process within the actuation unit and thus the variable extend-
ability. For this design, a sterile extendable cover is required, attached only to the outlet of
the actuation unit and to the distal end of the robotic structure. It should unfold alongside
with the extending robot and collapse back to the outlet during retraction. However, un-
intended interaction between the cover and the robotic structure (e.g., sticking, flapping),
and the hermetical sealing currently remain unsolved technical challenges.

Chapter Summary

In line with the contribution outlined in Section 4.1, this work introduced a novel self-
assembling continuum robotic structure with a durable, kink-resistant, and biocompatible,
superelastic SMA backbone. Only the utilization of this smart material enables an efficient
storage of components within the actuation unit and minimizes the space demand for an
effortless integration into a setup and workflow. The system design entails continuous
assembly of the robotic structure during extension from inside the actuation unit up to
a preset maximum extension, incorporating variable segment and section lengths. This
innovative approach enables the combination of dexterous, tendon-driven actuation of two
segments with a large extendable length at a small robotic diameter. Demonstrating state-
of-the-art dexterity and workspace range, it has significant potential to enhance tendon-
driven robotic systems for MIS.
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Shape Memory Alloys

This chapter focuses on the application of SMA materials as compact, integrated ac-
tuators in flexible surgical instruments, emphasizing their capability to deform in a con-
trolled manner (Section 5.1) and sense their deformation without the need for additional
sensor technology, i.e., self-sensing (Section 5.2). In contrast to conventional, teleoper-
ated continuum robots, as discussed in the previous Chapter 4, flexible instruments are
designed as hand-held devices. Therefore, flexible instruments require a less complex
setup at the cost of limited available DOF compared to continuum robots.

5.1. Shape Memory Alloy – Actuation

The content of this Section 5.1 was published in at-Automatisierungstechnik [2]. Head-
lines, wording, and layout were carefully modified to fit within this work.

5.1.1. Flexible Instruments with Shape Memory Alloys

Smart materials such as SMA seem promising to contribute to the objectives of sim-
plification and miniaturization of flexible instruments due to their ability to memorize an
almost arbitrary shape when traversing a reversible crystal phase change from martensite
to austenite caused by increasing temperature, referred to as the shape memory effect. If a
task requires one particular target pose including a specific shape of the robotic structure,
the SMA wires forming the robotic structure, can be prepared accordingly in advance
(i.e., shape setting). They can reach that shape in a controlled manner during the actual
task execution using simple electric power circuits with little space demand. This holds
the potential of a beneficial trade-off between space demand and dexterity for particular
medical applications.

Related Work

A widely used actuation principle for the more versatile continuum robot is the ten-
don drive, where tendons are pulled by at least one rotatory [140] or linear motor [141]
per DOF for each segment. This principle was applied in the previous Chapter 4 and en-
hanced with a novel self-assembly approach of the robotic structure to minimize the space
demand of the entire robotic system. Yet, despite the achieved miniaturization, the tendon-
wise actuation requires still multiple actuators, eventually leading to bulky and complex
overall hardware setups. To minimize space requirements further, tendons and their ac-
tuators could be replaced by SMA wires or spring coils, which create pulling forces by
thermally induced material contraction. Despite the aforementioned large strains, SMA
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wires must come at great lengths to achieve sufficient bending. Besides those physical
bending angle constraints, electronic connectors are required on each end of every SMA
actuator [142], leading to a complex, error-prone electronic setup with increased initial
load, which is additionally hard to integrate into a delicate device. To compensate for the
bending constraint, Allen and Swensen [143] propose a hybrid of SMA and pneumatic
actuation, reaching bending angles > 180◦ at the cost of an additional setup for air pres-
sure supply. In [144], SMA wires are deployed as “free-sliding” tendons within a poly-
meric substrate and allow for bending angles of up to 400◦. When combining multiple of
such segments in a serial configuration by rigid links, a hyper-redundant robotic structure
occurs, where multiple DOF can be actuated independently allowing for various com-
plex robotic shapes, promising high dexterity and precise controlling of every segment
pose [58]. When it comes to the interconnection between those segments, SMAs could be
deployed in a straight configuration [145], within a pulley system, and in a purely antago-
nistic configuration, with an elastic joint or a hybrid combination [146]. When including
the SMA’s self-sensing ability, even closed-loop control regimes can be realized [147],
e.g., for a three-dimensional (3D) manipulation of a needle tip in real-time. For further
sensing modalities, Ren et al. [148] present a flat soft actuator from elastomer for variable
stiffness applications, including embedded SMA and curvature sensors.

Contribution

Prior studies have predominantly focused on deploying one-dimensional (1D) strain
variations of SMAs directly or in combination with a kinematic chain, leading to a mul-
tidimensional tip manipulation. However, exploration into the potential of SMAs to im-
mediately perform more complex two-dimensional (2D) and 3D shape changes remains
limited. In contrast to related work, the immediate utilization of the shape memory effect
can overcome several challenges. These include extending the bending range without ex-
cessive longitudinal strains. It also reduces space requirements compared to conventional
actuation approaches. Additionally, it simplifies the electric actuation setup drastically.
Hence, this chapter delves into the potential of immediate shape-memory exploitation
through the creation of a novel shape-changing actuator capable of executing controlled
2D bending and straightening motions for dexterous tasks during MIS. This is accom-
plished by deploying two SMA actuation wire loops with electrical contacts placed in
proximity, each possessing different shape memories, alongside each other (Figure 5.1).

Regarding the research objective of this dissertation, the integration of a SMA not
only replaces conventional actuation but also contributes to the objectives of flexibility,
miniaturization, and practicability.

5.1.2. Design of a Novel Flexible Instrument

The novel instrument design consists of two SMA wire loops from NiTiCu forming
a skeleton that provides individual actuation once heated above their austenite finish tem-
perature �f = 65 ◦C. They are embedded in a monolithic flexible backbone and surround
a central supply channel that connects proximal and distal ends of the instrument. The
channel provides space for enhancements such as fiber optics or bendable needles. The
instrument’s proximal end allows for insertion of the aforementioned enhancements and
to attach the contact electrodes for (controlled) power supply. Several spacer discs serve
as wire guidance along the instrument to avoid short circuits. No further cable connection
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Figure 5.1.: Concept of the compact flexible actuator for minimally invasive instruments featuring two
shape memory alloy (SMA) wire loops with preset shape memory for shape changing (orange), reset into
straight shape (green) and central supply channel, e.g., for a gripping tool. The desired shapes are bent (I)
and S-shape (II). [2] cb 4.0.

is required for power or control actuation. For this work, two different instrument config-
urations were investigated and fabricated, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Configuration (I) for
a bending and (II) for an S-shape of the instrument. Both shape changes are independently
obtained by an active-antagonist configuration, as described in [146]. Thus, each config-
uration features one SMA wire loop memorizing a shape change (bending or S-shape,
respectively) referred to as shape loop (active). The other loop sets back the actuator to
its initial straight shape, referred to as straight loop (antagonist). This design allows for a
permanently retained pose of the distal tip without further heating if no external force is
applied.

Fabrication and Assembly

The fabrication steps are presented in Figure 5.2. In step 1, segments of SMA wire
with a diameter of 0.7mm are cut with a length of 230mm and cold-formed manually
into a U-shape (loop) with a diameter of 3mm. To set the shape memory in step 2 for
straight shape, bent shape and S-shape, heat treatment at 425 ◦C for 30min and subse-
quent quenching in water at room temperature is required for the loop segments [149,150].
Thereby, each loop segment must be clamped firmly in the desired shape and without tor-
sion stress as it tries to restore its previous shape memory, i.e., the straight shape. Thus,
holding racks are fabricated from Al, providing the desired curvature of the shapes to
stabilize the loop segments during heat treatment. After heat treatment, all wire loops
are cold-formed into straight shape at room temperature in step 3. In step 4, the flexible
monolithic backbone with intermediate spacer disks and central supply channel is addi-
tively manufactured using a stereolithography printer with elastic resin (Formlabs GmbH,
Germany). To allow for accurate evaluation, the flexible backbone model is extended for
a mounting component at the proximal end and plane elements at each spacer disk for
marker attachment. The wire loops are inserted into the printed backbone before its final
curing. Thus, the fully cured backbone holds the SMA wires firmly throughout actuation.
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Figure 5.2.: Fabrication steps: Cold-forming wire loops (1), followed by heat treatment with customized
racks from Al at 425 ◦C (2). All wire loops are straightened by cold-forming (3) and inserted in the addi-
tively manufactured monolithic backbone, followed by the final curing of the instrument (4). [2] cb 4.0.

5.1.3. Experimental Evaluation of the Actuation

The experimental setup for actuation and evaluation is presented in the following.
The instrument was mounted at its proximal end in a horizontal position and connected
to a laboratory power supply. Once electrified, Joule heating increased the temperature of
the SMA wires, resulting in the wires memorizing their shape leading to an active shape
change, and an antagonistic reset, respectively.

Visual Tracking and Instrument Shape

To control and evaluate the flexible instrument, shape estimation of its body is re-
quired. For visual tracking, a RealSense™ D435 camera (Intel Corporation, USA) ob-
served the G-H-plane, tracking nine ArUco markers attached to the instrument body, as
presented in Figures 5.4 a+c. A tracking algorithm was implemented in Python 3.9 and
provided a tracking frequency of 30Hz. Thus, the positions of the geometrical marker
center points provided time-depending shape information. Its performance was evaluated
beforehand by tracking a stationary set of markers as utilized on the instrument over a time
period of 90 s, revealing a deviation of ±0.35mm and ±0.05mm in G and H, respectively.
The pose for configuration I was represented by the distal end’s bending. For simplicity,
the two markers closest to the distal tip were used to define the instrument’s orientation as
the angle i relative to the G-axis.

Control

To manipulate the flexible instrument, a PID controller was proposed in a closed-loop
regime as shown in Figure 5.3 with the iteratively identified control parameters  P = 50,
 I = 0.5 and  D = 0.8. The control variable was the bending angle i of the distal tip.
Further shape modeling parameters were not considered. For implementation, an AT-
mega328 (Arduino) microcontroller was deployed using two DC/DC-converters TSR-3
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Series (Traco Electronic GmbH, Germany) that can perform each 3A switching regu-
lation via remote on/off input connected to the PWM outputs of the microcontroller at
10Hz. The computed angle i was transmitted from the Python script to the microcon-
troller via Serial Port.

φ(t)

φ

φset (t)

Figure 5.3.: Closed-loop control setup including marker tracking, angle computation (Python 3.9) and a
PID-Controller running on a microcontroller. [2] cb 4.0.

Evaluation Procedure

Each configuration was subjected to = = 10 experiment runs for workspace character-
ization, with cooling pauses of 180 s in between. In the case of configuration I, a control
evaluation and a qualitative force validation were additionally conducted. To characterize
the full workspace of the instrument, the shape loop was initially heated at current � = 3A

(*max = 2.6V) from initial straight shape and the displacement of all markers is monitored
over 15 s. A (passive) cooling period of 30 s followed, during which the power supply was
switched off. Then, the straight loop was heated for another 15 s. After a second cooling
period of 30 s, the experiment was stopped. The cooling periods allowed for investiga-
tion of possible recoils in scenarios without power supply. Before the next experiment
run started, the instrument was manually cold-formed to its initial straight shape. For
force measurement, a spring scale (Micro-Line 20001 1N, Pesola AG, Switzerland) was
insulated at its interface and attached to the distal tip of the instrument (configuration I).
Then, � = 3A was applied, and the resulting force was measured. The control regime was
demonstrated by following predefined setpoints from straight to bending shape, i.e., iset

from 0◦ to 10◦ in iteration steps of 2◦, each lasting for 15 s.

Results of the Experimental Evaluation

Figure 5.4a depicts the mean marker positions and Figure 5.4b the standard deviations
at given times of the proposed instrument in configuration I. The maximum absolute dis-
placement is 19.1mm in H at the distal tip. During the cooling period, a recoil is visible,
retaining an absolute displacement of the distal tip at H < 12mm between C = 15 and
45 s. Heating the straight loop, in order to return the instrument to its initial shape, left
the instrument with a remaining absolute displacement of H > 5mm. Thereafter, another
small recoil can be observed between C = 60 and 90 s.

Figure 5.4c shows configuration II in an actuated state. The planar S-shape exhibits
an unintended torsion, visible on the basis of the last three markers at the distal tip. It is
assumed that the SMA wire was slightly axially rotated at the distal part during assembly
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with the backbone, despite utmost caution. This would lead to a deviation from the strict
planar shape change, and unintentionally demonstrating that the presented approach is not
limited to planar shapes.

Figure 5.4d shows the workspace characterization results for configuration II. A max-
imum displacement of H = 8.7mm is observed close to the distal tip at C = 60 s. The
antagonistic setback of the proximal instrument half is noticeable, while the distal half
does not exhibit a significant shape deformation back to the straight shape. Presumably,
the aforementioned torsion influenced the plane of bending for the distal instrument half,
leading to an apparently restrictive setback in the G-H-plane. Furthermore, stronger recoils
are measured as with configuration I. It should be noted that deflections in the initial poses
(C = 0 s) are caused by manual resetting the instrument after each experiment run.
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Figure 5.4.: Results of the workspace characterization for configuration I and II, showing initial pose
(translucent) and maximum deflection (a+c). Shape was estimated using mean and standard deviation of
marker positions at specific time steps over = = 10 experiment runs (b+d). The obtained shape change
(orange) was reversed by the subsequent straightening (green). Dashed plots indicate the observed recoils
after actuation has ended. [2] cb 4.0.

In Figure 5.5a, the results of closed loop control of the instrument are presented.
A steady-state error of ierror < 2◦ is observed for larger setpoints. After reaching the
maximum setpoint (at 10◦), angle control was lost at approximately i = 9◦. Figure 5.5b
depicts an actuation with open-loop control for comparison, visualizing a much steeper
bending characteristic and reaching a maximum bending angle within 15 s. Furthermore,
the force measurement revealed a maximum blocking force applied by the distal tip of
� = 90mN.
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bending angle i for configuration I during characterization, with actuation phases for bending (orange) and
setback (green) in open-loop control (b). [2] cb 4.0.
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Discussion

The workspace characterization reveals a repeatable deformation for both config-
urations. Although the deviation range appears usable for a handheld device, normally
exposed to physiological tremor of the user, one single target shape presents an essen-
tial limitation in comparison with omnidirectional bending instruments and continuum
robots, such as in [142]. In contrast, the presented approach does not require multiple
individually supplied and actuated sections to transform into more complex shapes (e.g.,
S-shape), allowing for a smaller instrument diameter and a more compact actuation unit.
For example, neglecting power supply (socket or battery) and microcontroller (which are
required for all presented systems), the instrument only requires one DC/DC converter
with a frame package size of < 1 cm3 and two wire channels for one wire loop per desired
shape. Yet in direct comparison to [142], the maximal workspace of the demonstrator is
smaller, the antagonistic setback capability more restricted (especially for S-shape), and
the response time slower. This is presumably due to the deployment of two SMA wire
loops that reinforce and stiffen the flexible structure, thereby hindering the active wire
loop mechanically, even when not actuated. This might be also the cause for the observed
recoil. Furthermore, the method of passive cooling and the length of the cooling time in
this work may not be optimal. Thus, a higher temperature in the shape loop could keep it
from becoming fully inactive during the antagonistic setback. This hypothesis should be
investigated by including temperature monitoring in future experimental setups. On the
other hand, the increased stiffness of the instrument brings the advantage to avoid unin-
tended displacement and deformation during insertion of additional instruments through
the central supply channel (e.g., fiber endoscopes).

Regarding angle control, a notable path correction can be observed when comparing
the angles obtained during closed-loop and open-loop control. A relatively small error
ierror of the bending angle for the increasing setpoint values demonstrates the effect of
closed-loop SMA actuation. However, the loss of control after a longer period of actu-
ation shows one major challenge of SMA-based robotics. When heating the wire loops
over a longer period of time, they no longer leave the austenite phase but remain above
the transformation temperature of 60 ◦C. Thus, the instrument stiffens and remains at its
current position, where additional heating has little effect on the shape. Only a tempera-
ture change below the transformation temperature, unlocks the instrument. Hence, active
cooling strategies should be considered for in-vivo use cases where multiple setpoints are
targeted over a short period of time, causing heat accumulation. The transition tempera-
ture of the currently used material does not appear eligible for a surgical instrument yet,
as it could damage the human tissue. Alloy compositions with an austenite finish temper-
ature �f ≈ 40 ◦C are more promising for future investigations into instrument design and
fabrication. The maximum applicable force is measured to be relatively small but still in
a relevant range for applications in ophthalmology (retraction, penetration) and vascular
surgery (vascular clamping) [151].

5.1.4. Application Example: An Active Laryngoscopic Blade

Further medical applications can benefit from this approach, when the critical setback
is not required for a procedure. As an example, a flexible laryngoscopic blade (single
use) for an endotracheal emergency intubation was investigated in [3]. Endotracheal intu-
bation is a medical procedure to secure a patient’s airways, which can be challenging in
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emergency situations due to an individual’s anatomy. Intubation blades can benefit from
an adjustable design with shape memory alloys. The presented blade design, comes with
two DOF, continuously transforming a straight into a curved blade, using NiTi wires with
diameters of up to 2mm. The demonstrators thus reached mean angular deflections up
to 16◦ without exceeding outer blade temperatures of 40 ◦C. Mean forces of almost 24N
were applicable. This experimental study emphasizes the potential to reduce the com-
plexity of intubation procedures and increase the success rate, especially in time-critical
emergency situations. This example underscores the practical applicability of this SMA-
based actuation for flexible surgical instruments.
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5.2. Shape Memory Alloy – Sensing

The content of this Section 5.2 was published in at-Automatisierungstechnik [4]. Head-
lines, wording, and layout were carefully modified to fit within this work.

5.2.1. Self-Sensing in Shape Memory Alloys

Despite the useful dexterity of a flexible instrument based on SMAs, their control
within the human body remains challenging. The shape of the instrument within the body
cavity depends on various influencing factors. Those factors are mainly the applied force
at the external (proximal) end of the instrument, the mechanical property of the surround-
ing tissue, and the temperature of the SMA. Visual imaging devices (e.g., endoscopic
cameras) that monitor the flexible instrument and the site of operation are thus crucial for
clinicians to manipulate the instrument effectively. However, ideal imaging is not always
provided during a medical procedure due to the lack of additional endoscopic devices,
limited access into the confined space, or an impaired line of sight caused by body fluids
and smoke.

For this reason, additional intraoperative information about the shape and the pose
of the instrument’s distal tip are highly beneficial to the operator. Due to the confined
space in the cavity and the compactness of the delicate instruments themselves, attaching
and operating additional sensor technology (e.g., resistance based flex sensors [152], fiber
grading sensors [153]) is often hardly feasible. Instead, flexible instruments with inherent
actuation such as SMAs could use the structural material for both, actuating and sensing
(Figure 5.6). They not only provide intrinsic actuation once heated, but also present a
variability of their electric resistance ' in accordance with the change of their shape (i.e.,
self-sensing) [154].
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instrument
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Self - Sensing

Figure 5.6.: Schematic of a minimally invasive surgery (MIS) with a flexible instrument made of a shape
memory alloy (SMA). Augmenting the video endoscopy with information about deflection B and interaction
forces F. [4] cb 4.0.
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Related Work

The change of the electric resistance ' as an intrinsic property has been utilized in
research in order to determine the strain of a NiTi alloy wire, e.g., Ikuta et al. [155] and
Prechtl et al. [156]. Kaiser et al. have developed measurement and control electronics to
use a microcontroller to heat a SMA using electric current and measure the electric resis-
tance ' [157], while Ma et al. implemented the control of a lengthening SMA wire using
a neural network [158]. Furthermore, grasping applications driven by SMA wire actuators
were investigated by Wang et al. who controlled the deformation of a flexible gripper to
grasp deformable objects [145]. Since the electric resistance ' changes as a function of
the wire strain, a control based on self-sensing could be demonstrated. In addition, Lan et

al. were able to control the position of the tip of a flexible micro-gripper [159]. They used
a spring to elongate a SMA wire and forced it to contract by electric current (i.e., Joule
heating). The authors followed the approach of length control further and investigated a
data-driven approach using a polynomial model [160].

Contribution

Previous research has predominantly focused on estimating 1D strain variations of
SMAs and has even demonstrated controlled actuation for defined loading conditions
based on electric resistance. However, the potential of SMAs to immediately perform
and estimate more complex 2D and 3D shape changes, has not been explored. Although,
integrating compact SMA-based actuation and self-sensing at such a level could signifi-
cantly enhance the design of minimally invasive surgical instruments, enabling them to ac-
cess confined spaces more effectively. Therefore, this work presents the proof-of-concept
of a polynomial modeling approach that correlates the electric resistance of a simplified
SMA-based instrument with its shape, initially enabling 2D shape changes in novel smart
minimally invasive instruments. Hence, this work introduces a proof-of-concept for a
polynomial modeling approach that establishes a correlation between the electric resis-
tance of a simplified SMA-based instrument and its shape, initially facilitating 2D shape
alterations in novel smart minimally invasive instruments.

5.2.2. Shape Sensing of Flexible Instruments

A simplified instrument with inherent SMA actuation was fabricated and investigated
in an experimental setup for multiple actuation cycles in different load-heat scenarios
while recording various system parameters. Thus, a data-driven polynomial model could
be designed which was able to estimate the instrument’s shape (i.e., self-sensing).

As a simplified flexible instrument, a bending wire loop actuator was utilized as pre-
sented in Section 5.1, but without its antagonistic counterpart and the monolithic backbone
(Figure 5.7a). The basic straightened (austenite) shape can be cold-formed (i.e., bent) un-
der an external load. If the bent wire is then heated above the austenite finish temperature
(here: �f = 65 ◦C), the original straight austenite form is restored (Figure 5.7b). This
effect of SMAs can be used to apply mechanical forces [161]. The aforementioned de-
sign allows to power the instrument at its proximal end, using Joule heating to increase
the temperature of the wire, thus avoiding an interference of cable and connectors at the
instrument’s body.
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Figure 5.7.: Simplified instrument design with a flat U-shaped wire from NiTiCu (a). Schematic of the
shape changes between martensite (blue) and austenite states at �f = 65 ◦C (red). Known parameters
include power supply voltage *, ambient temperature )amb, and load. Current �, force components �G and
�I , deflection B, and wire temperature )wire were measured during the experiments. [4] cb 4.0.

Experimental Setup for Actuation and Sensing

The defined and measured values are schematically illustrated in Figure 5.7b. The
electric resistance of the wire ' depends on the applied voltage * at the proximal wire
ends, and the electric current in the wire �, as stated in Equation 3.1. Further experimental
parameters of interest include the wire surface temperature )wire, the deflection B at the
distal tip, as well as the applicable distal force F.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.8. The SMA actuator was mounted
horizontally with its two proximal ends in a fixed clamp. In the unloaded state, the tip of
the wire was aligned approximately at the horizontal level of the clamping. The actuator
was powered via the clamped wire ends, and its temperature would increase due to Joule
heating. This allowed to trigger a phase transformation from various cold-formed shapes
back into the set horizontal austenite shape.

Figure 5.8.: Experimental setup for data acquisition of the SMA actuator. Two load cells (red) record
reaction forces �G and �I at the clamping. Tracking ArUco markers at the clamping and the distal tip
(yellow) allow measuring the deflection B. [4] cb 4.0.
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The electronics to power the wire and record the measurement data at the same time
were controlled by a microcontroller (Arduino Uno Rev3 SMD). To measure the current
� at a given voltage *, a measuring resistor (Isabellenhütte PBV R010, Germany) was
used. Two operational amplifier circuits (Texas Instruments TLC 2272, USA) were im-
plemented to amplify the voltage drops at the measuring resistor and the SMA wire. Then,
' was calculated with Equation 3.1. The setup provided the resistance ' of the SMA wire
with a resolution of 1mΩ and an accuracy of 3mΩ.

To measure the force components of F = [�G , �I] on the wire clamping, two load
cells with measuring amplifier (Sparkfun Electronics TAL221, HX711, USA) were used.
The signals were calculated and processed by the microcontroller and transmitted via
Serial connection to a host computer. In the heating phase, F and ' values were measured
with a frequency of up to 385Hz, limited by the electronic evaluation system of the load
cells. Data acquisition in the cooling phase was conducted with 1.75Hz due to the fact
that ' could only be measured when current flows through the actuator. Consequently,
the current rate had to be kept at a minimum during cooling phase to avoid additional
unintended Joule heating.

A measurement script was developed (Python 3.9) to track the position of the wire tip
with an ArUco marker and a visual camera (Intel Corporation RealSense™ D435, USA),
as well as to compute and store the position data. Preliminary tests revealed a marker
tracking position accuracy of 0.2mm. A thermal imaging camera (Teledyne FLIR LLC
FLIR E60, USA) was used for contactless temperature monitoring of the wire surface
)wire. The ambient temperature )amb was the constant room temperature (22.5 ◦C) of
the laboratory and was monitored with an additional sensor. The temperature fluctuation
remained within a range of 2 ◦C.

To bend the actuator at ambient temperature, weights were attached to the actuator’s
distal tip. The load would pull the tip down in negative I direction. If the actuator was
then powered, the shape memory effect opposed the shape change and lifted the weight.
When the power was turned off and the temperature decreased, the wire again deformed
by the gravitational force of the weight.

The generalized deflection B was utilized as a simplified measure of the bent shape of
the wire (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.9). In this work, B corresponds to I. It should be noted,
that due to many past actuation cycles of the actuator (= > 300), a two-way shape memory
effect was observed [162]. The bent shape in martensite phase had become part of the
material’s memory. Thus, the bent shape was obtained even in cases without any load.
This way, a common starting point between B = −138mm (unloaded) and B = −143mm

(100 g) was provided for both cases, with and without load.

5.2.3. Modeling Self-Sensing Characteristics

The modeling of the self-sensing characteristics of the SMA material includes the
training data acquisition and the polynomial modeling.

Training Data Acquisition

Load cases were defined for data acquisition in order to subsequently fit a polynomial
model. In a load case, a specific weight and heating period were defined. Weights were
applied in the range from 0 g to 100 g in 10 g steps. Preliminary tests revealed a maximum
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5.2. Shape Memory Alloy – Sensing

Figure 5.9.: Actuator bending shape at 0 s, 4.5 s and 12 s. A visible deflection of the distal tip over an
actuation period of 0 s to 12 s can be observed. [4] cb 4.0.

Figure 5.10.: Actuator surface temperature during an actuation cycle, captured with a thermal imaging
camera. Heating period was set to 12 s, followed by a (passive) cooling phase for the remaining 228 s of
data recording. Every trial started at )wire < 27 ◦C. [4] cb 4.0.

possible heating period of 12 s at 3.6V, avoiding over-heating and damage to the setup.
The heating period was set accordingly. Maximum temperatures on the actuator surface
)wire remained below )max = 80 ◦C during the investigations (Figure 5.10).

The experimental procedure of an actuation cycle started for each case with the load-
ing of the actuator at ambient temperature )amb (i.e., in martensite state). This lead to a
deflection of the distal tip from the initial horizontal position. Then, a voltage of 3.6V was
applied by a laboratory power supply to reobtain the horizontal straight shape (Figure 5.9).
Data were recorded for 240 s from the start of heating. This procedure was repeated twice
without resetting the actuator load-free to the horizontal shape. The overall training data
thus included 22 experimental training cycles, namely two trials for each of the eleven
weights.

Polynomial Modeling

A polynomial approach was chosen for the shape estimation since it allows in a simple
manner to represent a nonlinear relationship of the measurement in multiple dimensions.
The model was developed in MATLAB 2021b and estimates the vertical deflection of the
actuator tip B̂ based on the measured input parameters of the resistance ', the vertical
force at the clamping �I, and the heating status, schematically shown in Figure 5.11.

The force data is required in addition to the resistance to cover medical use cases of
arbitrary unknown interaction forces between instrument and tissue. Only �I was consid-
ered as preliminary tests revealed it as the dominant force component for the investigated
load cases. The general representation of the 2D-polynomials can be written as

B̂ =

#'∑
8=0

©«
#�∑
9=0

(?8 9 · '
8 · �

9
I )
ª®¬

(5.1)
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Figure 5.11.: Schematic of the polynomial model with the input variables of resistance ', force �I , and
heat status. The output is a deflection estimate B̂. [4] cb 4.0.

where 8 and 9 indicate the power of ' and �I with the coefficient ?8 9 . #' and #� indicate
the highest degree of the polynomial in the dimension ' and �I, respectively. The poly-
nomials were fitted to the data with the RMSE function minimizing the root-mean-square
error &RMS defined as

&RMS =

√√√
1

#data

#data∑
:=1

( B̂ − B)2 (5.2)

where B̂ denotes the estimated value, B the actual measured value, and #data is the number
of measurement points during data acquisition. Since the relationship between ' and B is
characterized by a hysteresis depending on heating and cooling phases, the actuation cycle
was subdivided. In contrast to Lan et al. [160], the hysteresis was not reduced to one single
polynomial. Instead, four separate polynomials were fitted for the four different subsets,
thus covering the hysteresis entirely (Figure 5.12). Each subset can be distinguished based
on heating status (i.e., heating, cooling) and the resistance ' (i.e., increasing, decreasing)
and thus be modeled by a separate polynomial.
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Figure 5.12.: Measured resistance ' and deflection B for no load of a full actuation cycle of the actuator,
including heating (red) and cooling phase (blue). Colored arrows indicate the chronicle order of subsets
1–4, subdividing the actuation cycle into four polynomial submodels, based on whether the resistance '
increases or decreases. Semi-transparent circles denote the transitions between subsets. [4] cb 4.0.

For real-time estimation, the model compares the actual measured resistance value to
the last measured values. Based on the heating status and the behavior of the electric resis-
tance, the model estimates the deflection within the corresponding section. The computed
coefficients ?8 9 are listed in Table 5.1.

5.2.4. Experimental Evaluation of Actuation and Sensing

For the purpose of model evaluation, further experiments were conducted to test the
model for three simplified application scenarios, as shown in Figure 5.13. Those included
the actuation against no resistance i.e., 0 g load (Figure 5.13a), small resistance i.e., 20 g
load (Figure 5.13b), and a blocking resistance occurring at 50% of maximum deflection
(Figure 5.13c), which corresponds to B ≈ −116mm.
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Table 5.1.: Coefficients for the 2D polynomial model. [4] cb 4.0.

Subset 1 Subset 2 Subset 3 Subset 4

Coefficients #' = 4 #' = 2 #' = 3 #' = 5

?8 9 #� = 3 #� = 4 #� = 5 #� = 4

?00 -3.298e+05 -3.907e+04 -1.86e+06 7.809e+06
?01 -4.525e+04 7.412e+04 5.202e+06 -8.168e+05
?02 8732 -3.771e+04 -3.158e+06 8.456e+04
?03 -903.2 -9.15e+04 1.937e+04 -1.027e+04
?04 - - 7605 231.4
?05 - - -636.9 -
?10 2.048e+06 1.213e+05 8.762e+06 -5.79e+07
?11 1.83e+05 -2.314e+05 -2.455e+07 4.761e+06
?12 -2.311e+04 -50.25 1.488e+07 -3.535e+05
?13 1284 - -8.966e+04 3.009e+04
?14 - - -8870 -271.7
?20 -4.752e+06 -9.431e+04 -1.376e+07 1.716e+08
?21 -2.467e+05 1.182e+05 3.861e+07 -1.041e+07
?22 1.522e+04 - -2.333e+07 4.9e+05
?23 - - 8.746e+04 -2.234e+04
?30 4.883e+06 1.8e+05 7.202e+06 -2.543e+08
?31 1.108e+05 115.4 -2.023e+07 1.013e+07
?32 - - 1.218e+07 -2.246e+05
?40 -1.876e+06 -553.4 - 1.883e+08
?41 - - - -3.695e+06
?50 - - - -5.576e+07

Figure 5.13.: Load-heat scenarios for model evaluation with no load (a), 20 g (b) weight, and blocked at
50% (c). [4] cb 4.0.

In addition, the heating period for each scenario was varied. Besides the maximum
heating period of 12 s representing a full actuation cycle, also shorter heating periods
had to be considered. In medical use cases, flexible instruments might be actuated to
transform into intermediate shapes between initial and maximum deflection. Therefore,
the heating period of 4.5 s was also tested. In a third variation, a repetitive readjustment
of the shape was simulated with a short heating period of 4.5 s, a 7.5 s cooling break,
followed by another 6 s long heating period. Thus, for the evaluation, nine different load-
heat scenarios were conducted with two experimental trials, each.

Figure 5.14 presents the quantitative evaluation procedure schematically. The esti-
mated deflection B̂ of the wire was subsequently calculated with the polynomial model
using only the measured values of resistance ', the vertical force �I, and the heat sta-
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tus as inputs. These estimated values were then compared to the recorded Beval data. In
Figure 5.15 the fitted 2D-polynomials are shown. The experimental training cycles for
fitting the model included electric resistance ' values from 0.62Ω to 0.7Ω, loads from
0 g to 100 g and measured deflection values B from −143mm to −92mm. Deflection esti-
mations outside these ranges were not valid due to extrapolation errors with high-degree
polynomials. Additionally, a comparison of measurement points of one evaluation trial
without load is plotted.

Figure 5.14.: Schematic of the evaluation of the polynomial model. Measured deflection data Beval is col-
lected for nine scenario-heating cases and compared to the estimated deflection of the model B̂ to find the
estimation error 4. [4] cb 4.0.

(        )

z

(    ) (          )

Figure 5.15.: 2D polynomial model for subsets 1–4 correlating resistance ' and force �I in order to find

the deflection B. Comparing the model’s estimation B̂ and measured deflection Beval for 12 s heating time and

without load. [4] cb 4.0.

The mean estimation error 4̄: over all measurement points : in #data in one scenario

is defined as

4̄: =
1

#data

#data∑
:=1

( |Beval | − | B̂ |︸       ︷︷       ︸
4:

) (5.3)

where the maximum error is 4max = <0G(4: ). The mean estimation error 4̄ about all

evaluation trials is

4̄ =
1

#trial

#trial∑
CA=1

4̄: . (5.4)

Results of the Model Evaluation

As mentioned in Section 5.2.3, the dataset to fit the model consists of 22 experimental

cycles, two trials for eleven different weights. For the evaluation, new trials were carried

out with nine different load-heat scenarios. Figure 5.16 shows the correlation of elec-

tric resistance ', as well as estimated deflection B̂ and measured deflection Beval for the

nine load-heat scenarios, with Table 5.2 summarizing the mean estimation error 4̄ and
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maximum estimation error 4max. Overall, 4̄ is found in a range of 0.17mm to 3.61mm,

and 4max in a range of 4.19mm to 20.78mm, respectively. The load-heat scenario of

20 g for 4.5 s heating period obtained the smallest estimation error 4̄ = 1.23mm and

4max = 4.19mm.

Figures 5.16 a-c present each a full actuation cycle, including subsets 1–4. For the un-

loaded case (Figure 5.16a), a deflection range of up to 44mm was measured and estimated

with a mean error of 4̄ = 0.21mm. The largest deviation occurred during the transition

between subset 1 and 2 (4max = 5.94mm). For the loaded case of 20 g (Figure 5.16b),

the deflection was reduced to a range of approximately 20mm, while the mean estimation

error increased to 0.88mm and the maximum error decreased to 6.12mm compared to no

load. As presumed, the possible deflection decreases with increasing load. If the deflec-

tion is blocked entirely (Figure 5.16c), subsets 2 and 3 are forced on a similar deflection

plateau. The estimation for those subsets is shifted towards larger absolute deflections,

leading to a mean error 4̄ = 2.78mm (4max = 16.03mm). Similarly, high errors are ob-

served with all blocking scenarios (Figures 5.16 f, i). It is hypothesized that the observed

phenomenon and the associated high estimation errors are attributed to the force impact

and direction upon the actuator’s contact with the block, where the maximum force com-

ponents measure |�G | = 0.1N and |�I | = 0.04N. However, the model’s training data

only accounts for the I component, relevant in prior actuation cycles with given weights.

Table 5.2.: Results of the model evaluation. Absolute mean and maximum estimation errors for nine load-

heat scenarios. Color-coded from the lowest error (green) to the highest error (red). [4] cb 4.0.

0 g 20 g Blocked

12 s heating 4̄ 0.21mm 0.88mm 2.78mm

4max 5.94mm 6.12mm 16.03mm

4.5 s heating 4̄ 3.61mm 1.23mm 1.97mm

4max 20.78mm 4.19mm 15.35mm

4.5 s and 4̄ 0.33mm 0.17mm 2.03mm

6 s heating 4max 14.4mm 9.33mm 16.36mm
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a   No weight

d   No weight

g   No weight

b   20 g

e   20 g

h   20 g

c   Block

f   Block

i   Block

Figure 5.16.: Evaluation results of the polynomial model for nine exemplary load-heat scenarios. Compar-

ing mean estimated deflection B̂ to mean measured deflection Beval for three different load cases and heating

cases for 12 s (a–c), 4.5 s (d–f) and 4.5 s, and 6 s (g–i). [4] cb 4.0.
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Consequently, in this particular scenario, wherein �G dominates, the model appears insuf-

ficient to accurately predict the deflection. This limitation should be addressed in future

work.

Figures 5.16 d–f present each only partial actuation cycles with a limited heating

period of 4.5 s. Due to the shortened heating, the model does not estimate the deflection

using subset 2 and 3. Figure 5.16d shows that the model estimates the deflection not as low

as it was measured. This leads to the largest maximum estimation error 4max of 20.78mm.

A similar behavior occurs in Figure 5.16f with block and limited heating period of 4.5 s.

In comparison, Figures 5.16 g–i display an extra loop between subset 2 and 3 where the

intermediate cooling period interrupts the heating.

Discussion

The results of the experimental evaluation suggest that the presented model is able

to predict deflections under certain boundary conditions, such as constant ambient tem-

perature and defined load cases. Still, the model seems to be insufficient to estimate the

deflection during shortened heating phases. It is hypothesized that this might be due to

the lack of training data for such cases.

It is important to highlight that only one very simple wire geometry with a history of

training cycles (= > 300) was investigated in this first proof-of-concept. SMA material is

highly nonlinear [163] and its actuation behavior depends on its unique history of temper-

ature and load. Therefore, the presented polynomial model in its current form might be

capable to estimate the behavior of this one actuator. However, it may lack the ability to

generalize, which refers to its capability to estimate the properties of another actuator with

differing specifications (such as material composition, length, diameter) and operational

history. The transfer to more complex, e.g., S-shaped actuator geometries, is also still

pending. Moreover, the disadvantage of modeling with polynomials becomes apparent

in the marginal ranges of the electric resistance and force values. If a measured value is

processed that lies outside the fitting area of 0.62Ω < ' < 0.7Ω and 0N < �I < 1.2N,

respectively, the polynomials may tend towards ±∞ and estimate deflections accordingly.

In order to estimate the shape for unknown load cases, additional force sensors must

be used. Adding another conventional sensor modality clearly weakens the efficiency

of the self-sensing approach. Yet, in the context of hand-held instruments in MIS, cost-

effective and compact multi-axial force sensors can be integrated easily in the handle

design to enhance the instrument. It should be also noted that the observed maximum

wire temperature of )wire ≈ 80 ◦C is not suitable for an instrument outer surface in direct

contact with human tissue. Thus, shape memory alloy compositions with lower austenite

finish temperatures should be considered.

For future work, it is recommended to investigate multiple actuators for large-scale

data acquisition and evaluation tests on new, unseen actuators. This would allow for

a more comprehensive understanding of their behavior and performance. However, a

major challenge is the problem of individual history of each actuator, which remains a

limiting factor for efficient data acquisition and poses high demands on the shape-setting

process. On the modeling, further nonlinear modeling approaches could be explored. By

incorporating nonlinearities (e.g., Preisach modeling), the behavior and dynamics of the

actuator could be estimated more accurately. Additionally, machine learning algorithms

(e.g., reinforcement learning) could be employed to identify patterns in the behavior of the
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actuator and provide a more precise representation of its dynamics. Finally, the integration

of these models into closed-loop control could lead to independence from visual support,

at least for short periods of time.

5.3. Towards Actuated Self-Sensing Instruments

The given results in Section 5.1 demonstrate that multiple SMA wire loops can be

combined in one actuator to create various bending motions and setbacks towards their

initial pose with minimal space demand. Thus, the presented actuator proof-of-concept

shows the potential as a space-effective alternative to shape a handheld surgical instru-

ment, immediately utilizing the shape memory effect of SMA materials, for a certain tar-

get shape required to address known navigation challenges. However, the disadvantages

of a limited workspace and the potential loss of control due to overheating may jeopardize

the benefit of the actuator in the clinical environment. Therefore, it is crucial to identify

those surgical procedures that can benefit even from small, anticipated shape changes and

small applicable forces within a limited time window. A SMA-driven laryngoscopic blade

for endotracheal intubation was discussed as a first example of such a suitable procedure,

deploying an anticipated, one-way shape memory deformation. Future research shall ad-

dress 3D-shape changes and design optimization regarding workspace enlargement, and

enhanced temperature management to mitigate heat-related risks.

Furthermore, the approach of self-sensing, as presented in Section 5.2, has shown

potential in facilitating non-visual tracking of intricate 2D shape changes in SMA-driven

flexible instruments for medical applications. However, this work has shown that it is

advisable to supplement this approach with additional force sensing capability to safely

use it in procedures where interaction forces with human tissue are unknown. Augmenting

information of flexible instruments with additional shape information during usage could

then compensate for impaired visibility and make minimally invasive procedures safer in

the future.
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6. A Compliant Sensor Arrays for Passive

Magnetic Instrument Tracking

The content of this Chapter 6 was published in the IEEE Sensors Letters 2023 [5] © IEEE 2023.

Headlines, wording, and layout were carefully modified to fit within this work.

6.1. Tracking Instruments with the Human Body

Minimally invasive interventions in medical fields, such as gastroendoscopy, laparoscopy,

or endovascular surgery, present convincing alternatives to open surgeries since they promise

faster recovery times and less post-operative complications [27, 164]. In the previous

Chapters 4 and 5, innovative design methodologies for continuum robots and flexible in-

struments were explored. These approaches augment conventional instruments by provid-

ing additional DOF. However, as surgical instruments are inserted into the human body,

the line-of-sight is lost. In the realm of endovascular surgery, intraoperative visual imag-

ing, such as computed tomography angiography (CTA), can help and allows for mini-

mally invasive endovascular navigation, usually at the cost of increased ionic radiation

for patient and medical staff. As an improvement, instruments can be augmented with

magnetic material and then tracked by magnetic field sensors, a harmless procedure for

both, patients and staff. However, common bulky magnetic sensor systems in close body

proximity can disturb the visibility and impede physical access for the medical experts,

jeopardizing acceptance in the operation room.

Related Work

Wearable, compliant sensor systems for immediate attachment to the human body

and with reduced spatial footprint can improve practical usability of magnetic tracking.

The benefit of fixed attachment is substantial, as it eliminates unintended relative mo-

tion between the patient and the sensor system. Without it, constant monitoring and

registration of the relative poses of the patient and sensor system would be necessary

to maintain high tracking accuracy of the surgical instrument. This additional effort is

exemplified when deploying a commercially available electromagnetic spatial measure-

ment system (e.g., Aurora, NDI Europe GmbH), as utilized for evaluation purposes in

Chapter 4. Furthermore, minimizing the distance between sensors and tracking target

can lead to a better signal-to-noise-ratio, rendering sensing less prone to ambient elec-

tromagnetic disturbances [165] and thus decreasing the tracking error [166]. Moreover,

the expected sensing error can simply be reduced by fusing the measurements from a

larger number of sensors [167], e.g., arranged in multidimensional array configurations.

Khalil et al. follow this approach by implementing a 1D line of Hall-effect sensors along

a blood vessel in order to track a magnetic helical coil inside the vessel with a position

error of 2.35mm± 0.4mm. The coil is manipulated with externally rotating magnets and
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able to clear blood clots [168]. Son et al. present a rigid 2D planar sensor array featuring

8 × 8 Hall-effect sensors and a method to localize 5 DOF of an inserted capsule with a

position error of 2.1mm ± 0.8mm and angular error of 6.7◦ ± 4.3◦ [169]. Furthermore,

various groups investigate how to utilize 2D arrays to cover 3D volumes, such as Hu et

al., who surround a cuboid workspace with four 4 × 4 arrays using anisotropic magne-

toresistive sensors, achieving an average position error of 1.8mm and orientation error

of 1.6◦ within the embraced volume [170]. To qualify such systems for medical usage,

the sensor array can be mounted on a wearable harness, featuring additional permanent

magnets directly on the human body, reducing errors induced by body movement from

30.1mm to 3.8mm [171]. In a comparable work, Fu et al. combine rigid sensor arrays

with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to account for the earth’s magnetic field when a

patient’s pose changes during a procedure, leading to errors below 1.8mm [172].

Maréchal et al. present a systematic design approach for sensor placement to moni-

tor hand-held devices for ventriculostomy and conclude that optimized sensor placement

can have a stronger impact than increasing purely the number of sensors [167]. The au-

thors thus break with the convention of strictly ordered sensor alignment. However, a

variable shape of multiple sensor units and thus unknown or insufficiently estimable sen-

sor poses in space create an additional complex problem that must be solved prior to the

actual tracking task. For an advanced sensor placement in the closest proximity to the

body surface, Sun et al. present a compliant heterogeneous magnetic sensor system to

localize a medical instrument during nasogastric intubation. The system features an addi-

tional resistance-based flex sensor to estimate its own bending and achieves localization

errors below 2mm [173]. The authors enhanced their approach by implementing several

modules over the entire upper body to track the instrument on its entire path [174].

Contribution

In contrast to aforementioned related work, a wearable, compliant 2D sensor array

is investigated, which is fabricated of a flexible printed circuit board (PCB) and 16 Hall-

effect sensors, offering minimal, but effective mechanical constraints on the sensor array.

The system is capable of estimating the bending angle of its own shape (i.e., self-sensing)

without additional sensor modalities and sufficiently accurate to eventually track a ferro-

magnetic instrument inside the human body cavity. It is hypothesized that higher bend-

ing angles reduce the Euclidean distance error 4array of the tracking, since the distance

between instrument and sensors decreases. As an unintended side effect, however, it is

expected that higher bending angles can increase the bending estimation error _̂error in the

same way. Therefore, these two effects are experimentally investigated in order to find,

whether compliant sensor arrays can outperform rigid sensing systems.

In regard to the overall research question of this dissertation, the utilization of a fer-

romagnetic material enhances the surgical instrument so that it can be tracked with a

compliant, compact, sensor system that can be easily worn by the patient during the op-

eration. This work thus contributes to the overall research objective of this dissertation of

achieving compliance, miniaturization, and practicability by means of a smart material.
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Figure 6.1.: Tracking a magnetic target (e.g., ferromagnetically enhanced surgical instrument) with a wear-

able compliant 4×4 Hall-effect array. Bottom: The sensor system is donned onto the human body and bent.

A circular bending shape is determined through self-sensing, facilitated by a removable reference magnet.

Then the magnetic target can be tracked within the body. Adapted from [5] © IEEE 2023.

6.2. Design of a Compliant Magnetic Sensor Array

To locate a magnetic target inside the human body, the sensor system can be attached

to the body and bent to fit an arbitrary curved body surface, as shown in Figure 6.1.

Subsequently, the system is calibrated in software for noise cancellation. Additionally,

the sensor array shape is estimated to register the individual sensors’ poses. Using this

information, the magnetic target can be tracked. To simplify the calibration, the body

shapes are approximated as cylindrical (i.e., legs, arms). In addition, only the position of

a single magnetic target (e.g., instrument) is tracked.

6.2.1. Sensor Hardware

The sensor system consists of a customized compliant PCB. It was fabricated (Multi

Leiterplatten GmbH, Germany) with 141mm×118mm in size and a thickness of 161 µm.

The two-layered design of the conductive traces considers a preferred orientation to pro-

tect them from mechanical wear during shape variation. Preliminary tests with con-

ductor grids embedded in silicone lead to broken cables when the array was deformed

multiple times. This problem was solved by lamination of the PCB. The PCB carries a

100mm×100mm array of 4×4 Hall-effect sensors (3-axis) TMAG5170A1 (Texas Instru-

ments Inc., USA) with a linear magnetic range of ±25mT, leading to a full array sample

rate > 90Hz. Furthermore, this design allows subdividing the array into four individual
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sensor strips to investigate even more complex scenarios in future work, as recommended

by Maréchal et al. in [167]. An interface of conventional PCBs connects the sensor ar-

ray to a microcontroller (Arduino Mega, ATmega 2560) and via Serial connection to the

host computer. To mimic a medical instrument with a magnetic tip, a neodymium magnet

(∅7.5mm x 20mm) is chosen, magnetized axially along the axis of rotational symmetry.

6.2.2. Magnetic Model

The permanent magnet, described in Section 6.2.1, is numerically modeled to obtain

the distribution of the magnetic flux density � and its gradient in a cylindrical coordinate

system.

This is achieved by using the Coulombian approach, as introduced in Section 3.2.4,

for a cylindrical workspace with the height ℎws = 400mm and radius Aws = 200mm, ex-

ploiting the rotational symmetry of the magnet’s geometry. A remanence "r = 1.44T and

a uniform magnetization over the magnet’s volume are considered. For typical medical

use cases, the magnetic target is either surrounded by air, water, or human tissue, thus the

relative permeability of `r = 1.0 [175] is assumed. The discrete model is calculated with

a resolution of 0.25mm for both dimensions.

6.2.3. Tracking Approach

In order to detect a magnetic target p = [G, H, I] the least squares approach of the

scipy.optimized package (Python 3.9.13) was implemented with the trusted region reflec-

tive method to minimize the cost

&LS(p) =
1

2

15∑
D=0

Φ

((
B̂D − BD (p)

)2)
(6.1)

where BD is the measured magnetic flux density and B̂D is the estimated magnetic flux

density based on the magnetic model for sensor D. Φ is a loss function to support reliable

and fast convergence [176]. In this work, the L1-loss is defined as

Φ(@) = 2(
√
1 + @ − 1) (6.2)

with

@(p) =
(
B̂D − BD (p)

)2
. (6.3)

This approach can be deployed for both, the estimation of the bending shape and the

actual position tracking.

6.2.4. Bending Shape Estimation

A cylindrical bending of the 2D-array is modeled in Figure 6.2. The overall bending

can be described by the angle _, where _/2 corresponds to the angle between the flat,

non-bent array and the tangential extension at the outer sensor. Assuming an ideal circular

shape with constant radius A, array size, and sensor distances, the pose of each sensor can
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Figure 6.2.: Model of the array’s circular bending shape, e.g., for _ = 0◦ (yellow) and _ = 135◦ (orange). [5]

© IEEE 2023.

be computed. To estimate _, a reference magnet (same type and size as the tracking target)

is placed at a fixed, known position above the sensor array (Figure 6.3a). The algorithm

starts by calculating a data set of all possible sensor poses along a circular shape for a

preset list of _-angles. Given the 16 magnet poses for any of the considered _-angles, the

pose of the reference magnet is estimated by the optimization described in Equation 6.1

using the modeled magnetic flux densities at these calculated sensor poses. The angle

with the smallest deviation is determined as the estimated bending angle _̂.

6.2.5. Path Tracking of a Magnetic Target

With the given bending shape of the array, the actual tracking task can commence us-

ing measurements of all 16 sensors to detect the targeted magnet’s position. The position

of the numerical magnet model is obtained by minimizing the least squares error between

the magnet model and the sensor values. At this optimized solution, the model’s magnet

position corresponds to the position of the target magnet.

6.3. Experimental Evaluation of the Sensor Array

The experimental evaluation of the compliant magnetic sensor array includes the ex-

perimental setup and procedure, as well as the accuracy results of the bending shape

estimation (i.e., self-sensing) and the results of the tracking accuracy based on estimated

bending angles.

6.3.1. Experimental Setup

Figure 6.3 shows the experimental evaluation setup. A parallel kinematic robot, i.e.,

Stewart platform (M-850, Physik Instrumente GmbH, Germany) was utilized to manipu-

late the tracking target with a minimum step length of 1 µm and a unidirectional repeata-

bility < 1 µm. Furthermore, a coordinate measuring device (CMD) (FaroArm Platinum,

FARO Europe GmbH, Germany) served to register the reference magnet above the ar-

ray and the array itself including the sensor poses with the tracking target magnet and

the Stewart platform. To maintain reliable bending with known bending angles, six cus-

tomized evaluation frames for _ = [0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦] were additively man-

ufactured (Stratasys F370, USA) with an accuracy of ±0.2mm (Figure 6.4, left). Using
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Figure 6.3.: Experimental evaluation setup. The sensor array was attached to an evaluation frame (here:

90◦) and bending shape estimation was performed using a reference magnet (a, purple) which had been

removed from the scene prior to tracking. The magnetic target (red) was then moved by a Stewart platform

beneath the sensor array and its path (b) was tracked. [5] © IEEE 2023.

the CMD on the evaluation frames after printing, a deviation for _cmd of below 2◦ was

measured (Figure 6.6, cp. _cmd and _̂).

6.3.2. Experimental Procedure

The Experimental procedure is subdivided into the bending shape estimation and the

tracking accuracy.

Determining Bending Shape Estimation Accuracy

Initially, the sensor array was mounted on an evaluation frame. The reference magnet

was then positioned at [G, H, I] = [25mm,−25mm, 39mm] relative to the array center

point, and aligned along the z-axis. Then, the algorithm for shape estimation was initi-

ated. Three sets of 103 samples were recorded from the sensor array, encompassing all 16

sensors. The estimated _ was computed for each of the six evaluation frames, employing

ten different random starting points for each frame.

Determining Tracking Accuracy with Estimated Bending Angle

Prior to the actual tracking task, the bending angle was estimated as in Section 6.3.2.

Then, the target magnet was mounted on the Stewart platform and moved along a prede-

fined path beneath the sensor array and evaluation frame (Figure 6.3b). The path consisted

of a vertical elliptical helix to test positional accuracy. On this path, rotations around two

axes were included. Two runs were conducted, each consisting of three subsequent cycles
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of the path for every evaluation frame. The sensor data were recorded and, together with

the bending shape estimation, used as input for the tracking algorithm.

6.3.3. Bending Shape Estimation Accuracy

Figure 6.4 (right) graphs the bending shape estimation error _̂error for the six different

evaluation frames. With increasing _ from 0◦ to 90◦, the absolute median error decreased.

However, increasing the angle further increased the absolute median error and variability

again. This trend of median error reversed, when the bending angle was higher than 180◦,

while variability remained similarly high. This behavior could be caused by some Hall-

effect sensors moving closer to the reference magnet and thus leading to higher accuracy.

Interestingly, the algorithm showed the best performance for 90◦, which thereby outper-

formed the flat, non-bent sensor array (i.e., at 0◦), indicating that here, sensors seemed

to obtain particular advantageous poses in the examined group. Furthermore, it should

be noted, that angles between 0◦ and 90◦ were overestimated while angles > 90◦ were

underestimated. The overall average absolute error of medians was 8.33◦ (min. 2◦, max.

18◦) in comparison to reference _ as measured with the CMD. All median errors were in

the range of ±20◦.

−50 −40 −30 −20 −10 0 10

225◦
180◦
135◦
90◦
45◦
0◦

Bending estimation error _̂error (deg)

Figure 6.4.: Left: Evaluation frames for different bending angles _ to maintain known bending poses

during evaluation. Right: Results of the estimated bending angle _̂ and the corresponding error _̂error. [5]

© IEEE 2023.
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6.3.4. Tracking Accuracy with Estimated Bending Angle

Figures 6.5 (a+b) depict the tracking results for _ = 0◦ after being estimated as _̂ =

9◦. The tracked path follows the robotic reference path closely with a small shift in −I,

especially for H = [−10mm, 22mm]. The largest deviation is given for H > 22mm

and increased noise appears for I < −40mm. In contrast, Figures 6.5 (c+d) show the

results for _ = 225◦ (with _̂ = 216◦). Despite an estimation error of 9◦, the robot path is

followed with visibly less deviation and less noise than the flat array, indicating a tracking

performance improvement for larger bending angles.
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Figure 6.5.: Path deviation between target tracking (green) and robotic reference path (black) for the small-

est and largest bending angles. Sensor locations measured with CMD are indicated by spheres (blue), esti-

mated locations by squares (red). The tracking accuracy visibly improves when comparing the flat sensor

array (_ = 0◦) to the maximum bent array (_ = 225◦). [5] © IEEE 2023.

This qualitative observation is strengthened by the quantitative analysis of the overall

tracking performance (Figure 6.6, red). The median Euclidean distance error 4array de-

creases consistently from 3.38mm for _ = 0◦ to 1.31mm for _ = 225◦ with the largest

variability found for _ = 135◦ and _ = 90◦. Remarkably, for _ = 0◦ and _ = 225◦,

tracking based on _̂ seems to outperform the one based on _cmd, presumably due to the

observed extensive variability of the bending estimation. Preliminary experiments to esti-

mate the magnet’s rotation result in unstable estimates, presumably due to non-convexity

and nonlinearity of the problem. Estimation of rotation may thus be the scope of future

work.
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Figure 6.6.: Euclidean distance error 4array of target tracking with trend indication (dashed) for different

bending angles _, estimated bending angles _̂, and measured bending angles _cmd. The median Euclidean

distance error decreases consistently from 3.38mm for _ = 0◦ to 1.31mm for _ = 225◦ [5] © IEEE 2023.

6.4. Towards Compliant Self-Sensing in Real-Time

As to be expected, deploying the error-prone bending shape estimation _̂ lead to a

larger error than using the accurately determined bending angle _cmd in most cases. How-

ever, the magnitude of deviation for all investigated angles remained sufficiently small and

similar to aforementioned related work. The results suggest that larger bending radii, and

thus closer proximity between sensors and tracking target, compensate for the estimation

error of the bending shape.

In conclusion, a highly compact, wearable, and compliant sensor array was developed

for tracking the position of magnetic targets, such as ferromagnetically enhanced surgical

instruments. The performance of the developed compliant sensor system is comparable

to existing rigid and compliant approaches. The results demonstrate the potential of self-

sensing using a single-sensor modality for small-size medical applications. This work thus

contributes to the overall research objective of this dissertation of achieving compliance,

miniaturization, and practicability by means of a smart material. Future work should

address the modeling of error propagation, performance improvement using e.g., Kalman

filter or graph optimization and the investigation of a machine learning approach, aiming

for real-time capability.
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7. Sensorized Training Platforms for

Endovascular Surgery

The content of this Chapter 7 was published in the International Journal of Computer

Assisted Radiology and Surgery [7]. Headlines, wording, and layout were carefully mod-

ified to fit within this work.

7.1. Training Platforms for Endovascular Surgery

Previous chapters explored the potential of inherent actuation and self-sensing by

means of SMAs and the possibility of ferromagnetic instrument tracking for MIS. In par-

ticular, endovascular interventions, with their severe space restrictions when operating

on and within delicate vessel branches, can benefit from such compliant smart material

systems. Endovascular interventions aim for minimally invasive diagnostics and therapy,

e.g., on patients with aneurysms, arterial occlusive disease or strokes.

Besides enhancing surgical instruments with additional robotic DOF, sensor modal-

ities, and visualization, smart materials, such as piezoresistive polymer sensors, can also

aid in the training of clinicians. The underlying reason for this is the necessity for adept

insertion and precise maneuvering of various instruments (i.e., guidewires, catheters)

through the vascular system of the patient. The objective is to reach the actual site of oper-

ation where stent placement, coil placement or thrombus removal take place. Challenges

include the restricted visual and haptic feedback regarding the delicate manipulation of the

instruments within the vascular system. Here, exerted force can easily damage the del-

icate vascular wall (endothelium) that may lead to dissection and consecutive dangerous

perfusion impairment. While modern visual imaging techniques such as intraoperative

CTA with contrast agent improve the visualization, there is no direct feedback provided

regarding the interaction between instrument and human tissue.

Related Work

The instrument handling remains a difficult cognitive and dexterous task, requiring

years of training. Clearly, teaching and training in a real operation scenario and on a liv-

ing patient is indispensable. However, such trainee positions and training time are limited

as well as patient pathologies and anatomies are limited to cases appearing in the hospi-

tal. Furthermore, beginners may introduce a higher risk of complications despite being

supervised by an experienced mentor. Realistic procedure simulations can provide effec-

tive training outside the operating room and lead to efficiency improvement [177], as for

example Kendrick et al. demonstrated for a thoracic endovascular aortic repair proce-

dure [178]. A major complication includes damage to the vessel walls [179]. Thus, high

impact forces from the instrument to the inner vessel walls must be avoided, and train-

ing simulations must consider this risk factor. Long before entering an operating room,
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trainees need to familiarize with instruments and techniques in a safe and radiation-free

environment, ideally on a model featuring realistic anatomical patient-specific structures

and instrument interaction.

Modern training platforms and simulators not only provide realistic haptics but also a

feedback modality to relieve teachers from attending repetitive, time-consuming training

sessions. Furthermore, such platforms provide qualitative and quantitative data to obtain

comparative results and progress of training. Aggarwal et al. compare the training sim-

ulators Angio Mentor (Simbionix USA Corp, USA) and VIST (Mentics AB, Sweden),

which measure collision and frictional forces during the intervention with real-time feed-

back [180]. Furthermore, the authors considered virtual reality (VR) enhanced systems as

the CathLab VR (CAE Healthcare, Canada), which were demonstrated beneficial to train-

ing progress [181]. Another commercially available simulation platform is the CATHiS

(CATHI GmbH, Germany), a highly compact and mobile system with strong focus on re-

alistic simulation of visual imaging, force feedback and patient complications. In contrast

to this black-box simulator, the Endovascular Evaluator EVE (BR Biomedical (P) Ltd.,

India) comes with silicone vessel models that mimic the arteries’ elasticity and friction

coefficients. However, high costs for purchase and maintenance [180, 182] of such sys-

tems exclude many young physicians from such a learning opportunity that potentially

increase patients’ safety and reduce teachers’ obligations in this crucial part of training in

endovascular surgery.

Besides commercially available solutions, several research groups investigate addi-

tively manufactured vessel phantoms and prove their benefit to facilitate surgical plan-

ning in endovascular interventions and other fields of application prior to the opera-

tion [183, 184]. Kaschwich et al. propose a simulator consisting of additively manufac-

tured patient-specific phantom parts that are ultrasound capable for enhanced simulation

scenarios [185]. To improve training, Payne et al. present a leader-follower system to in-

sert and navigate a catheter, providing an intuitive controlling device, which can create a

haptic feedback based on force gauges at the catheter’s distal tip [186], rendering essential

modification of the instrument. Chi et al. demonstrate a platform for online skill assess-

ment featuring haptic guidance to learn by expert demonstration that also includes force

feedback [187]. However, the handheld device interfacing the participant to the catheter

may lead to an alienation instead of familiarization with a real instrument. Furthermore,

Rafii-Tari et al. developed a simulation platform that measures impact forces by placing

the entire phantom on a force-torque sensor and tracking catheter motion with rotary en-

coders [188]. While bearing the system on a sensor makes the platform more difficult to

use, the encoders create an additional source of externally induced friction and resistance

and thus influence the training unintentionally.

Contribution

The aforementioned systems are usually preset for one specific anatomy. However,

training could strongly benefit from a modular system that can represent different anatom-

ical parts for specific training episodes. Furthermore, the possibility to easily include

patient-individual pathologies in the training phantoms would enable specific training and

planning prior to an intervention. Most simulation platforms that include some force

sensing modality address haptic feedback, but at the cost of additional modifications of

the instruments and control devices that omit hands-on experience with the instruments.
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Therefore, an authentic training platform is proposed, consisting of multiple inde-

pendent modules with additively manufactured vessel phantom sections and integrated

impact sensing based on piezoresistive polymer sensors for training of endovascular in-

terventions providing feedback to the trainees (Figure 7.1). The platform concept allows

for customization by creating phantom parts based on real patient CTA-data and mobile

usage of single parts or the entire unit to skill labs or lecture halls.

This work thus contributes to the overall research objective of this dissertation of

achieving flexibility, miniaturization, and practicability by means of an integrated piezore-

sistive polymer sensor system.

Figure 7.1.: The modular endovascular training platform during the experimental evaluation at Heidelberg

University Hospital. Top-left: Schematic of a module box with an additively manufactured, patient-specific

vessel phantom and an integrated impact force sensor made from piezoresistive polymers. Adapted from [7]

cb 4.0.

7.2. Design of a Sensorized Training Platform

The training platform is shown in Figure 7.2 and covers the complete aorta without

organs (heart, lungs, liver, kidneys) from the supraaortic arch vessels downstream to the

A. poplitea. It is subdivided into three modules of relevance, which can be operated

individually or combined to create desired training scenarios. Following the classification

according to Fillinger et al. [189], the platform includes aortic zones 0−5 (top module), 6−

9 (middle module) and 10−11 (bottom module). Each module features three piezoresistive

sensors to measure impact forces on the vessel walls. Instruments can be inserted via the

right A. femoralis.
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Figure 7.2.: Render of the three modules of the training platform in a computer-aided design (CAD) model.

Each module comprises the respective section of the individualized vessel phantom, as well as hardware for

sensing and processing. [7] cb 4.0.

7.2.1. Phantom Fabrication

The vessel phantom is based on segmentation of anonymized CTA-data of a patient

with an aneurysm of the abdominal aorta. The processing of the CTA-data and fabrication

method allows for any patient data to be turned into an authentic and customized training

phantom. From the CTA-data the aorta is segmented using The Medical Imaging Inter-

action Toolkit (MITK) as a single connected volume, exported as single raw shape and

stored as *.stl file. Then, Blender is used to derive a model of the vessel wall with 1.5mm

thickness. Subsequently, this model is cut along the border of the boxes to obtain the

respective models for each module box. These subsegments are then additively manufac-

tured using a stereolithography printer (Form3, Formlabs GmbH, Germany) with a special

resin that remains elastic after curing (Elastic 50A, Formlabs GmbH, Germany) to provide

realistic haptics. The subsegments can be joined after curing, by manually applying liquid

resin and curing it with a UV-flashlight. Thus, larger and more complex vessels can be

fabricated. The cured resin is translucent and allows the participant to observe instruments

within the phantom. Aiming at recreation of low friction between instrument and vessel

wall, a preliminary experiment was conducted to select a low friction coating for the inner

vessel walls. A catheter was extracted from a simplified phantom with a motorized setup

while measuring forces. Out of three investigated coatings, a mineral spray oil (Komet,

Fessmann & Hecker GmbH & Co.KG, Germany) provided minimal wall friction and was

used to coat the inner vessel walls of the phantom. Due to the hydrophilic coating of many

commercial catheters also a water-based coating was investigated. However, it was ruled

out due to the risk of harming sensor electronics while not providing measurable benefits

on friction. For the coating process, the phantom received a base coating by covering it

in lubricant and letting excess oil drip off. During preparation of the studies, the coating

was refreshed by applying small amounts to not form droplets or letting oil accumulate at

the phantom’s bottom.
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7.2.2. Impact Force Sensing

The phantom vessel walls must remain elastic, but at the same time detect impact

forces that would be harmful to real vessel tissue. Therefore, flexible compliant sensors

are required for detection of impacts of the instrument tip. In addition, the buckling

instrument might push against the vessel walls, e.g., when probing. Sensors made from

piezoresistive polymers are well suited for this use case, as presented in [6]. These can

be fabricated in almost arbitrary shapes, at low thickness of < 400 µm and were initially

demonstrated by Fischer et al. to measure impact forces of up to 1N with 0.1N resolution.

Here, such sensors are fabricated and placed at the circumference of the vessel phan-

tom at selected locations on the inner vessel walls (Figure 7.3). In discussion between

technical and medical experts, these locations were selected according to high-impact

zones for a typical catheter trajectory. This included regions, where the catheter must

take sharp turns to reach smaller vessels, the aortic bifurcation or at the aortic arch. The

sensors must be attached on the inner vessel walls so that the sensor surface gets in direct

contact to the instrument. Together with the elastic vessel wall, the sensor strip deforms

at impact and provides an estimation of the impact force.

7.2.3. Data Processing

Each module box must show full functionality when operated stand-alone and in any

anatomically meaningful combination with adjoining module boxes. While the box walls

provide customized cuffs to interconnect them mechanically, also the sensor data acquisi-

tion and data processing must contribute to the modular concept. Therefore, each module

box is equipped with a mini computer (NVIDIA Jetson Nano, Nvidia Corporation, USA)

with Ubuntu 20.04 as operating system and Robot Operating System (ROS) noetic. Thus,

each module box can be set up to acquire, process, distribute, and monitor its own sen-

sor data as well as the data of all other adjoining module boxes in the network. Each

module box also features an Arduino Uno (ATmega328-Microcontroller) to control and

power the sensors and to feed the computed impact force data via serial connection to the

minicomputer.

7.3. Experimental Evaluation of the Platform

To evaluate the training platform, a participant study was conducted at Heidelberg

University Hospital. It was investigated whether the platform allows for differentiating

between different levels of experience and expertise, as well as if young physicians could

improve their skills in catheter and guidewire handling by training with it.

For the study, board-certified surgeons (=P = 2), surgical residents (=P = 3), medical

students (=P = 5), and non-medical participants (=P = 10) tested the training platform in

five runs each (=run = 5). Their performance was assessed by measuring mean runtime

C̄run, mean impact force �̄, and calculating an impact-runtime score j. The latter was

defined as

j = C̄run · |�̄ | (7.1)

where an unweighted product was chosen in order to obtain a participant-specific ordinal

value to reflect performance including both metrics.
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To analyze the influence of expertise on the performance on the training platform,

the participants were subdivided into groups of medical experts, medical students, and

non-medical participants. Five of the ten medical participants already had experience

with the instruments on any other phantom (two participants) and on a patient (three

participants). Three of the non-medical participants had already been familiar with the

instruments and especially with the actual training platform. Then, the participants were

regrouped according to their prior expertise with catheters and guidewires on phantoms

and patients, respectively. Eventually, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted

(MATLAB R2022a, Mathworks Inc., USA) to determine statistical significance in the

differences of expertise and experience on performance.

Experimental Setup

Figure 7.3 shows the experimental setup with a total of three module boxes in opera-

tion. Each box was equipped with three force sensors (orange). To increase the visibility

of the instruments for the participants, the phantom was illuminated with blue light from

the bottom side in addition to the ambiance illumination of the experimental operating

room. Furthermore, the defined starting point (femoral) and the end point (aortic arch)

are illustrated. On the path in between, the instruments must pass through the module

boxes from right to left, which corresponds to a realistic intervention. The utilized instru-

ments were a guidewire (RADIFOCUS: M, 0.035” Flex L 3 cm, 180 cm stiff type angled,

Terumo Interventional Systems, Belgium) and a matching catheter (Accu-Vu Pigtail, 5F

1.8mm×100 cm, AngioDynamics, USA).

Experimental Procedure

Before the actual experiments, the twenty participants (#P = 20) were individually

instructed about the experimental procedure and handling of the guidewire and catheter.

The movement possibilities (DOF) and configurations were explained. In addition, ref-

erence was made to the objective of completing the parkour in the shortest possible time

and with the lowest possible impact forces between instruments and phantom vessel walls.

Prior to each run, the catheter was placed at the starting position (start) in the phantom.

The experiment was started with an acoustic signal. The goal was to move the combina-

tion of guidewire and catheter to the exit of the aortic arch (target) and then remove the

instruments completely from the phantom. The removal process was integrated into the

procedure because impacts on the vessel wall causing eventual damage could also occur

during removal. If an experimental run was not completed within 300 s, participants were

instructed to remove the instruments from the phantom immediately, regardless how far

they had progressed. Preliminary tests revealed that runtimes were usually below 150 s.

With a safety margin of twice that duration, the goal was to capture the majority of the

participants’ interaction with the phantom. The impact force at each sensor and its cor-

responding duration were measured for each run. The runs followed each other without

breaks. After completion of all runs, the participants completed a questionnaire1 in which

they provided general information about their previous experience and suggestions for

improvement. The board-certified surgeons, who had been familiar with endovascular

surgery in their clinical routine, were asked additionally how realistic they considered the

training platform and whether they would recommend it for surgical training.

1The questionnaire can be found online https://doi.org/10.1007/s11548-023-02935-w.
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Sensor 1
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Figure 7.3.: The modular sensorized training platform as used for the participant study. Indicated positions

of “START” and “TARGET” between a total of three module boxes, as well as the three sensor locations

per box (orange). Bottom: Medical experts during the participant study. [7] cb 4.0.

7.3.1. Experience and Expertise

Figure 7.4 shows the results of the evaluation with participants grouped according to

their expertise (top row) and their expertise (bottom row), respectively.

When grouped following their expertise, medical participants required on average ap-

proximately one third of the mean runtime C̄run of the non-medical group, 53.3 s ± 30.8 s

(experts) compared to 135.4 s ± 65.9 s (non-medical), as seen in Figure 7.4a. Thereby,

the medical students required a comparable duration as the medical experts. However,

the latter achieved the lowest mean impact force �̄ with 0.048N ± 0.010N in contrast

to 0.057N ± 0.013N (students) and 0.062N ± 0.007N (non-medical), as seen in Fig-

ure 7.4b. Consequently, the impact-runtime score j was lowest with the medical experts

(2.33N s± 0.69N s), closely followed by the medical students (2.77N s± 1.65N s). Non-

medical participants obtained an impact-runtime score j of 8.36N s±4.41N s on average

(Figure 7.4c). The group comparison based on the analysis of variance (Figure 7.5) re-

veals runtime (p-value ≤ 7.6 · 10−5) and impact-runtime (p-value ≤ 9.4 · 10−5) as valid

factors for significant differentiation of medical and non-medical participants. In contrast,

force impact can only be used to distinguish medical participants from the non-medical

group. Thus, runtime seems to be the more meaningfully metric for identification of ex-

perience as well as expertise and as such more valuable as training feedback. However,

the impact metric could become more relevant, when researching risk of vessel puncture

in future work.
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When grouped following their expertise, the medical experts with previous experience

on patients required the least mean runtime C̄run of 34.7 s± 1.3 s (Figure 7.4d) and applied

the lowest mean impact force �̄ of 0.05N±0.005N (Figure 7.4e). This is in contrast to the

comparison groups with only limited or no prior experience on phantoms. The data also

show that the participants with previous experience on this particular training platform

were not faster and worked with greater force than the experienced medical professionals.

The advantage of real experience seems thus represented well by the impact-runtime score

j of the training platform.

Participants without previous experience performed similarly well as those who had

already gained experience on other phantoms, since both groups achieved an impact-

runtime score j of 6.46N s with ±4.77N s (none) and ±7.01N s (any phantom), respec-

tively (Figure 7.4f). This indicates that previous experience with other phantoms is not

directly transferable to the training platform. However, the low number of participants

in this group make statistical comparison difficult, as also indicated by the high standard

deviation in this group with only two group members.
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Figure 7.4.: Mean values over five runs and all sensors for runtime C̄run (a, d), impact force �̄ (b, e), and

impact-runtime score j (c, f) for each participant. Analysis of participant groups based on their expertise

(top row) and experience (bottom row) with the mean values for each group (dashed line). [7] cb 4.0.

Statistically, the combined score j cannot be used for differentiation of participants

with experience on a phantom or the training platform (p-value ≤ 0.67). A significant

difference can only be shown for participants with experience on patient, compared to

no experience (p-value = 0.0095), as seen in Figures 7.5 (d+f). The low impact-runtime

score j of the medical experts with experience on patients confirms the superiority of this

expert group over all comparison groups. This correspondence is in agreement with the

expected real distribution of experience and skills.

The grouping in this study by experience provides some further insights, but must

be critically examined due to the potential inhomogeneity within the medical and non-

medical group mentioned in Section 7.3. Furthermore, from the medical group, there was

only one person from the specialty of (endo-)vascular surgery, while most medical experts

were general and visceral surgeons. In addition, potentially controversial is the different

number of members in the subgroups. Thus, twelve participants with no experience were
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Figure 7.5.: Analysis of variance for the participant study. Displayed are estimated means and comparison

intervals for runtime C̄run (a, d), impact force �̄ (b, e), and impact-runtime score j (c, f), for groups of

expertise (top) and experience (bottom). [7] cb 4.0.

compared to only two participants with previous experience on other phantoms. Due to

the relatively small sample size, the statistical evaluation of the present study may not be

representative for a larger population. Yet, it could be shown that the platform allows gath-

ering of metrics which provide differentiation between professional participants based on

experience and expertise. Thus, these metrics can provide valuable feedback for training

and education.

7.3.2. Learning Curve

Figure 7.6 shows the runtime Crun of all participants for each of the five runs and the

mean impact force �̄ across all sensors (normalized to 0.2N) and visualized in color code.

This allows examination of each participant’s learning curve (i.e., runtime and impact)

throughout the experiments, indicating the training effect. Most participants required

longer runtimes initially and became faster towards the end of the experimental series.

Except for participants P1, P12 and P20, each last run was the fastest run. Although

participant P1 (a vascular surgeon with eight years of professional experience) started the

first run with a low runtime and impact, their performance first improved in the second

run and then declined towards the last runs. It can be assumed that they have already

completed most of their learning curve long before the study.

Overall, it can be observed that the runtime varies considerably. For example, the total

of terminations of runs due to exceeding maximum runtime of participants P5, P11, P14,

P15 and P16 strongly differ to the fastest duration of only 7.1 s (P9). It can be concluded

that the seven terminations out of a total of 100 runs confirm the functionality of the

training platform and the feasibility of the task proposed in this study. All participants

were able to conduct at least three complete runs successfully without exceeding the time

limit of 300 s.

Regarding impact, eleven out of the twenty participants showed an increased impact

force on the vessel walls after five runs, while eight decreased their impact force level and

one participant (P16) remained almost the same. During the tests, it was observed that the

participants’ self-confidence seemed to increase after each run. Whereas at the beginning

there was still tentative trial and error out of careful consideration for the training platform,
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it was quickly understood that it could withstand with its robust construction the stresses

and that progress could be accelerated with greater effort, especially through dexterous

repetitive rapid forward and backward movements. Also, many participants quickly found

that the task set could be solved without pronounced configuration changes, as there was

no need to probe steep vascular branches that would have required advanced skills with

the catheter and guidewire. Such more complex tasks could be envisioned for future

studies. This would be expected to result in even clearer distinction between experts and

non-experts. Four medical (P1, P2, P5, and P7) and six non-medical (P11, P12, P13, P14,

P18, and P20) participants did not improve impact forces, when comparing their first and

the last run. This means that half of the participants were unable to reduce the impact

force over five runs, independent of their background. A closer look at this group reveals

that of a total of five medical students, four were able to improve, whereas among the

medical experts, only one out of five was able to do so. Most medical experts already

demonstrated a better performance from the beginning, compared to students and non-

medical participants, which explains the lack of apparent improvement.

In summary, and with special regards to the target group of young physicians, all

could reduce their runtime and 80% also the force impact from run 1 − 5. Similar to the

results from the analysis of expertise and experience, it can be seen, that impact readings

do not display the same learning effect as seen for runtime. In this work, it still remains

an open question how the sensory data can be translated to risk of vessel rupture. If such a

metric is found, future studies with the presented phantom could look into increasing the

learning effect with direct visual or auditory risk feedback.
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7.3.3. Participant Questionnaire

The medical experts considered the advancement of the catheter inside the phantom to

be moderately realistic compared to a real patient. On average, the experienced surgeons

rated the resulting friction between instrument and phantom higher than in vivo. The

experts agreed that retracting the catheter and the associated friction was realistic com-

pared to the real patient. In the free-text statements, it was criticized that the individual

modules of the platform were not attached to each other well enough so that the catheter

could slide out between the modules during probing. Furthermore, the high friction of the

system was criticized in general, as well as the insufficient monitoring of the instrument

position within the phantom in particular sections. Interestingly, the sensing electrodes on

the inner phantom walls, which create presumably the highest friction, were compared to

atherosclerotic plaques, which can also cause increased friction in real patients. Overall,

the training platform was well received by both, medical experts and non-medical partic-

ipants. The participants consider the platform highly promising and useful for medical

education. For further improvement, they recommend a participant interface with real-

time feedback and quantitative measurement of the learning success.

7.4. Towards Sensorized Training Platforms with

Real-Time Feedback

A training environment for hands-on training in endovascular surgery was investi-

gated as an evaluation platform with realistic geometry and haptic experience, compatible

with endovascular instruments such as catheters and guidewires. The presented method of

manufacturing can be applied to create various patient-specific anatomies and pathologies

of vessels and organs, featuring customized sensing capabilities throughout the elastic

phantom structures.

The implementation of compliant and miniaturized impact force sensing represents a

highly transferable and scalable approach, facilitated by the utilization of piezoresistive

polymer embedded within the phantom structure, and thus, contributing to the overall

research objective of this dissertation.

Furthermore, the conducted participant study showed in a first attempt, that the de-

veloped platform can enhance conventional radiation-free surgical skill training with-

out endangering patients. However, the study’s results are limited by the size and in-

homogeneity of the participant cohort. Additionally, the manufacturing method, although

transferrable to other patient’s anatomies, was only demonstrated with one individual and

the combination of all three modules. Moreover, piezoresistive impact measurement was

not yet analyzed sufficiently to allow for inferring of risk for vessel rupture. The presented

preliminary studies only evaluated the measurement of normal forces without regard for

shear forces and friction.

Further developments should include the application of the manufacturing on other,

even more delicate vessel systems such as in the brain, increasing sensor resolution and

respond times towards real-time feedback ability, as well as camera imaging for better

training.
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8. Compliant Actuator-Sensor Units for

Active Exoskeleton Interfaces

The content of this Chapter 8 was published at the 2023 IEEE-RAS 22nd International

Conference on Humanoid Robots (Humanoids) [8] © IEEE 2023. Headlines, wording,

and layout were carefully modified to fit within this work.

8.1. Light-Weight Assistive Exoskeletons

In healthcare, the journey towards recovery extends beyond surgical intervention, as

has been the focal point of this dissertation thus far. In contrast to surgery, physical recov-

ery frequently entails prolonged durations and can significantly affect daily tasks for the

remainder of a person’s lifetime. However, conventional methods of rehabilitation (e.g.,

manual physiotherapy) may not suffice for individuals facing substantial mobility hurdles.

Furthermore, a scarcity of adequately trained personnel for intensive rehabilitation tasks

exacerbates the issue. While many rely on basic aids such as crutches, these can restrict

autonomy, consequently compromising both quality of life and participation in society.

Robotic exoskeletons featuring smart materials can introduce a new paradigm in re-

habilitation and assistance. Exoskeletons are wearable devices to enhance human body

motion in force, speed, and accuracy. Passive exoskeletons already play a major role

in rehabilitation [190] where they support the internal natural skeleton after injuries and

operations and allow for patient-specific constraints of articulation to ensure a safe heal-

ing process. Active robotic exoskeletons further aim to compensate for permanent age-

or injury related motion disabilities [66, 191]. In recent years, in particular light-weight

compliant exoskeletons and exosuits are under investigation since they offer obvious ad-

vantages over rigid heavy systems, being more energy-efficient, less bulky, and more

convenient and comfortable to wear [192, 193].

The integral physical connection between wearer and machine in human-robot in-

terfaces of exoskeletons relies heavily on the strong and consistent attachment provided

by fixation cuffs and straps. This ensures efficient transmission of force and torque dur-

ing various motion modalities. Ensuring a tight fit, both at initiation and throughout use,

is paramount. Any suboptimal fit or alignment at the outset, or dislodgement and po-

tential misalignment during use, can lead to efficiency losses [194] and undermine the

effectiveness of the robotic exoskeleton. Therefore, a tight and stable attachment of the

exoskeleton to the human body is a critical requirement for optimal performance. Fur-

thermore, improper attachment can cause displacement, resulting in harmful shear forces

and friction. Conversely, sustained high pressure, similar to the effects of bedriddenness,

can also cause damage [195]. Therefore, both excessive and inappropriate pressure can

cause soft tissue deformation, swelling, and pressure injury [196], even leading to severe

lesions and pressure ulcers [197].
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Contribution

This work argues for an improved, actively controlled and self-readjusting interface

with compliant sensors which monitor exoskeleton-user interaction forces for effective

control. In addition, the sensors can gather valuable information, such as the muscle

activity, to further analyze the functions of the other exoskeleton components. For these

enhanced interfaces, compact and modular compliant actuator-sensor units (CASUs) are

proposed (Figure 8.1). Each unit, equipped with a SMA actuator and a capacitive sensor,

is capable of measuring interaction forces to maintain appropriate donning and holding

forces, ensuring safe use and consistent force quantification.

Hence, this work contributes to the overall research objective of this dissertation of

achieving compliance, miniaturization, and practicability by means of an integrated SMA-

based actuation system within the physical exoskeleton-user interface.
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Figure 8.1.: The schematic (right) shows a lightweight robotic exoskeleton and its physical human-robot

interfaces (blue) on the lower limbs. It incorporates the innovative Compliant Actuator-Sensor Units (left),

which are positioned within specific cavities (orange). [8] © IEEE 2023.

Related Work – Shape Memory Alloy Actuation for On-Body Applications

A novel system is proposed that differs from soft robotic cuffs [194] by featuring

a smaller footprint and compliant actuation using a SMA, contributing to state-of-the-art

lightweight exoskeleton designs without the need for fluid-dynamic infrastructure. Un-

like traditional motors, SMAs enable compliant actuator geometries suitable for wearable

systems. This allows for a reduction in space, weight and complexity, especially in com-

parison with commonly used mechatronic and fluidic actuators.

While exoskeleton research often seeks to replace conventional actuation for mo-

tion support of the upper [198–200] and lower limbs [201, 202], there is limited liter-

ature addressing the challenges of interface and body contact. The use of SMAs has

been suggested for compact haptic devices and active compression devices for the lower

limb [203]. In this contribution, the thermo-mechanical shape memory effect is used

within the exoskeleton interface itself, coupled with a soft sensor surface, to control opti-

mal fit and interaction force sensing.
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8.2. Design of a Compliant Actuator-Sensor Unit

Related Work – Measuring Interaction Forces in Human-Robot Interfaces

Capturing exoskeleton-human interaction forces is crucial for secure, comfortable

deployment [204] and enhanced user experience. Current methodologies explore vari-

ous sensor technologies, from 3D force sensors and IMUs [205] to soft barometric sen-

sors [206–208] for monitoring the lower limbs and classifying human motions. However,

these sensors may be limited by rigidity, bulkiness, or error-proneness due to ambient

pressure changes and spatial user motion [209].

Promising solutions include capacitive force sensors due to their design effectiveness

and ease of manufacturing and integration into curved exoskeleton interfaces. Recent

advancements, like partially additively manufactured multi-layer capacitive pressure sen-

sors [210] or combining barometric sensors with electromyography (EMG) [211], show

potential despite challenges due to the necessity of precise electrode positioning and in-

ability to measure forces. However, once EMG sensors are involved, direct skin con-

tact, precise positioning and slippage avoidance of the electrodes are essential, which

makes such technology unpractical. Given the importance of force distribution and op-

timal sensor placement [212], the proposed method in this work utilizes a high-speed,

high-accuracy, multi-layer low-profile capacitive force sensor with spatial resolution to

capture normal forces when worn over clothing.

8.2. Design of a Compliant Actuator-Sensor Unit

The design of the CASU is dependent on the targeted force range and use case, both

of which are presented in this section, followed by a presentation of the technical solutions

involving SMA actuation and capacitive force sensing.

8.2.1. Force Range Specification

The operational force range of the CASU must respect physiological limits in order

to prevent aforementioned skin injuries as well as musculoskeletal pain [213]. Low but

permanent stress of 4.27 kPa can already lead to structural damage to the skin [214].

Considering the application, interaction forces up to 30N on a lower-limb exoskeleton

are expected, as reported in [197] for the REX Personal exoskeleton (Rex Bionics, New

Zealand).

In this study, the goal is to specify the relevant force range for sensing and actu-

ation when the CASU is attached to the lower limb, specifically to the thigh, without

the inclusion of further components. To complement the aforementioned knowledge

from literature regarding expected interaction forces, a male subject (age 29, 2m, 88 kg)

was equipped as test subject with a 3-axis force-torque sensor (FTS) (F6D-80e-60, ME-

Meßsysteme GmbH, Hennigsdorf, Germany) on the right thigh on top of the subject’s

trousers (100% cotton, approx. 1mm thickness). The subject was in a state of no muscle

tension. For the exemplary movement scenarios of non-dynamic muscle contraction in a

sitting position, without resulting leg motion (1), knee stretching and flexing (2), standing-

up (3), and sitting-down (4) (see also Figure 8.11b), interaction forces between 5N and

50N were measured.
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This corresponds to a pressure range of 0.07 kPa to 0.71 kPa, assuming a circular

contact surface with 30mm in diameter, remaining below the aforementioned permanent

stress limit of 4.27 kPa. Hence, the focus was set on the interaction force range of 0N to

50N.

It should be noted that, given the relatively slow response times of SMAs [215, 216],

the objective was to optimize the initial donning and primarily compensate for unintended

interface displacements during movements over extended wearing times. In contrast, re-

sponsive actuation during gait cycle was not intended.

8.2.2. Use Case Definition

Here, an example use case of the CASU is illustrated: The exoskeleton is donned

in the morning. Each interface with multiple CASUs is attached to the user’s limb and

fastened manually by the user or an assistant with straps (i.e., donning). At least three

CASUs per interface should lead to an effective self-centering configuration. The capa-

citive sensor of the CASU is thereby constantly measuring the interaction forces. It can

provide helpful feedback to manually achieve a recommended donning force �don as an

initial force configuration; i.e., for the donning procedure. It is noteworthy that the CASU

is only sensing and not actively applying any force in this situation. In contrast, in the

course of the day, the exoskeleton interfaces are in an active state. In this state, a constant

preset holding force �hold is desired, with which the interface is pressed onto the limb.

However, in a real scenario, the holding force is expected to decrease over time and spon-

taneously during various activities of daily life. Based on the measured interaction force,

the CASU automatically compensates for a drop of �hold without the user having to take

any further action. It should be noted, that measured interaction forces above that setpoint

are considered valuable sensor signals, containing information about the muscle activity,

user intention or impacts from the environment onto the user.

In order to achieve a compact wearable unit for the described use case, the two sub-

systems of actuation and sensing are assembled and inserted into a cavity (Figure 8.2),

which in future work will be embedded into an actual exoskeleton interface.

Figure 8.2.: CASU disassembled with interface cavity, carrier, actuator and in-silicone embedded force

sensor. The presented components weight 30 g. [8] © IEEE 2023.
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8.2.3. Shape Memory Alloy Actuation

The actuator consists of three NiTi strips (22mm × 5.5mm × 0.5mm each) with an

austenite finish temperature Af = 40 ◦C, chosen to be above but close to body temperature

(Figure 8.3a). This choice limits the heat transfer from actuator to body and minimizes

the power demand due to a small temperature difference between body surface (33.5 ◦C

to 36.9 ◦C [217]) and Af, where shape change commences. Each strip starts in its original

straight shape and is then cold-formed to an arch of up to 180° to form a compliant, spring-

like flexure bearing with the shape memory effect as inherent actuation mechanism, one

DOF for each strip (Figure 8.3 a–c). The three bent strips are then joined together in

a circular shaped shell, additively manufactured by stereo-lithography (Form3, Durable

Resin, Formlabs GmbH, Germany). The strips then form a triangular parallel-kinematic

structure with a total of three DOF. When the temperature of the strips exceed Af, the

strips start to re-obtain a straight shape and thus behave similar to a revolute joint (Fig-

ure 8.3d). Combined with the carrier element, this movement pushes the actuator against

the body (Figure 8.3e). The carrier also restricts the axial rotation of the actuator by guid-

ing the strips within their boundaries in the plane and constrains flexion angles between

90◦ and 180◦ throughout utilization to prevent the strips from loosing their characteristic

compliance and becoming irreversibly deformed.

Each strip is actuated individually using heating wire wrapped around each strip’s

joint center point (58.4Ωm−1, Ø 0.15mm, 500mm). This approach limits driving cur-

Figure 8.3.: Actuator design with a configuration of three parallel NiTi strips clamped in an additively

manufactured shell, cold-formed to flexure bearings (a+b) and equipped with heating wire and temperature

sensor (c). Driving mechanism demonstrated (� < 1.2A per strip) for the free actuator part (d) and com-

bined with the carrier, constraining flexion angles to 90◦ < U < 180◦, creating an upwards movement and

leading to a normal force (e). [8] © IEEE 2023.
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rents to maximum 1.2A and leads to an exclusive heat conduction from the wire to the

strip at the exact location where the shape memory effect creates a relevant shape change.

The remaining strip surface temperature does not follow a steep ramp and can instead,

provide the cooling surface for heat convection to the ambiance. This way, no addi-

tional active cooling is required. The strip is then covered with adhesive heat-resistant

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film. A temperature sensor with negative temperature co-

efficient (NTC) and a measuring range of −55 ◦C to 125 ◦C is mounted to each strip in

proximity to the heating wire. The sensors allow an estimate of the strips’ temperatures

and therefore aid individual control, preventing the entire actuator from overheating. It is

worth mentioning, that this design does not require an antagonistic element to re-bend the

strips after actuation has ended, since the on-body application serves as such.

8.2.4. Capacitive Force Sensing

To measure the interaction force between the actuation unit and the human body, a

capacitive sensor with three measuring points is utilized. Figure 8.4 shows the multi-

layer sensor (right) consisting of three conductive layers (top-down: ground, sensing, and

shield) which are electrically isolated from each other. The ground and sensing layers

comprise a plate capacitor with a capacitance

� ∝ n (30 − 3)
0 (8.1)

where n is a constant related to the material between the electrodes i.e., the permittivity,

30 is the initial distance between those two layers, i.e., the thickness of the foam in be-

tween them, and 3 the compression due to the interaction force. 0 is an experimentally

determined constant describing the nonlinearity. It is set to be [−1,−2]. The shield layer

protects the measurement against electrical interference from below.

The compressible layer is electricity isolating and made of elastic foam comprising

elastomeric ethylene-propylene-diene monomer (EPDM) (Shore A 30) and acts as a pres-

sure transducer. The other isolating layers are non-compressible. The relation between

the acting pressure and the resulting compression for soft foams can be roughly described
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Figure 8.4.: Schematic of the capacitive measurement circuit (left). The resulting capacitance between the

sensing electrodes and the ground is captured for each single or joint sensing electrodes. The force sensor

(right) consists of three conductive layers, where the second layer is divided into three sensing electrodes. [8]
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by % ∝ 31, where 3 is the compression due to the interaction force, and 1 is experi-

mentally determined as 2. The measured force �, which acts on the sensor area �sens

and corresponds to the pressure % = �/�sens, is reported as � ∝ 31�sens. During force

measurement, the relation Δ� (Δ�) is approximately linear since Δ�/Δ3, Δ�/Δ3 are

conversely nonlinear, such that their nonlinearities cancel each other out. Figure 8.4 illus-

trates a simplified measurement circuit (left). The three sensing electrodes are driven by

an analog switch (SW) capable of joining multiple electrodes to increase sensitivity. In

total, a seven-electrode arrangement can be configured. The alternating current through

a shunt resistor ' is measured, digitized, and its amplitude sampled with up to 400Hz.

The sensor values are provided over an inter-integrated circuit (I2C) to universal serial

bus (USB) adapter to the host computer at 200Hz. A corresponding ROS node reads out

the sensor and applies data preprocessing, such as offsetting and filtering.

8.3. Experimental Evaluation of the Compliant

Actuator-Sensor Unit

The experimental setup for the systematic evaluation of the CASU is shown in Fig-

ure 8.5a. The CASU was placed into a customized scaffold that constrains rotation around

I. The scaffold was then mounted onto a Stewart Platform (M-850, Physik Instrumente

GmbH, Germany) to move the CASU against an opposing 3-axis FTS (Section 8.2.1). The

FTS surface simulated an idealized flat body surface and provided reference force data. A

proportional-integral (PI) controller was implemented to control the normal force (mea-

sured by the FTS), allowing to simulate the initial donning force �don. This force is applied

to the body when attaching the device, while �hold is the holding force of the CASU when

worn (Figure 8.5b). A preselected minimum force level �hold-min could be sustained with

an on-off controller, while �hold-max was determined as the maximum applicable force

after a given actuation time, revealing �offset = �hold-max − �hold-min (Figure 8.6a). All

controllers were implemented in Python 3.96. Furthermore, a thermal imaging camera

(FLIR E60, Teledyne FLIR LLC, USA) measured the temperature on the outer surface

of the CASU. The data of the platform’s pose, FTS, capacitive sensor, inner temperature

sensors, and power supply were acquired using ROS.

Figure 8.5.: Experimental setup including a Stewart Platform for controlled displacement of the CASU in I

and against a 3-axis force-torque sensor (FTS) (a). This setup allowed for calibration, as well as to simulate

actuation and sensing behavior under various configurations of donning force �don during attachment and

the actively applied holding force �hold (b). [8] © IEEE 2023.
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8.3.1. Characterization of the Shape Memory Alloy Actuator

An initial study with a series of power configurations was conducted to seek a suitable

power range, resulting in a trade-off between high applicable �offset, excessive temperature

rise, and limitation of mobile power supplies. For all succeeding experiments, all NiTi

strips were actuated simultaneously and within that given power range. To identify an

appropriate control current for each strip, the temperature development and cooling time

were analyzed with the configuration of �don = 30N and �hold-min = 20N for control

currents ranging from 0.5A (mean 0.4W) up to 2.0A (mean 4.1W) per strip (Figure 8.6).

Actuation periods of 30 s created �offset up to 16N for 2A at the cost of increasing the

inner temperature to almost 120 ◦C and a passive cooling time of over 400 s afterward.

Thus, for all succeeding experiments, a current limit of maximum 1.2A, 1.0A and 1.05A

were set for the three strips, respectively. The different currents were chosen to achieve a

visible synchronous flexion of the strips without load.

Various Load Conditions

Then, the operability under various loads, i.e., combinations of donning (�don) and

holding (�hold-min), was investigated, considering the aforementioned load range below

50N. Thereby, maximum inner temperature )max and passive cooling time Ccool (i.e., time

after actuation to re-obtain body surface temperature of 34 ◦C) were measured. Figure 8.7

shows the results for one single actuation cycle with varying force configurations for (a)

constant �don = 50N and (c) constant �hold-min = 10N with respective �offset between

7.2N and 13.7N, requiring a maximum power demand of 3.1W per NiTi strip. The high-

est �offset was found for the configurations with �don = 50N (Figure 8.7b). The maximum

inner temperature )max remained for all configurations below 86 ◦C. �offset increases with

�don (Figure 8.7d), contradicting the expectation that the actuation performance would

drop as �don increases. Instead, higher initial forces during fastening allowed the actuator

to perform better, making it an ideal component of an interface actuator. It is hypoth-

esized that higher �don compressed the compliant CASU more effectively, bringing the

NiTi strips into a stronger bending shape. This increased the possible mechanical dis-

placement of the strips during phase transition from martensite to austenite.
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Figure 8.6.: Investigation results of the force range (a) and temperature behavior (b) for control currents of

0.5A (mean 0.4W) up to 2.0A (mean 4.1W) per strip. Configuration featured �don = 30N and �hold-min =

20N with �offset of up to 16N and maximum inner temperatures)max of 120 ◦C. Force drops to zero indicate

that )max has reached body surface temperature of 34 ◦C. [8] © IEEE 2023.
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Higher �don lead to higher �offset (d). [8] © IEEE 2023.

Force Control Mode

In addition, the actuator was evaluated during force control mode to sustain a given

�hold-min using the FTS. Figure 8.8 shows the results for the control experiment with the

initial configuration of �don = 30N and �hold-min = 20N, using the FTS measurement as

control input. The robotic Stewart Platform was programmed to lower �hold-min by 2N

each 15 s. The SMA actuator had to use that time to re-obtain and hold the setpoint force

of 20N. The actuator could withstand for four entire cycles (i.e., approx. 8N) before it

failed to reach the setpoint. This performance for consecutive cycles is consistent with

the observations during aforementioned single-cycle operation and the �offset limitation.

The behavior is intelligible, since the displacement of the actuator strips was limited due

to their small size. When their maximum bending angle was reached, further retraction of

the Stewart Platform could not be compensated for.
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Figure 8.8.: Testing the SMA actuator control and using FTS data as idealized force input for the configu-

ration �don = 30N and �hold-min = 20N. Every 15 s, the Stewart platform moved away from the CASU to

simulate a force drop of 2N (grey). The SMA actuator aimed to re-obtain �hold-min (orange). After four cy-

cles, the SMA actuator became unable to follow the setpoint since the NiTi strips were maximally bent. [8]

© IEEE 2023.
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8.3.2. Characterization of the Capacitive Sensor

To calibrate the capacitive force sensor and develop a sensor model to render force
values, the experiment setup was utilized to iteratively load the CASU within 64 s and
unload it in 63 s. Since the SMA actuator generates heat, it was crucial to investigate the
temperature influence on the capacitive force measurement. To this end, the unloaded
actuators were operated five times for 30 s, initially starting from room temperature. Ca-
pacitive sensor values, the actuator’s inner temperature, and the unit’s outer temperature
were recorded.

Results, illustrated in Figure 8.9, show the relation between the capacitive sensor val-
ues and the applied normal force to be nearly linear, as reasoned in Section 8.2.4. The
maximum hysteresis is 4N, which results in a relative hysteresis error of 8%. There is
also an observable drift in the sensor values along the experiment iteration due to the creep
behavior of the foam. Also related, the results show a small jump in the 0N position. Pre-
sumably, after the first load interaction, the foam retained residual compression resulting
in higher initial electrical capacitance. This might also be traced back to displacements in
the CASU after the first load.

The results were further used to develop a linear model, which renders forces from ca-
pacitive sensor values, and applied for the on-body proof of concept. Conceding an ideal
donning force and no displacement or slipping at the exoskeleton interface, the capacitive
sensor provided reliable force sensing.

The investigation of the heat impact on the capacitive force measurement revealed a
direct correlation between the actuator temperature inside the CASU and the capacitive
force values, as shown in Figure 8.10. Variation in the capacitive measurement value was
related to the temperature of the multi-layer sensor and especially to the heat absorbed by
the foam. The foam acts as dielectric material with temperature-dependent permittivity
n ()), which contributes to the resulting capacitance

� ∝ n ())
1

30 − 3
(8.2)

where ) is the temperature of the foam, 30 the thickness of the unloaded sensor, and 3
the compression. However, as the temperature inside the CASU was being recorded, a
model could be developed to compensate for temperature influences. The violet line in
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Figure 8.9.: Correlation of capacitive sensor values and the reference normal force after ten iterations

(= = 10) loading the CASU between 0N to 50N. [8] © IEEE 2023.
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the temperature dependency of the force measurement (purple). The surface temperature of the CASU did

not exceed 39.2 ◦C (thermal image). [8] © IEEE 2023.

Figure 8.10 shows the temperature-compensated capacitive force measurement. In a fi-

nal actuator test, five consecutive unloaded actuation cycles were conducted to investigate

heat transmission to the body to rule out potential heat damage to the skin. Each actua-

tion cycle included heating for 30 s followed by passive cooling for 30 s. It is noteworthy,

that the temperature on the silicone surface towards the human body only reached a max-

imum temperature of 39.2 ◦C (thermal image), which can be considered an acceptable

temperature for long-term use [200].

8.3.3. On-Body Testing

In a first attempt to demonstrate the approach qualitatively on a human body, the

CASU was attached onto the aforementioned subject to maintain comparability (Fig-

ure 8.11a). Sensing and controlled actuation were tested for a single sequence of the

aforementioned movements (1)–(4) (Figure 8.11b), using capacitive sensor data as con-

trol input and an exemplary setpoint force �hold-min = 20N. Consequently, the CASU was

supposed to actively compensate for interaction forces below that setpoint and passively

monitor the interaction forces above.

The results are shown in Figure 8.12 and depict that the desired setpoint was suc-

cessfully reached before body movement begins, and re-obtained between (2) and (3) and

after (4). In between (1) and (2), no control intervention was required. Characteristic

patterns of the interaction force between the subject’s muscles and the interface are vis-

ible for each movement modality, which rise from a predefined (i.e., known) plateau of

�hold-min = 20N, potentially enhancing post-processing steps such as motion recognition.

Figure 8.11.: a: Experimental setup for investigating leg activity when the CASU was attached onto the

right thigh. b: The sequence consisted of non-dynamic muscle contraction (1), knee stretching and flexing

(2), standing-up (3) and sitting-down (4). [8] © IEEE 2023.
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Figure 8.12.: Interaction forces between user and interface, measured by the active CASU during one single

sequence of four different movements scenarios including 3× muscle contraction (1), 3× knee stretching

and flexing (2), 1× standing up (3), and 1× sitting down (4). Starting from �don = 16N, a contact force

�hold-min of 20N was sustained during the measurement. [8] © IEEE 2023.

8.4. Towards Integrated Exoskeleton Interfaces

In this chapter, a novel design and technical characterization of a SMA-driven, com-

pact, and compliant actuator-sensor unit was presented, that can be comfortably worn

over clothing without jeopardizing performance or heat hazard. The results show that the

presented design can effectively sustain a defined interface fit with the human body, and

thus, compensate for unintended interface displacements. Consequently, this can increase

the measurement quality of interaction forces between body and exoskeleton for efficient

motion recognition. This work thus contributes to the overall research objective of this

dissertation of achieving compliance, miniaturization, and practicability in the realm of

healthcare robotics by means of a SMA.

Yet, the deployed SMA actuation generally comes with relatively low energy effi-

ciency, which must be critically discussed in the context of a mobile exoskeleton. To this

end, the results show a power demand for the SMA actuator below 5.5W, required for

only a short time span during different consecutive lower limb movements. For safety, the

actuator and its electric currents below 1.2A are electrically shielded through grounding

and separated from the body by non-conductive resin material layers and a silicone surface

protection. The CASU is thus assumed to be suitable for a mobile and safe exoskeleton

interface. Furthermore, and in regard to the experiments, manually obtaining a specific

donning scenario and replicating identical movement cycles without specialized equip-

ment for human movement studies can be arduous and lacks the level of repeatability

achieved with the experimental setup. Additionally, enrolling only a single participant,

does not yield statistically significant insights, yet. Nevertheless, it serves as an initial

demonstration of the viability of the presented approach.

Future work should turn CASU into a stand-alone module and integrate it into an

exoskeleton interface. Furthermore, an extensive user study with multiple subjects is

required, featuring the movement sequence presented in this work and also activities of

daily living, to investigate both, technical performance and practical usability.
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9. Critical Discussion

The research presented in this dissertation, while pioneering in many respects of

application-driven development and implementation of selected smart materials, also un-

covers several critical challenges and opportunities for future improvements in the field of

healthcare technology.

This chapter contains a discussion for each of the featured materials. It should be

noted, that the previous Chapters 4–8 contain a more detailed application-specific discus-

sion, combined with a comparison to the related work in each respective field. To avoid

redundancy in this dissertation, the ferromagnetic and piezoresistive polymer applications

are combined and briefly addressed. Then, the three SMA applications in this dissertation

are discussed in further detail. This includes the limitations and challenges, as well as a

best-practice guideline for handling this smart material. It is meant to extend the Chap-

ters 4, 5, and 8, by providing a concise, and generalizing view on the research contribution

of this dissertation in regard to SMAs.

Ferromagnetic and Piezoresistive Sensing

Smart material sensing in this dissertation included the integration of ferromagnetic

and piezoresistive polymer materials. In the context of this dissertation, the focus was nar-

rowed to one work for ferromagnetic sensing (i.e., Compliant Sensor Array for Passive

Magnetic Instrument Tracking, Chapter 6) and one for piezoresistive sensing (i.e., Sen-

sorized Training Platform for Endovascular Surgery, Chapter 7). This limited the breadth

of discussion and conclusions, especially when contrasted with the broader scope of SMA

contributions.

The compliance and flexibility of the materials used was a crucial factor. Piezore-

sistive polymer films, by their nature, are compliant, lending themselves well to applica-

tions requiring compliance and flexibility. Ferromagnetic materials, particularly perma-

nent magnetic components, are primarily rigid. However, in the case of ferromagnetic

sensing, the compliant element was the sensor array. This adaptability was crucial for

wearability and conformity to the wearer’s body. In this work, the instrument was sim-

ulated with a permanent magnet. In the future, the ferromagnetic material is intended

for attachment to endovascular instruments like guidewires and guidewires, possibly as a

coating to preserve the instrument’s inherent flexibility and compliance.

Safety considerations regarding piezoresistive polymer films in this study were min-

imal. They were not being used on-, or inside the human body, but instead only in a

vascular phantom. Similarly, the safety of the magnetic sensor array was not a major con-

cern, as it involved no creation or manipulation of magnetic fields, which could become

hazardous in the operating room. It is worth noting that when magnetized instruments are

used in procedures like endovascular interventions, they should be kept away from strong

magnetic fields, such as those generated by MRI machines, to mitigate safety concerns.
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The works presented in this dissertation prioritized efficient prototyping and sim-

plicity, facilitating replication and modification by other research groups. The materials

used, including piezoresistive and ferromagnetic materials, were off-the-shelf and cost-

effective. This included commercially available items like Velostat, electric circuit com-

ponents, and microcontrollers. As a result, the technical and performance potentials of

these materials were not maximized. This approach led to the expectation of limited dura-

bility, an aspect that remained unexplored in this dissertation.

Shape Memory Alloy – Actuation and Sensing

Commercially available medical devices made from SMAs are almost exclusively de-

ploying the aspect of superelasticity (Section 3.1.3). Furthermore, these devices are usu-

ally designed for single-use procedures, such as implants, and guidewires for endovascular

surgery. Beyond these superelastic devices in healthcare, a strong focus lies on 1D SMA-

based linear actuators (i.e., wire actuators) and sensors [155–158], allowing for compact

contraction when stimulated by heat, as presented in Section 5.2.1.

In contrast, and as an important further development to these endeavors, this dis-

sertation has experimentally demonstrated the following aspects with respect to robotic

systems with integrated SMAs:

• Highly compact extendable tendon-driven continuum robots with state-of-the-art

workspace and reach can provide multiple extension and retraction cycles during

one or multiple operations (i.e., multiple-use), due to a novel self-assembly design

and their superelastic SMA backbone from NiTi.

• Flexible surgical instruments can perform complex antagonistic 2D shape-change

while estimating their current shape via self-sensing, due to the NiTiCu-based wires

that provide structural integrity, inherent actuation, and sensing.

• CASUs in exoskeleton interfaces can automatically regulate the force with which

they conform and hold to the human body, due to embedded NiTi actuator strips in a

spring-like configuration (not superelastic). They deploy directly the shape memory

of the material for a 2D expanding motion.

Table 9.1 provides an overview over the presented robotic and sensor systems, which

will be helpful to discuss the challenges and limitations of SMAs for healthcare technol-

ogy.

9.1. Challenges and Limitations of SMAs

SMAs, in particular in the form of NiTi or NiTiCu, are widely commercially available

in various forms of raw material, including wires, strips, rods, tubes, and plates. It is im-

portant to highlight that these alloys come with certain drawbacks, including higher cost

in comparison with other conventional and shape memory materials, and further technical

challenges.

9.1.1. Material Processing

The conventional machining (i.e., milling, turning, cutting) of SMAs is usually diffi-

cult due to the material’s hardness, as well as the effects of strain hardening, and fatigue
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Table 9.1.: Overview over the stimulus-related technical specification of the SMA-based applications de-

veloped in this dissertation. “–” indicates the absence of measurements.

Continuum Robot Flexible Instrument CASU

Chapter 4, [1] Chapter 5, [2, 4] Chapter 8, [8]

SMA NiTi NiTiCu NiTi

Austenite finish temperature −10 ◦C 65 ◦C 40 ◦C

Geometry wire wire strips

Dimensions Ø 1.0mm Ø 0.7mm 3 × (5.5mm × 0.5mm)

Length > 240mm 230mm 3 × 22mm

U-shape no yes yes

Load (maximum) – 90mN 50N + 13.7N

Heating – intrinsic extrinsic

Current (maximum) – 3A 3 × 1.2A

Voltage (maximum) – 2.6V 2.6V

Additional actuation motors – –

Bending (maximum) – 19mm –

Response time – < 15 s < 15 s

Temperature (maximum) – < 80 ◦C < 86 ◦C

– on tissue – – < 39.2 ◦C

Use case MIS MIS Exoskeleton

hardening, increasing the tool wear. Furthermore, in case of superelastic NiTi, its elastic

deformation under external load, makes machining also challenging [218].

Raw SMA material can be obtained and joined via welding [219], or cut and tailored

by means of laser processing [220, 221]. Laser processing in particular is thereby usually

limited to 2D sheets. However, with both welding and laser processing, the heat trans-

mission to the material must be strictly controlled. High temperatures in the SMA may

influence the crystalline structure and thus alter the transition temperatures or the shape

memory locally and in uncontrolled manner. This may lead to stress within the material

and an unintended shape memory behavior. An alternative method employed in smart ma-

terial fabrication is additive manufacturing, such as laser powder bed fusion [222, 223].

This technique, which involves material accumulation as opposed to material separation,

theoretically offers a greater degree of design freedom for smart material objects. How-

ever, it is important to note that the material properties of the final product may not always

meet the requirements for the intended application, particularly in terms of accuracy, void

defects, and surface roughness [224, 225].

For the scope of this dissertation with a special focus on health care robotics, NiTi

in the form of wires and strips was utilized. Rather than creating custom components,

this dissertation focused on the skillful integration of off-the-shelf NiTi parts. This ap-

proach revealed that the cylindrical cross-section of the wire is advantageous for use as

a superelastic backbone in continuum robots (Chapter 4, [1]). Additionally, it facilitates

the implementation of intricate 2D shape morphing, and potentially, complex 3D shape

transformations in flexible instruments (Chapter 5, [2]). However, the strip geometry with

its rectangular cross-section proved more practical compared to the wire geometry. Its

flat surface was not only easier to clamp, providing mechanical fixation, but also facili-

tated the attachment of power supply electrodes. Furthermore, the large flat surfaces of

the strip facilitate heat transfer to and from the strip, allowing for faster material response

compared to wires.
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9.1.2. Shape Setting of Shape Memory Alloys

Commercially available raw SMA material comes with a predefined shape memory.

Usually, for wires this is the straight orientation, for sheets and strips it is the straight flat

orientation. One can design an actuation system in such a way, that deploys this initial

shape memory. Alternatively, a new shape memory can be forced on the material. In order

to do so, the material has to be cold-formed into the desired shape and then fixated firmly

in a rack. The material must then undergo a heat treatment with subsequent quenching, as

shown in Section 5.1.2.

Heat Treatment of Shape Memory Alloys

There are various heating options to exceed the required material temperatures of

> 425 ◦C [149, 150]. Two were tested within this dissertation:

• Convection and conduction heating in a furnace.

• Joule heating connected to a power-supply.

Professional furnaces for industrial or laboratory usage are relatively slow but pro-

vide the most accurately controlled temperature courses while also guaranteeing a homo-

geneous heat distribution in the material. Alternatively, it was found that power supplies

(� > 33A) can heat up wire diameters of maximal Ø 2.0mm to 500 ◦C in less than 1min

by Joule heating. Yet, the temperature control of this method is challenging, since the

highest temperatures usually occur where the electrodes are in contact with the smart ma-

terial. The distribution will therefore be more heterogeneous compared to the furnace

environment. Furthermore, caution is advised against employing simplified variants of

the Joule heating approach, especially those replacing the laboratory power supply with

mobile 12V batteries, as outlined in [226]. The risk lies in the potential for uncontrolled

battery discharge, leading to current peaks that may rapidly oxidize the shape memory

material.

Fixation for Shape-Setting

Despite employing diverse heat treatment methods, shaping smart materials to desired

forms remains challenging. This is particularly true for intricate geometries like the S-

shape, necessitating sophisticated rack designs, as shown in Section 5.1.2, [2]. Materials

selected for these racks must exhibit high temperature resistance. Two were tested within

this work:

• Fiber boards, medium density to high density [226] for 2D shapes.

• Metal, (e.g., Al) for 2D, and potentially 3D shapes.

Al (melting temperature: 660 ◦C [227]) has been found to be still suitable for heat treat-

ment of the SMA with temperatures < 500 ◦C. By means of computer numerical control

(CNC) machining technology, the fabrication of complex shapes in 2D, and even 3D are

feasible. Yet, Al is recommended solely for furnace-based methods, due to its relatively

high conductivity for heat, and electric current [227].

In contrast, when using Joule heating, the rack material should be non-conductive

to prevent the deflection and grounding of electric currents through the rack, rather than

through the SMA. Besides, the rack material should not act as a heat sinks (i.e., cooling).
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Consequently, fire-resistant high density fiber boards have been tested. However, although

easy to process by laser-cutting, the susceptibility of fiber board racks to damage from

heat and the forces, exerted by smart materials returning to their pre-programmed shapes,

remains a concern.

In the context of healthcare robotics, a proper preparation of the smart material is

key to secure a reliable functionality when integrated in the robotic system. For both

tested materials, the repeatability of these processes was challenging, as also backed up

by [228]. While temperature control in a furnace is manageable, the precise positioning

within the clamping racks remains a potential source of variability in outcomes for both

rack material options and both heating methods.

Furthermore, it is also important to recognize that the raw materials supplied by man-

ufacturers are subject to fluctuations in characteristics such as transition temperatures,

material compositions, and heat treatments. Therefore, when envisioning medical instru-

ments and devices, each batch must be subjected to rigorous material testing to ensure

uniformity in the starting material.

9.1.3. Material Integration and Configuration

Many SMA actuation systems employ the one-way shape memory effect, effectively

eliminating the need for extensive material training associated with two-way memory be-

havior. This one-way approach, however, doesn’t naturally provide reversible actuation.

To overcome this, reversible actuation is achieved through antagonistic setups. A me-

chanical spring can act as an antagonist, offering simplicity and reducing smart material

usage. When inactive, it returns the instrument to its original shape.

Another method involves an antagonistic dual-SMA setup using an additional SMA

component, ensuring stability and maintaining intermediate shapes when not activated.

In healthcare robotics, these antagonistic approaches have distinct implications. The dual

antagonistic approach stands out for its independence and safety, particularly under energy

loss, maintaining the instrument’s equilibrium state, i.e., deformation. In contrast, the

mechanical spring option, while simple, risks hazardous back-deformation in the case of

an energy fallout (e.g., flexible surgical instruments, Chapter 5, [2]).

A third option is the application-specific antagonistic configuration, optimized for

particular use cases. In these configurations, the specific application itself, actively resets

the SMA actuator (e.g., compliant actuator-sensor units embedded in physical exoskeleton

interfaces, Chapter 8, [8]). While this method is efficient (i.e., less hardware components),

it requires detailed knowledge of the specific application. It is ideally suited for on-body

applications but requires careful consideration of potential malfunctions and may have

limitations in its applicability across a broader range of uses.
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9.1.4. Stimulus and Material Response

Table 9.1 also provides an overview over the stimulus-related specifications, reveal-

ing the performance of the shape memory effect, investigated in this dissertation. It is

important to recognize that the three applications and their quantitative results cannot be

directly compared due to discrepancies in the materials used and differences in implemen-

tation, including configuration and heating approach. Yet, the systematic listing canalizes

the main findings of this dissertation.

In this section, the stimulus and material response of only the non-superelastic appli-

cations, namely the flexible instrument and CASU, are discussed.

Application and Ambient Temperature Conditions

When the SMA is deployed directly on the skin or in direct tissue contact within the

body, heat flux from the body towards the material will influence the smart material’s

temperature. It can heat or cool the smart material, depending on the temperature differ-

ence. The body temperature )body (on-, or within the body) of the targeted application

site, and the ambient temperature )amb both effect this heat flux. They are thus important

quantities for the design of an appropriate material stimulation. For most cases of intra-

corporeal applications in MIS, one can define )amb = )body. On the other hand, for most

cases of on-body applications, one should make a case distinction. The higher of both

temperatures )amb, and )body should be considered the dominant influence. This approach

of prioritizing the highest temperature is recommended, since only the heating flux from

the body/environment to the SMA is relevant, which increases its temperature and thus

contributing to its actuation. In comparison, lower body and environmental temperatures

would naturally cool the material only, which is a preferred system characteristic.

Consequently, the application site is pivotal in selecting the appropriate material,

specifically concerning the transformation temperature �f. It can be stated, that choos-

ing transformation temperatures close to the expected steady-state ambient temperature,

makes the actuation more effective (i.e., faster response time), and more efficient (i.e., re-

quiring less heating energy). However, it is also more likely, that the material is actuated

inadvertently or the control over the material stimulation is lost due to overheating.

The core body temperature of healthy humans is regulated within a relatively con-

sistent and narrow range across various body sites (rectal, tympanic, urine, oral, and ax-

illary), typically ranging from 35.69 ◦C to 37.45 ◦C. The normal body temperature is

commonly considered to be 36.8 ◦C [229], with a median temperature of approximately

36.7 ◦C [230]. Therefore, in such a context, the design of smart material actuators can

be tailored under the assumption of a consistent ambient temperature ()amb = constant).

However, in intracorporeal applications, inadvertent actuation may occur, particularly in

instances where the patient experiences a condition such as fever (pyrexia) or hyperther-

mia, resulting in an increased body temperature. To address this challenge, flexible instru-

ments for MIS can also be constructed using SMAs with an austenite finish temperature

�f ≈ 60 ◦C (Chapter 5, [2]), thus enabling their use even in patients with elevated body

temperatures. However, since protein denaturation can begin at temperatures as low as

40 ◦C [231], a shielding insulation is mandatory to protect the human tissue from severe

heat damage and cell death.

In contrast to the inner body temperature, the outer skin temperature may vary more

strongly in the range from 30.7 ◦C to 38.6 ◦C [232]. It depends on various factors, includ-
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ing the body part of interest, the physical activity of the person [232], and the exposure to

external heat sources (e.g., sunlight, radiators). When SMA actuators are worn on clothing

(Chapter 8, [8]), the dependency on the skin temperature becomes less relevant. Against

external heat sources, an additional shielding housing around the actuator can improve the

heat resistances. Yet, this will also reduce the passive cooling capability (negative heat

exchange) from the actuator. As with in-body applications, SMA with �f ≈ 60 ◦C might

be the better choice. It is worth mentioning that unlike intracorporeal applications, higher

temperatures are less critical when occurring outside the body.

Temperature Management

As a thermo-responsive smart material, SMAs remember their original shape above

the austenite finish temperature �f. In order to increase the material’s temperature inde-

pendently of the ambient temperature )amb, two methods were presented:

• Intrinsic heating via Joule heating through the SMA material.

• Extrinsic (secondary) heating via heating elements (e.g., high-resistance wire).

The temperature distribution in the smart material is essential. For a quick actuation re-

sponse, a fast temperature change is required at those surfaces, underneath which the

largest deformation is expected, and desired. In the same way, heat transfer and subse-

quent cooling in the absence of an active heat source allows for a quick drop in the ma-

terial stress, decreasing of applicable forces. The faster the temperature can be regulated

both ways, the faster is the controllable material response at the largest displacement. In

contrast, other parts of the material component can warm up slower or, preferably, even

remain cold if there is no deformation to be expected.

Intrinsic heating (Joule heating) is a simple approach where an electric current is

sent through the shape memory material itself, without further components required. In

comparison to the presented shape setting in Section 9.1.2, the currents used are much

lower for the shape memory actuation. This was investigated in Chapter 5, [2], where

0.7mm wires were activated by 3A (2.6V). Experiments revealed a considerately high

current for intracorporeal applications due to the relatively low resistance of the wire. Yet,

the high current allowed for a maximum bending of up to 19mm over an instrument length

of 115mm in under 15 s and a maximum blocking force of 90mN. It is noteworthy, that

the flexible instrument featured two SMA wires in an antagonistic configuration. Hence,

the instrument is inherently stiffer when compared with the stand-alone material wire,

since the shape memory effect of one wire must deform both the antagonistic wire and

itself.

For intrinsic Joule heating, however, the effective temperature change depends on

the electrical resistance of the smart material component and its electrical connections.

Wherever the resistance is high, heat energy is transferred to the material and heats it up

locally. In the linear smart material component, such as a wire or strip, one can anticipate

a consistent and relatively low resistance along its length. However, a comparatively

higher resistance typically arises at the points where the electrodes make contact with

the smart material, as noted in [233]. This relatively high contact resistance leads to

temperature peaks at the electrodes (usually located at the rear end of a continuum robot,

and flexible instrument, respectively), rather than close to the area of large deformation.

Hence, Joule heating not only favors an unintended homogeneous temperature rise in the

entire smart material, but also temperature peaks at the electrodes, where inappropriate.
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9. Critical Discussion

It is noteworthy, that for all kind of robotic systems applied close to, or even within the

human body, heat from the material towards human tissue should be minimized at all

times.

To overcome the unfavorable temperature distribution, extrinsic heating is a promis-

ing alternative and was investigated in Chapter 8, [8]. Extrinsic heating sources, such as

high-resistance heating wires, also apply the Joule heating principle. They can be placed

in close contact to the surface of interest. Therefore, heat is immediately transferred to

where it is needed most, i.e., where the material should perform the largest displacements.

In comparison with the intrinsic method of Joule heating within the smart material, ex-

trinsic heating requires additional components and wiring. Yet, the heat transfer is more

efficient and the required currents are lower, allowing for smaller conductors, and making

it less hazardous in the case of malfunction. To substantiate the difference from the Joule

heating approach deployed for the flexible instrument, a similar current was distributed

to three separate heating wires at a similar power input (≈ 10W). This configuration, as

shown in Chapter 8 [8], was able to provide effective force offsets of 13.7N within a force

range of up to 62N.

It is noteworthy, that this dissertation investigated setups without active cooling, i.e.,

only passive-cooling (convection) was exploited. On the other hand, adding active cool-

ing (e.g., air fan, cooling liquids) could be an additional feature, increasing the material

response frequencies. Yet, additional cooling elements decrease the overall efficiency

further. Thus, the necessity of an additional active cooling feature should be assessed

carefully.

Control

Both, intrinsic, and extrinsic heating stimuli, were successfully implemented by means

of off-the-shelf microcontrollers with heuristically tuned PID controllers. The feedback

loop regulated the displacement (flexible instrument), and force (CASU), respectively.

This approach was sufficient to drive each of the robotic systems. Based on the exper-

imental evaluation, a data-driven model was not required for actuation, but investigated

for the self-sensing of the displacement of the flexible instrument. However, it should

be noted, that in order to implement a closed feedback-loop for the flexible instrument,

marker tracking using external visual imaging devices was necessary. In a real MIS appli-

cation, visually supported servoing of the instrument (e.g., based on endoscopic imaging)

may be subject to more influencing factors and disturbances. Further research in this mat-

ter is necessary, as the control of SMAs constitutes a distinct research domain beyond the

scope of this work. Yet, a short overview and outlook is given in the following.

In order to advance from PID, and also fuzzy-PID [234], approaches towards more

complex control regimes, a bigger focus lies on handling the nonlinear and hysteretic

characteristics of SMAs. It should be noted, that the specific “history” of each SMA spec-

imen influences the nonlinear characteristics. The nonlinearity is hence considered time-

variant, which becomes less impactful after extensive training, i.e., thermo-mechanical

loading cycles [77]. Thus, a standard amount of training cycles, and the subsequent spec-

imen characterization could be key measures for accurate control beyond any heuristic

control strategy. To address the nonlinear characteristics, the PID control can be extended

by a neural network modeling the hysteretic behavior, as in [235]. Furthermore, and leav-

ing the conventional PID controllers with its constant parameters aside, regimes develop

to become more dynamic, by using for example a Variable Structure Control with gain
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9.1. Challenges and Limitations of SMAs

switches [236]. A similar approach is the discontinuous Sliding-Mode Control, that can

be model-based [237], or data-driven [238], aiming for robustness against disturbances

and model-uncertainties. Furthermore, so continuous Adaptive Control strategies adapt

their parameters in real-time based on the observed performance of the system [239].

In contrast to data-driven strategies, model-based regimes build on a profound under-

standing of the material response and the particular specimen. Ideally, the specimen must

be firstly characterized [240], providing data for the subsequent model parametrization.

Material modeling still remains a challenging task, exceeding the scope of this work. For

further details on modeling SMAs, refer to [241–243]. Recent robotic-related research

directions in SMA modeling, address for example superelastic modeling for continuum

robots [244], and thermodynamic plastic deformation mechanisms [245].

9.1.5. Hazards

The application of SMAs in health care robotics is not without challenges, specific to

the medical field. A critical examination reveals shortcoming and even hazards that must

be taken into account when choosing SMAs for a robotic component.

Mechanical Integrity

Although mechanically superior to polymer-based materials [96] and highly elastic

compared to stainless steel [95], the endurance of NiTi is still subject to ongoing research.

Critical aspects include the structural integrity [246], and thermo-mechanical fatigue [93],

especially for long-term utilization as implant materials or multiple-use biomedical actu-

ators. However, for robotic components designed as single-use actuators, the long-term

risks are limited.

Biocompatibility

Biocompatibility is a crucial consideration for implants and instruments used within

the human body. While Ni can exhibit inflammatory and genotoxic effects [247], NiTi

is generally recognized as biocompatible in body fluids [248, 249]. The reason for this

enhancement is, that NiTi forms a protective titan oxide (TiO2) surface layer, preventing

the toxic Ni ions from being released to the human body. In this sense, NiTi is even more

biocompatible than stainless steel alloys, e.g., AISI 316 LVM, with a high anti-corrosive

content of chromium (Cr) and Ni [250]. However, for a robust and sustainable biocom-

patibility, NiTi requires surface treatments such as mechanical polishing, electropolishing,

and etching [251]. Moreover, additional coatings can increase the biocompatibility fur-

ther [252–254]. It should be noted that the NiTi materials utilized in this dissertation

cannot be used in a biomedical application without one or multiple of the aforementioned

surface treatments.
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Thermal and Electrical Hazards

The potential thermal damage caused by the temperature-induced actuation of SMAs,

when in contact with human tissue, is another significant concern. Tolerable tempera-

tures, critical for preventing cell damage, must be thoroughly considered. Research indi-

cates that temperatures above 45 ◦C can be detrimental to cells [255,256]. Specific studies

have shown irreversible changes in brain tissue at 44 ◦C for extended periods [257] and

thigh muscle tissue damage at temperatures exceeding 50.4 ◦C [258]. It is worth mention-

ing, that despite the different austenite finish temperatures �f for the flexible instrument

(60 ◦C) and the CASU (40 ◦C), a similar power input would evidently still lead to a simi-

lar maximum temperature of 80 ◦C, and 86 ◦C, respectively (Table 9.1). Compared to the

acceptable temperature range for body tissue, this temperature presents an obvious haz-

ard. Yet, the experimental results of the CASU show, that despite this high temperature

within the actuation components, a technical shielding or encapsulation is a valid protec-

tion measure. This way, the silicone layer in direct contact with the skin only exhibited an

appropriate maximum temperature of 39.2 ◦C. A similarly effective shielding approach is

also required for any SMA-based flexible instrument. Fortunately, the same shielding then

also functions as an electrically insulating barrier, and a sterile cover as recommended for

extendable continuum robots in Section 4.4, [1].

Ferromagnetic Interference

Finally, the ferromagnetic properties of NiTi are a notable consideration, especially in

clinical settings with strong electromagnetic fields, like hybrid operating rooms equipped

with MRI machines. Although NiTi is primarily considered paramagnetic [259], specific

thermal conditions, and tensile deformation can induce ferromagnetic properties [260].

Furthermore, particular heat treatments can lead to strongly ferromagnetic Ni oxide lay-

ers [259]. Therefore, understanding and managing these magnetic properties are crucial

for safe and effective use of SMA-based actuators in clinical environments.
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9.2. Best-Practice for Shape Memory Alloys

Based on the findings and challenges regarding SMAs presented in this dissertation,

the following best-practice design workflow is recommended for SMA-based actuators in

the realm of robotic applications in healthcare:

1. Ambient conditions: The expected ambient temperature range in-, on- or beyond

the human body should be defined as

)amb = [min()amb),max()amb)] (9.1)

for the targeted application. Furthermore, a tolerance offset )offset
1 should be con-

sidered.

2. Material choice: For most robotic applications, the commercially available com-

positions of NiTi should be sufficient. The specific variant, e.g., ratio of Ni and

Ti, and Cu content allows for the fine-tuning, such as the hysteretic characteristic.

More importantly, the austenite finish temperature �f should be chosen so that

�f > max()amb) + )offset. (9.2)

3. Material integration: Strips with rectangular cross-sections should be preferred

over circular cross-sections, due to advantages regarding assembly and heat ex-

change.

4. Material processing: Shape-setting beyond the original austenite shape, provided

by the manufacturer, should be avoided. Preferably, the SMA components can be

cold-formed before assembly, and then actuated to deform back into the original,

usually straight shape.

5. Temperature management: Intrinsic actuation (Joule heating) requires less hard-

ware effort, but comes at a cost of higher electric currents and a disadvantageous

temperature distribution. In contrast, extrinsic actuation is more effective at lower

currents, and thus, recommended if the robotic setup allows. To reduce space de-

mand, an active cooling strategy should be avoided. Instead, natural convection

should be considered, especially for on-body applications. For intracorporeal appli-

cations, the heat transfer to human tissue can act as a passive cooling mechanism,

if the austenite finish temperature �f is chosen wisely. However, it must be empha-

sized that high required temperatures for the smart material may cause the human

tissue to overheat, potentially leading to irreversible damage.

6. Control: It is recommended to start off with a heuristically (model-free) tuned PID

controller. If an experimental setup is available, which allows for the characteriza-

tion of the SMA material specimen, data-driven and model-driven strategies can be

applied, to address the nonlinearities more effectively.

7. Safety measures: To minimize the risks of thermal and electrical hazards, as well

as toxic and non-sterile contamination, SMA actuators necessitate a meticulously

prepared and intact surface. Ideally, they should also have an additional protective

layer or a robotic cover.

1Examples for heuristic tolerance offsets: SMA-driven Laryngoscope, used intracorporeally: 3 ◦C;

SMA-driven exoskeleton interface, used as a wearable: 6 ◦C.
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9.3. Towards SMA-Driven Healthcare Robotics

Despite the presented limitations and challenges, SMAs and their capacity as supere-

lastic components, and material-driven actuators, make them a fascinating material for

biomedical environments in healthcare robotics.

Surgical Instruments

SMAs are already preferably used in the operating room due to their superelastic char-

acteristic, e.g., as endovascular implants, guidewires, and also as elastic backbones for

continuum robots. However, the consequent utilization of the inherent material-actuation

in practice is still scarce. In contrast, this dissertation presented various performant SMA

applications for healthcare robotics.

For future endeavors, the current boundaries should be pushed, from 1D SMA-wire

actuators towards flexible instruments with complex 2D- or even 3D-shape changes for

surgical devices, and ultra-compact, self-assembling continuum robots. Ideally, the ex-

ploitation of SMAs can lead towards light-weight, hand-held robotic devices. The appli-

cations, presented in this work, have been solely tested under laboratory conditions. In

order to transfer this technology then to the operating room, the aspects of shielding and

sterilization must be targeted firstly. Then, the aforementioned performance advantages

of the shape memory material, and its potential hazards should be studied, and evaluated

in cadaver studies, preclinical studies using live animals, and finally aiming for human

clinical trials. The future vision calls for the creation of highly adaptable and customiz-

able devices capable of modification during preoperative or even intraoperative clinical

workflows. For such an innovative development, however, clinics must be enabled to han-

dle SMA materials and alter the material’s shapes on-site, and in accordance with medical

imaging technology. This approach would allow operative interventions, such as those in

endovascular, laparoscopic, and neurosurgery, to leverage advanced path planning along-

side optimized surgical instruments for precise execution of the surgical plan [59].

Exoskeleton Interfaces

In exoskeleton applications, SMAs offer a valuable actuation modality, which is al-

ready employed in diverse ways. Unlike in surgical settings, where thermal stimula-

tion and effective temperature management without active cooling features pose greater

risks, the hazards associated with SMAs are comparatively lower. Additionally, while

lightweight design is crucial for wearables, the spatial requirements are less critical com-

pared to surgical instruments and medical robots designed for intracorporeal operations.

This explains the extensive body of research beyond the scope of this dissertation, explor-

ing the use of SMAs in wearable applications and exoskeletons. In this dissertation, the

concept of a CASU has been introduced. The future perspective encompasses to design

exoskeleton interfaces with multiple CASUs at optimized positions on the human body.

Then, large user studies should target the evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness

to control the attachment of the exoskeleton to the user. The vision extends to the devel-

opment of physical interfaces capable of material-induced deformation to accommodate

individual users. In this scenario, the embedded CASUs would focus solely on real-time

force control, ensuring consistent fit throughout the duration of wear.
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10. Overall Conclusion

This dissertation presented a series of meaningful advancements in the fields of robotics

and surgical technology in order to address the initially posed research question and the

central thesis as possible response:

How can smart materials be applied for robotic and sensing applications in

healthcare?

Shape memory alloys, ferromagnetic materials, and piezoresistive polymers can be ap-

plied in the realms of minimally invasive surgery and exoskeletons to improve compliance,

flexibility, miniaturization, and practicability of robotic and sensing systems in healthcare.

The presented research stands out as it intends to validate this thesis statement with

its exploration into practical deployment of those materials in the domain of healthcare

robotics. It features three innovative SMA-based designs for actuation and sensing, as

well as two sensor systems, deploying a ferromagnetic material, and a piezoresistive

polymer, respectively. The achievements of this dissertation are briefly summarized in

the following, confirming the thesis.

Extendable Continuum Robots using SMA for Gastroendoscopy

This dissertation introduced a novel design of a self-assembling, tendon-driven con-

tinuum robotic structure. Due to its superelastic, compliant robotic backbone from a

SMA, the components can be stored efficiently within the actuation unit, before the con-

tinuum robotic structure is assembled during the extension procedure (miniaturization).

Furthermore, the proposed design allows for a dynamical adjustment of the section and

segment lengths during the extension process (practicability). The presented approach

is scalable, and demonstrated state-of-the-art dexterity and workspace range, highlighting

its significant potential in enhancing existing and future tendon-driven robotic systems for

MIS in the operating room, for example in the context of transoral gastroendoscopy.

Flexible Surgical Instruments using SMA for Laparoscopy

Another pivotal area of this dissertation is the application of a SMA for inherent ac-

tuation, and self-sensing in the development of flexible surgical instruments. Their inno-

vative design compactly incorporates SMA wire loops in active-antagonist arrangements,

effectively utilizing these components to realize geometries ranging from simple bends

to complex S-shapes. This approach significantly streamlines the setup, miniaturizing

it to its fullest extent. Additionally, a data-driven polynomial model has been developed

to predict the deflection of the 2D bending instrument using its electrical resistance. The
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model requires force sensing augmentation for handling unknown load scenarios and is

tailored to the specific geometry of the tested actuator. Due to the deployment of a SMA,

the proposed instrument design, with its bending, and straightening capabilities, shows

the potential of combining structural integrity, actuation, and sensing within a single ma-

terial component (practicability). Consequently, the design may prove highly beneficial,

enhancing the dexterity of otherwise static and rigid surgical tools employed in MIS, such

as in laparoscopic applications.

Compliant Sensor Array Tracking Magnets for Endovascular Surgery

The dissertation also explores the realm of magnetic sensing and -tracking in sur-

gical technology by introducing a novel compliant sensor array designed for inherent

shape estimation and subsequent tracking of surgical instruments made from ferromag-

netic materials. Characterized by its self-sensing ability and minimal spatial footprint

(miniaturization), the wearable array utilizes a tracking algorithm based on a permanent

magnet model and least squares optimization. Results revealed that although stronger

bending radii were associated with larger shape estimation errors, overall tracking accu-

racy improved, leading to a reduction in Euclidean distance error. The presented solu-

tion not only enhances instrument tracking precision, a critical aspect of surgical proce-

dures for ensuring patient safety during endovascular interventions (practicability). It

also holds promise for reducing the spatial footprint of magnetic tracking systems and

thereby improving the surgical workflow for the clinicians in the field of endovascular

surgery.

Training Platform with Piezoresistive Polymers for Endovascular Surgery

Furthermore, a sensorized training platform was presented, marking an important leap

in medical training, particularly for endovascular interventions. This platform was de-

signed to meet the critical need for intense practice in catheter and guidewire handling

dexterity, a key skill in this field. It features a modular design with additively manu-

factured vessel phantoms that replicate patient-specific anatomy, enhancing the realism

of the training experience. The integration of compliant and configurable piezoresistive

polymer sensors into the elastic vessel walls (miniaturization) to measure impact forces,

provides invaluable feedback to trainees, allowing them to refine their skills effectively

(practicability). The presented training platform points to its vast potential for the do-

main of endovascular surgery, preparing novices for the operating room, and providing a

patient-specific experimental training ground for experienced professionals.

Compliant SMA-based Actuator-Sensor Unit for Exoskeleton Interfaces

This dissertation also investigated the incorporation of active CASUs into exoskeleton

interfaces for precise measurements and optimal fit. A CASU features highly miniatur-

ized SMA strip actuators in a compliant parallel layout, and offers controllable actuation

crucial for accurate adjustments of the holding force. Its integrated capacitive force sen-

sor, capable of sensing through clothing, allows subsequently to identify limb movement

patterns, underscores its sensing reliability. Emphasizing practicability, especially in

counteracting interface displacements during everyday activities, this work substantiates
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the CASU’s proficiency in adaptive settings. Such validation augments its applicability in

humanoid robotics and assistive technologies, offering substantial benefits to individuals

with physical impairments.

Should Smart Materials be Utilized in Health Care Robotics?

In conclusion, this dissertation has presented a detailed exploration of the selected

smart materials, emphasizing their remarkable potential in the field of healthcare technol-

ogy. It has been demonstrated that these materials can provide substantial improvements

in actuation and sensing capabilities regarding increased compliance, flexibility, space

efficiency, and practicability compared to conventional methodologies. This is achieved

through the innovative design of integrated actuator and sensor systems, which simulta-

neously contribute to the structural integrity of the devices.

Given the limited scope of this research, the focus was primarily on a selected trio of

materials, providing a punctual yet insightful exploration into their capabilities and appli-

cations. Each of the developed prototypes serves as a proof-of-concept. The experimental

evaluation conducted have shown promising results, establishing the technical feasibility

of handling, and effectively applying these different materials. Despite these advances, it

is acknowledged that transitioning from experimental demonstrations to real-world tech-

nical solutions remains a significant challenge.

This dissertation should, however, serve as a foundation for future research, encour-

aging a more open-minded approach towards the development of enhanced materials.

The application of these materials in healthcare is particularly challenging due to the high

safety standards required in the field of healthcare technology. Nevertheless, the poten-

tial innovations that these smart materials promise could really push the boundaries in

the field, leading to compact, efficient devices. These devices may soon become as in-

tegral to medical professionals as current medical instruments and implants made from

superelastic NiTi.

To produce innovation in healthcare technology leveraging smart materials, it is es-

sential to prioritize not only technical material advancement but also cultivate collabo-

rative partnerships between innovation-driven clinicians focused on patient welfare and

technical experts in material science and robotic engineering. The successful transition

from laboratory prototypes to clinically approved devices is pivotal for scalability, in-

volving not only overcoming technical hurdles but also navigating regulatory, ethical, and

practical considerations. Paramount among these concerns are ensuring patient safety,

meeting stringent regulatory standards, and achieving cost-effectiveness for clinical via-

bility. In summary, this dissertation underscores the vast potential of smart materials and

emphasizes the imperative of interdisciplinary collaboration for their seamless integration

into healthcare technology, paving the way for significant advancements in the field.
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AI Utilization Statement

Various institutions are involved in formulating guidelines for the utilization of gen-

erative artifical intelligence (AI) tools in copyright and scientific writing. As of the com-

position of this dissertation, a universal consensus or widely embraced standard regarding

the usage of generative AI remains elusive. Consequently, the following section provides

an overview of which generative AI tools were utilized in the writing of this dissertation

and how they were employed, ensuring full transparency.

Which generative AI tools were used?

The primarily utilized generative AI tools in this dissertation were ChatGPT-3.5 and

ChatGPT-4.0 (OpenAI, USA). Additionally, GPTs (Generative Pre-trained Transformers),

which are extensions based on ChatGPT but specialized and augmented for specific tasks

or domains, were employed. The utilized GPTs included:

• Consensus, Scholar GPT.

• Scientific Writing Assistant, Research Assistant.

• Translate GPT, Translate any Language.

• Grammar and Spelling Optimizer, Proofread Pro.

How was generative AI used?

The following list outlines how the aforementioned tools were utilized in the writing

of this dissertation:

• Conducted language translation tasks (English-German, German-English).

• Enhanced the literature review using AI-based search engines.

• Generated text blocks based on prestructured content.

• Summarized and paraphrased own content and clearly referenced content from

other research works, respectively.

• Improved text quality, conciseness, flow, and clarity.

• Employed for grammar and spelling checks.

All content, whether generated or altered by an AI tool, underwent meticulous review

and revision to ensure the accuracy of the communicated information.
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Acronyms

1D one-dimensional. 48, 56, 106, 116

2D two-dimensional. 48, 56, 59, 61, 62, 65, 68, 70, 106–108, 116, 117, 133, 138

3D three-dimensional. 48, 56, 65, 68, 93, 107, 108, 116

AI artifical intelligence. 123

Al aluminum. 31, 49, 50, 108, 137

ANOVA analysis of variance. 82

at atomic percentage. 23

CAD computer-aided design. 80, 139

CASU compliant actuator-sensor unit. 92–94, 97–102, 106, 107, 110, 112, 114, 116,

118, 119, 139–141

CAT computed axial tomography. 3

CI confidence interval. 42

CMD coordinate measuring device. 71–74, 131, 139

CNC computer numerical control. 108

Co cobalt. 26

Cr chromium. 113

CT computed tomography. 3, 24

CTA computed tomography angiography. 67, 77, 79, 80

Cu copper. 18, 31, 115

DC direct current. 39

DOF degrees-of-freedom. 12, 13, 35, 42, 44, 47, 48, 54, 67, 68, 77, 82, 95

EMG electromyography. 93

EPDM elastomeric ethylene-propylene-diene monomer. 96

FDM fused deposition modelling. 37

Fe iron. 26

FTS force-torque sensor. 93, 97, 99, 140

GI gastrointestinal. 10

I2C inter-integrated circuit. 97
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Acronyms

IMU inertial measurement unit. 68, 93

MIS minimally invasive surgery. 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 46, 48, 64, 77, 110, 112, 117, 118

MITK The Medical Imaging Interaction Toolkit. 80

MRI magnetic resonance imaging. 3, 24, 25, 105, 114

Nd neodymium. 26

Ni nickel. 21, 23, 26, 113–115

NiTi nickel-titanium. 23, 36, 37, 54, 56, 95, 98, 99, 101, 106, 107, 113–115, 119, 140

NiTiCu nickel-titanium-copper. 23, 48, 57, 106, 107, 137

NTC negative temperature coefficient. 96

Pb lead. 18

PCB printed circuit board. 68–70

PI proportional-integral. 97

PID proportional-integral-derivative. 39, 50, 51, 112, 115, 137

Pr praseodymium. 26

PTFE polytetrafluoroethylene. 96

PWM pulse-width-modulation. 39, 51

ROS Robot Operating System. 81, 97

SLA stereolithography. 37

Sm samarium. 26

SMA shape memory alloy. 5, 7, 17–23, 31, 36–38, 40, 44, 46–51, 53–58, 64, 65, 77,

92–94, 99, 100, 102, 105–118, 133, 135–137, 140

Ti titanium. 21, 23, 115

UI user interface. 12, 13

USB universal serial bus. 97

VR virtual reality. 78
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List of Variables

This list contains all variables declared and utilized within this dissertation. To en-

hance readability, the list is organized according to the chapters of this document. The

first subgroup (“General Variables”) includes variables used multiple times across differ-

ent chapters. Following this, chapter-specific variable listings are provided. It’s important

to note that all variables are presented in italic characters. However, subscripts are ital-

icized only if they represent variables themselves; otherwise, they are in normal font.

Additionally, vectors are highlighted in bold font.

General Variables

Δ change, difference

∇ nabla operator

� cross-sectional area

� electric capacitance

F force

� electric current

; length

= number of samples, sample size

$ origin in Cartesian space

% point in Cartesian space

p position vector

p̄ mean position vector

' electric resistance

'0 electric resistance reference

) temperature

)0 temperature reference

)amb ambient temperature

)body temperature on-, or within the body

)max maximum temperature
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List of Variables

)offset temperature offset (recommended)

C time

* electric voltage

*max electric voltage at maximum

+ volume

F width

G Cartesian coordinate

H Cartesian coordinate

I Cartesian coordinate

Shape Memory Alloys – Section 3.1

U) temperature coefficient

Y uniaxial strain

Ytrans transformation strain

bM crystalline fraction of martensite phase

bR crystalline fraction of R-phase (rhombohedral)

f uniaxial stress

ff uniaxial stress at finishing level

fs uniaxial stress at starting level

h Poisson’s ratio

d electric resistivity

d0 electric resistivity reference

dA electric resistivity of austenite phase

dM electric resistivity of martensite phase

dR electric resistivity of R-phase (rhombohedral)

�f temperature, austenite finish

�s temperature, austenite start

"f temperature, martensite finish

"s temperature, martensite start

Magnetic Materials – Section 3.2
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List of Variables

n0 permittivity in vacuum

`0 permeability in vacuum

dm magnetic charge density

ds magnetic charge density on a surface

dv magnetic charge density within a volume

r electric charge density

B magnetic field, -flux density, -induction

dm time-averaged magnetic moment

d+ mesoscopic volume

E electric field (flux)

en unit normal vector

FE electric force

FL Lorentz force

FM magnetic force

H magnetic field intensity, -strength; auxiliary field; magnetizing field

�c coercivity

J electric current density

jm electric current density distribution

M magnetization

Mmes mesoscopic average magnetization

"r residual magnetization, remanence

"sat saturation magnetization

m magnetic moment (individual atom or a magnetic dipole)

@e electric charge, e.g., electron

@m magnetic charge

*H Hall voltage, Hall potential

vd drifting velocity

Piezoresistive Polymers – Section 3.3

cl piezoresistive coefficient, longitudinal
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List of Variables

ct piezoresistive coefficient, transverse

dpol electric resistivity of a piezoresistive polymer

fl piezoresistive stress, longitudinal

ft piezoresistive stress, transverse

Self-Assembly of Continuum Robots with Shape Memory Alloys – Chapter 4

4bend bending error

4disk disk positioning error

4̄disk mean disk positioning error over all runs and sections

=? number of samples of the position vector p

Shaping Surgical Instruments with Shape Memory Alloys – Chapter 5

i bending angle

ierror steady-state error of bending angle

iset bending angle setpoint

4 estimation error

4̄ mean estimation error over all evaluation trials #trial

4: estimation error for a measurement point :

4̄: mean estimation error over all measurement points #data

4max estimation error at maximum

8 index variable for the polynomial of '

9 index variable for the polynomial of �I

: index variable for measurement points

 D derivative gain

 I integral gain

 P proportional gain

#data number of measurement points during data acquisition

#' maximum polynomial degree of '
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